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ABSTRACT
This dissertation examines literary responses to the Yugoslav Wars of the 1990s and their
aftermath by migrant authors from the former Yugoslavia who write in German. In particular, I
analyze Marica Bodrožić’s autobiography Sterne erben, Sterne färben: Meine Ankunft in
Wörtern (2007), Danko Rabrenović’s autobiographies Der Balkanizer: Ein Jugo in Deutschland
(2010) and Herzlich willkommenčić: Heimatgeschichten vom Balkanizer (2015), and Saša
Stanišić’s semi-autobiographical text Herkunft (2019). Each work under analysis offers unique
and multifaceted individual and collective representation and assessment of this topic, illustrating
the intricacies of the Yugoslav Wars and their effects. As the authors navigate difficult subjects
of war, trauma, loss, and nostalgia, they depict how the Yugoslav Wars and the loss of language,
identity, Heimat, and belonging affected them and how they dealt with these traumatic
experiences. In my analysis, I compare these various works to discuss the similarities and
differences in the authors’ responses to the Yugoslav Wars, their aftermath, and their new life
and integration in Germany based on some of the following factors: authors’ ages, gender, where
they grew up, when and why they left their home country. Looking at trauma as something that
should not be evaluated by direct or indirect exposure to the war and atrocities or by how much
one was exposed, I argue that the Yugoslav Wars affected everyone from the former Yugoslavia
in some way, even those who left many years before or at the brink of the wars, influenced by
the particular lens of their individual experiences. Using theories on identity, Heimat, memory,
and nostalgia from various scholars as well as notions of “Third Space” by Homi Bhabha,
iii

“imagined community” by Benedict Anderson, and lieux de mémoire by Pierre Nora, the study
demonstrates the major themes of these texts as they grapple with the human, ethical, and
intellectual losses of the wars. This dissertation serves to include a wider range of the literary
responses to the Yugoslav Wars and to provide a fuller understanding and more pluralistic view
of the discourses about these wars as well as more productive commemoration of the former
Yugoslavia, its people, and culture.
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INTRODUCTION
However, in the face of a major upheaval or
overwhelming trauma, which by definition disrupts
life goals or tasks, we are driven to find meaning in
a situation that might not lend itself to a plausible
explanation. Nevertheless, our brains are
constructed and/or our minds trained to move
toward completion; this results in an endless
obsession or preoccupation to figure out why the
event happened and perhaps how we can cope with
it. […] Through language, individuals can give
structure to their experiences. An individual can
create a coherent narrative, which, once formed, can
be summarized, stored, and ultimately forgotten or,
as narrative psychologists would say, “put away”
more efficiently. Language serves as the scaffolding
for persons to organize their thoughts and feelings
surrounding the traumatic event.1
The Aftermath of the Yugoslav Wars
31 March 1991–12 November 2001: the Yugoslav Wars unfolded over the span of these
ten years and consisted of several separate but related ethnic and religious conflicts and wars of
independence. The initial isolated incidents of barricades, uprisings, and armed clashes that
started in Croatia spread to other parts of Yugoslavia turning into in an all‐out war in several
other republics, resulting in the breakup of Yugoslavia and the forming of independent successor
states. During these wars, it is estimated that 140,000 people were killed, over 40,000 went
missing, 2,000,000 were internally displaced, and 2,400,000 fled to other countries.2 One of
those receiving countries was Germany, where many people from the former Yugoslavia had

Niederhoffer, Kate G., and James W. Pennebaker. “Sharing One’s Story: On the Benefits of
Writing or Talking About Emotional Experiences.” Handbook of Positive Psychology, edited by
C. R. Snyder and Shane J. Lopez, New York, Oxford University Press, 2002, p. 576.
2
Watkins, Clem S. The Balkans. Nova Science Publishers, Inc., 2003, p. 10.; “Transitional
Justice in the Former Yugoslavia.” International Center for Transitional Justice, January 2009,
www.ictj.org/sites/default/files/ICTJ-FormerYugoslavia-Justice-Facts-2009-English.pdf.
Accessed 22 Dec. 2017.
1

1

long-established relationships developed through the Gastarbeiter (guest worker) recruitment
program that included Yugoslavia starting in 1968. Five years later, in 1973, the recruitment
efforts were halted in reaction to the oil crisis and the recession it brought to the western
economies. Yet many of the Gastarbeiter stayed in Germany. These deeply rooted ties as well as
the geographical proximity made Germany a safe haven where a very large number of people
from the former Yugoslavia found refuge as the wars destroyed their Heimat.3 Eventually, after
the wars ended, many refugees, who had fled to Germany returned home, while others managed
to stay and establish themselves in their new home country permanently, making people from the
former Yugoslavia one of Germany’s largest immigrant groups.4 Among those, there are several
3

There are no sources that provide a total number for refugees from the former Yugoslavia who
fled to Germany. Findings reveal that most research (including numbers and facts) has been done
on the war in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Based on the example of this country alone, it shows that
out of approximately 1.2 million refugees from Bosnia and Herzegovina, one third found refuge
in Germany. Overall, among the six former Yugoslav republics and two provinces, Bosnia and
Herzegovina alone had approximately 2.7 million displaced persons (internally and refugees),
which is more than half of the country’s entire population. Morokvasic, Mirjana. “Yugoslav
Refugees, Displaced Persons, and the Civil War.” Refuge, vol. 11, no. 4, 1992, pp. 3–6.; Axt,
Hans-Jürgen. “The Impact of German Policy on Refugee Flows from Former Yugoslavia.”
Migrants, Refugees, and Migrant Policy: U.S. and German Policies Toward Countries of Origin,
edited by Rainer Münz and Myron Weiner, Providence and Oxford, Berghahn Books, 1997, p.
5.; Young, Kirsten. “UNHCR and ICRC in the former Yugoslavia: Bosnia-Herzegovina.”
International Review of the Red Cross, vol. 83, no. 843, September 2001, p. 782. According to
Kirsten Young, a Senior Liaison Officer, South-Eastern Europe Operation, at the Office of the
United Nations High Commissioners for Refugees, Geneva, “among the most complex issues
facing the humanitarian operation in Bosnia-Herzegovina were: the sheer scale of crisis, which
produced the largest number of refugees and displaced people in Europe since World War II …”;
Friedman, Francine. Bosnia and Herzegovina: A Polity on the Brink. London and New York,
Routledge, 2004, p. 78.; Hageboutros, Joelle. “The Bosnian Refugee Crisis: A Comparative
Study of German and Austrian Reactions and Responses.” Swarthmore International Relations
Journal, vol. 1, 2017, pp. 50–60.; “Kriegsflüchtlinge aus dem ehemaligen Juogslawien nach
Zielland.” UNHCR, März 1995, www.efms. uni-bamberg.de/ds27_2_d.htm. Accessed 22 Dec.
2017.; “Table with Data on Refugees.” UNHCR Statistical Database, United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees, data.un.org/Data.aspx?d=UNHCR&f=indID%3aType-Ref.
Accessed 22 Dec. 2017.
4
“Migration und Integration: Ausländische Bevölkerung nach Geschlecht und ausgewählten
Staatsangehörigkeiten.” D_Statis: Statistisches Bundesamt, 31 Dec. 2019,
www.destatis.de/DE/Themen/Gesellschaft-Umwelt/Bevoelkerung/Migration2

migrant and exile authors from ex-Yugoslavia, like Saša Stanišić, Marica Bodrožić, Danko
Rabrenović, and Danijela Pilic. They have used literature to write about their traumas and
traumatic experiences caused by the Yugoslav Wars and their aftermath, such as loss of
language, identity, Heimat, and belonging. Going back to Niederhoffer and Pennebaker’s quote
on the relationship between trauma and language, the former Yugoslav authors’ trauma found a
new language, German, that helped them cope, try to answer the “who,” “where,” and “why”
questions, construct their experiences, and sort out their feelings and thoughts about the
traumatic events they dealt with.
What Is Trauma? Defining Trauma Throughout History
It was a piece of Greek pottery from the 2nd century BC on which the
word Trauma, meaning wound appears on the inscription “the wound
(trauma) that you have, we didn't do it...” that led to the use of the
word trauma to describe a wound or injury.5
The Oxford English Dictionary defined trauma as “wounds or the cure of wounds” until
the 1860s.6 Since then, the term underwent a shift due to medical and historical influences. With
the rise of psychology in the late 1800s and psychoanalysis at the beginning of the 19th century
trauma was not just seen as a physical wound, but was applied to cases that caused mental health
problems due to violence, injury, and loss. After John Eric Erichsen’s work with railway
accident survivors, psychologists the experts defined trauma as “traumatic neurosis.”7 The
Integration/Tabellen/auslaendische-bevoelkerung-geschlecht.html. Accessed 2 July 2020. The
numbers totaling approximately 1,1 milion persons provided by the Statistisches Bundesamt
include Ausländeranzahl only from Croatia, Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Kosovo. The
numbers from Slovenia, Montenegro, North Mazedonia, and Vojvodina were not listed
individually, but could have been under sonstiges Europa.
5
Moore, Mattox, and Feliciano. “Trauma Manual.” 4th ed., McGraw-Hill Education, 2003, p. 4.
6
Pedersen, Duncan. “Rethinking Trauma as a Global Challenge.” Trauma and Migration:
Cultural Factors in the Diagnosis and Treatment of Traumatised Immigrants, edited by Meryam
Schouler-Ocak, Heidelberg, Springer, 2015, p. 9.
7
Rogers, Natasha. The Representations of Trauma in Narrative: A Study of Six Late Twentieth
Century Novels. 2004. University of Warwick, PhD Dissertation, p. 32.
3

victims did not suffer from any physical injuries, so Erichsen hypothesized that the amnesia
occurred due to the traumatic shock after witnessing traumatic or overwhelming events. During
this time, doctors found that victims were unable to recall the event(s) that triggered the trauma
and discovered that trauma was not only a mental injury, but also prevented victims from
recovering their memories. Sigmund Freud explained this inability to recover memories as a
protective shield that the individual develops in order to shield himself/herself from these
traumatic memories and their frightening effects.8
Since World War I, an influx of war neurosis (shell shock) cases initiated a growth in
psychological trauma studies. Here, collective trauma and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD)
have been highlighted as two major developments. According to Dan Merlis, not only could
trauma be experienced on an individual level, but it has also been theorized that collective
trauma can occur among large groups of individuals who have been affected by war, terrorism,
natural disaster, calamities, and catastrophes.9 Attributable to all of the historical catastrophes
that occurred in the 20th century (world wars, atomic bomb attacks, genocides, civil wars, and so
forth), beginning in 1990, the terms trauma and PTSD were not only applied to military
populations, but also to civilian ones. Therapeutic interventions which focused on wartraumatized communities were adjusted accordingly, namely questionnaires were revised to
address questions of hardship, violence, and loss.
Trauma Among Migrants: The Commonalities of Particular Groups
As the wounds resulting from war were no longer associated only with battlefields, and
studies of trauma and traumatic experiences started to include civilians, studies of trauma within

Merlis, Dan. “Trauma.” International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences. Thomson Gale,
2008, Web. 10 Sep. 2017. Accessed 25 May 2018.
9
Merlis, n.p.
8
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particular groups, namely migrants and refugees, were conducted. Among these groups,
individuals are repeatedly subjected to violence because of war and their experiences during
flight and exile. One of the most common psychiatric disorders experienced by refugees affected
by war trauma is post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD).10 According to psychologist Claudia M.
Vargas, researchers have shown three main factors that can distinguish how an individual
responds to PTSD.11 Vargas states that age, gender, and culture play an important role and that
trauma can be expressed differently throughout the various developmental stages of a human life.
Additionally, she reports that when viewing trauma from a cultural perspective, it is important to
find commonalities in the experiences of emotional and physical pain, even though the
expression of trauma may differ from culture to culture.12
Psychiatrist RoseMarie Perez Foster voices how according to Desjarlais et al. these
commonalities among migrants, exiles, and refugees are the “four migration stages at which
there is significant potential for traumatogenic experiences that may lead to serious
psychological distress.”13 Identifying these stages, scholars argue that the traumatic events
before, during, and after the dislocation or journey of migration can lead to serious psychological
distress and lasting impact on their mental health.14 The pre-migration stage includes the
10

Kruse, Johannes, Ljiljana Joksimovic, Majda Cavka, Wolfgang Wöller, and Norbert Schmitz.
“Effects of Trauma-Focused Psychotherapy Upon War Refugees.” Journal of Traumatic Stress,
vol. 22, no. 6, December 2009, pp. 585–592.
11
Vargas, Claudia María. “War Trauma in Refugees: Red Flags and Clinical Principles.” Visions
Journal, vol. 3, no. 3, 2007, pp. 12–15.
12
Vargas, 12, 13.
13
Perez Foster, RoseMarie. “When Immigration is Trauma: Guidelines for the Individual and
Family Clinician.” American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, vol. 71, no. 2, April 2001, pp. 153–170
(p. 155).
14
Bhugra, Dinesh. “Migration and Mental Health.” Acta Psychiatrica Scandinavica, vol. 109,
no. 4, 2004, pp. 243–258 (p. 248).; Wirtgen, Waltraut. “Traumatisierte Flüchtlinge: Psychische
Probleme bleiben meist unerkannt.” Deutsches Ärzteblatt, vol. 106, no. 49, 2009, A-2463/B2115/C-2055.; Bhugra, Dinesh, et al. “EPA Guidance Mental Health Care of Migrants.”
European Psychiatry, vol. 29, no. 2, 2014, pp. 107–115.; Schouler-Ocak, Meryam. Introduction.
5

traumatic events migrants experience prior to migration and which are then the main determining
factor for relocation. During the second migration stage, traumatic events are experienced in the
course of transit to the new country. The third stage emphasizes continuing traumatogenic
experiences during the process of resettlement. In the fourth stage, migrants are dealing with
below-average living conditions in the new country caused by inadequate support, minority
oppression, and unemployment.15 Certain factors such as cultural conflict, culture shock,
discrimination, prejudice, stereotyping, racism, depression, PTSD, and “cultural bereavement,”
defined as a profound sense of grief and loss (i.e., loss of belonging, language, home, identity,
family, friends) affect migrants in the third post-migration stage.16
The Emergence of Trauma in Literary Studies: the “Unspeakable”
Even though trauma and traumatic experiences have been mainly studied and discussed
in medical fields throughout history, somewhat surprisingly, as literary theorist and
psychoanalyst Elissa Marder states, some of the most significant new understandings of trauma
come from literature and literary studies.17 Marder notes that since the 1990s, new work on

“The Relevance of Trauma Among Immigrants.” Trauma and Migration: Cultural Factors in the
Diagnosis and Treatment of Traumatised Immigrants, edited by Meryam Schouler-Ocak,
Heidelberg, Springer, 2015, pp. 3–8.
15
Perez Foster, 155.; For the fourth stage, see also, Wirtgen, Waltraut. “Traumatisierte
Flüchtlinge: Psychische Probleme bleiben meist unerkannt.” Deutsches Ärzteblatt, vol. 106, no.
49, 2009, A-2463/B-2115/C-2055.
16
Eisenbruch, Maurice. “The Cultural Bereavement Interview: A New Clinical Research
Approach for Refugees.” Psychiatric Clinics of North America, vol. 13, 1990, pp. 715–735.;
Eisenbruch, Maurice. “From Post-traumatic Stress Disorder to Cultural Bereavement: Diagnosis
of Southeast Asian Refugees.” Social Science and Medicine, vol. 33, 1991, pp. 673–680.; Küey,
Levent. “Trauma and Migration: The Role of Stigma.” Trauma and Migration: Cultural Factors
in the Diagnosis and Treatment of Traumatised Immigrants, edited by Meryam Schouler-Ocak,
Heidelberg, Springer, 2015, p. 62.; Ventriglio, Antonio and Dinesh Bhugra. “Migration, Trauma
and Resilience.” Trauma and Migration: Cultural Factors in the Diagnosis and Treatment of
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trauma has profoundly influenced the field of literature. According to Michelle Balaev, literary
trauma theory has not only focused on the “neurobiological perspectives” of a traumatic
experience, but also on the “social contexts” and on how an individual deals and responds to it,
including the possibility that language and narratives can communicate the variable meanings of
trauma.18 Given that scholars like Susannah Radstone19 find that traumatic experiences such as
loss characteristically escape verbal representation and therefore cannot be reached from the
unconscious, critical assessment of trauma fiction aims to reveal the process of how the
“unnarratable” is narrated.
Before the term “unspeakable” became popular within trauma studies, it was widely used
as a rhetorical device associated with the romantic, sacred, and sublime. Its main feature was the
inadequacy of language to express these aspects.20 In the modern/postmodern era, the notion of
the “unspeakable” became prominent within trauma studies, especially in Holocaust studies after
Adorno’s powerful declaration that no poetry can exist after Auschwitz. This was not only due to
the growing interest in the Holocaust and other collective historical traumas like the Vietnam
War, but also as a result of the traumas and traumatic experiences of the late twentieth century
caused by many different wars, conflicts, and genocides like the Yugoslav Wars.21 For the same
reason, trauma studies is a large and well-established field today researched by different
theorists, including philosophers, literary scholars, and historians as well as clinicians.22 A wide
consensus on trauma exists among them: namely, as Rubin Suleiman, a comparative literature
Balaev, Michelle. “Trends in Literary Trauma Theory.” Mosaic, vol. 41, no. 2, June 2008, pp.
149–165 (p. 157).
19
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scholar, states by quoting the clinician Judith Herman, a traumatic event “overwhelm[s] the
ordinary human adaptations to life.”23
Nonetheless, there are also specific aspects of trauma that have led to lively debates.
Literary scholar Barry Stampfl reports that the “unrepresentability” of traumatic events was the
beginning of a discussion in literary studies and has become widely accepted, even by those with
different viewpoints.24 New literary trauma studies emerged, coming from, among others,
Shoshanna Felman and Dori Laub (1992), Cathy Caruth (1995, 1996), Geoffrey Hartman (1995),
and Marianne Hirsch (1997). Generally, these scholars supported the literary trauma theory of
the comparative literature theorist Cathy Caruth, who built her theory on the work of influential
contemporary psychologists and psychiatrists, most significantly Judith Herman and Bessel van
der Kolk. Their work directly supports Caruth’s theory that trauma is “unspeakable” and
amnesic.
As newer clinical studies of the psychology of trauma arose, they challenged the theories
of psychology, on which Caruth based her own literary trauma theory. Opposing the notion of
the “unspeakable” and/or traumatic amnesia, scholars like the historian Dominick LaCapra and
Michael Rothberg, who works in the fields of Holocaust, trauma and memory studies, argued
that traumatic experiences caused by the Holocaust and other overwhelming events have the
potential to be researched, mentally comprehended, and conveyed to others. Psychopathologist
Richard McNally disputes the notion of traumatic amnesia calling it a myth. McNally also
refutes the notion of the “unspeakable,” claiming that victims choose not to speak about their
traumas, and that there is little evidence that they are unable to do so. As claimed by literary
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trauma scholar Joshua Pederson, unlike Caruth’s, McNally’s concept of trauma is as something
“memorable and describable.”25 Nevertheless, Caruth’s theory has been resistant to critique since
she has developed it, because she has built her critical edifice on a scientific foundation, the work
of leading contemporary psychologists and psychiatrists, most prominently Judith Herman and
Bessel van der Kolk, which has led to its lasting and continuing use.
As Radstone indicates, the first time the term “trauma theory” appears in literary trauma
studies is in Caruth’s work Unclaimed Experience: Trauma, Narrative, and History in 1996.26
Literary trauma theory’s primary claim is that trauma is an “unspeakable void,” which became
the main focus in criticism for imagining trauma’s function in literature. Marder highlights how
Caruth has been recognized as a pioneer of trauma theory, and explains how she uses literature
and literary forms of interpretation in order to study and investigate the structure of traumatic
events and “belated experience.”27 Using Freud’s concept of “return of the repressed,”28 Caruth
writes in Unclaimed Experience that “trauma is not locatable in the simple violent or original
event in an individual’s past, but rather in the way that its very unassimilated nature — the way it
is precisely not known in the first instance — returns to haunt the survivor later on.”29 As Marder
points out, Caruth also argues that “literature enables us to bear witness to events that cannot be
completely known and opens our ears to experiences that might have otherwise remained
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unspoken and unheard.”30 Correspondingly, literary scholar and psychoanalyst Pierre Bayard
recognizes this role of literature by going back to Freud’s theory of trauma, namely his thesis
that the traumatic event is so violent that it cannot find a place in the psyche and therefore cannot
be worked through. Thus, he claims that the Freudian concept of trauma and memory emphasizes
the need to “recreate or abreact through narrative recall of the experience.”31 According to
literary trauma theorist Geoffrey Hartman, there is an experience of the “traumatic kind, one that
cannot be made entirely conscious,” and that cannot be “fully retrieved or communicated without
distortion.”32 Balaev emphasizes this lack of words due to trauma even further by stressing one
of the main claims of literary trauma theory, namely that trauma creates a “speechless fright.”33
As literary scholar James Berger argues, Caruth opens new ground to the problematic
relation between pain and language from a narrative, historical, and ethical aspect in Unclaimed
Experience. Her approach to trauma affords “wounds” to be turned into “voices”, i.e., it explains
how trauma is transformed into text. Caruth claims that trauma is unintelligible, and that it can
only be expressed in a narrative after a period of delay, seeing that the traumatic event lies
exactly in its “belatedness.”34 Once a traumatic experience occurs, the individual’s mind is
unable to process this moment and can cause him/her to fully forget the event (amnesia). In the
event that an individual overcomes this amnesia, the traumatic memories can be expressed in
written forms. According to Pederson, Caruth explains how traumatized individuals find it
challenging to express themselves and therefore turn to imaginative literature and fiction to give
30
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a voice to traumatized victims. This relationship between word and trauma helps us “read the
‘wound’ with the aid of literature.”35 Trauma has been largely examined from the perspectives of
the medical and psychological spheres, but this understanding of trauma has given way to its
exploration in literary studies. Scholars have grappled with the phenomenon of trauma and
traumatic experiences such as loss as the “unspeakable,” particularly in the past two decades.
Over the years, promising new approaches to trauma such as Caruth’s literary trauma theory
have been developed, which allow scholars to explore representations of trauma in literature
despite the obvious paradox of the unspeakable being captured in language.
Loss of Language and Identity: Overcoming the “Unspeakable” Through the Written
Word
Looking at the history of Yugoslavia, specifically the Yugoslav Wars of the 1990s and
their traumas, words have been found to tell the witnessing and stories of war, to remember,
commemorate and mourn, to create a public record, to attract international attention and action.
The words were written, the unspeakable traumatic losses of language, identity, belonging, and
Heimat were narrated. This writing and narrating about the Yugoslav Wars came in the form of
different genres, from autobiographies to testimonies, memoirs, novels, diaries, letters, and
journals. Many of these narratives were authored by migrants, exiles, and refugees36 from the
former Yugoslavia. Migrant and exile literature on the Yugoslav Wars became prominent with
writers like Saša Stanišić, Marica Bodrožić, Dubravka Ugrešić, Melinda Nadj Abonji, Dragica
Rajčić, Slavenka Drakulić, Miljenko Jergović, Aleksandar Hemon, Dževad Karahasan, Zlata
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Filipović, Nenad Veličković, Dragan Velikić, and David Albahari. The scholarship focusing on
migrant and exile ex-Yugoslav authors’ works has primarily investigated and revealed how they
have dealt with the wars and their aftermath, traumas, and loss in their literary works. With
regard to the loss of language, scholars acknowledge the inadequacies of language on one hand
but also strongly emphasize its reliability on the other in terms of expressing oneself in
connection with traumatic experiences.
The scholars Anna Cubilié, Erika Nelson, and Nataša Kovačević all discuss the role of
language and the notion of speechlessness in narrating trauma. Kovačević writes about
“traumatic muteness” and argues that the loss of language makes it impossible for the narrator to
communicate the unspeakable crimes of the Yugoslav Wars, the pain and the suffering.37
Cubilié, drawing on Caruth’s ideas, identifies the inability to speak and defines it as the “crisis of
language,” adding that those affected by trauma are confronted with their own silence.38 At the
same time, Cubilié identifies language as the only “vehicle” for the narrator to communicate the
unspeakable crimes and traumas of the Yugoslav Wars.39 This idea is also supported by Nelson,
who notes that no matter how much language fails us and limits us in expressing traumas, it is
nevertheless the words that we turn to in order to speak the unspeakable.40 Both, Cubilié and
Nelson recognize language as the main source in sorting out traumatic experiences even though
the authors are also aware that language might fall short in this regard. Despite these limitations
of language, migrant authors use the written word to bear witness to individual lives and
Kovačević, Nataša. “Storming the EU Fortress: Communities of Disagreement in Dubravka
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experiences. Supporting Caruth’s trauma theory, Nelson states that communication is central, as
is the “process of recuperating, recovering and rebuilding from bits and pieces — if only in
language itself.”41
As migrant authors respond to the language crisis and the “unspeakable,” they present a
few different approaches of how this phenomenon has been addressed and dealt with in the
works of several Balkan authors. While for some authors linguistic distancing, i.e., a clear
separation of one’s native and second language, is necessary to create emotional distance, others
turn to multilingualism and mixing of their two languages as it is imperative that words express
what they desire to say and because they want to stress that words can have different associations
in the two languages. Furthermore, some authors like Marica Bodrožić and Dragica Rajčić
develop their own signature writing style and use specific diction (for instance, grammatically,
orthographically, and stylistically incorrect German). Additionally, certain authors infuse their
stories with optimistic and positive language in order to narrate trauma and acknowledge sad and
traumatic experiences in a more positive and forward-looking way. Finally, the scholarship
elucidates how language and search for identity are closely connected, and how the migrants’
identity is affected by the loss of language. This connection between language and identity is the
loss because when the language is no longer present, the identity is lost as well.
Loss of Heimat and Belonging: Between “Here” and “There”
The scholarship on the migrant and exile narratives of Balkan authors also discusses the
traumas of the Yugoslav Wars in terms of the loss of belonging and Heimat,42 showing how this
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traumatic loss was dealt with and worked through in a written form, namely through literature.
Belonging is defined as a strong and inevitable human emotional need to be accepted as a
member of a group.43 This can lead to the loss of identity as without belonging anywhere, one
cannot identify themselves clearly. People are not only bound to groups but also to their Heimat,
a German concept that represents the relationship of a person toward a particular spatial and
social unit.44 Bound to Heimat by birth, childhood, language, earliest experiences or acquired
affinity, one can feel lost if one’s Heimat no longer exists. Thus, language, identity, and
belonging create a strong connection, and the loss of either one can be traumatic.
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Ex-Yugoslav migrant and exile authors were forced to deal with the loss of all three of
these aspects. As they lost their Heimat in the wake of the Yugoslav Wars, they also lost their
national identity and their sense of belonging. In his book On Stories, Philosopher Richard
Kearney explains the basic human urge and desire for storytelling by addressing the questions of
identity and belonging: “When someone asks you who you are, you tell a story […].”45 Migrants
are forced to rebuild themselves and their life stories by answering questions: who am I, where
am I, and where am I going. In her discussion of Dubravka Ugrešić’s writings, Michele Simeon
points to the loss of basic signifiers of one’s identity and elucidates how losing those signifiers
makes it more difficult or even impossible to tell the story that explains who one is and where
one comes from.46
The works of migrant and exile former Yugoslav authors present an array of answers on
dealing with the loss of their identity, belonging, and Heimat in their literature. Some migrant
authors look for the lost places and people that they knew in the home country. “Listing” is one
way to conduct this search, i.e., making lists of these places and people and then comparing the
past and the present. The searches, the traveling, or wandering — as different scholars define
them — can leave the migrants as nomads and without a permanent residence due to their
disconnectedness from the places in the new country. A clash of the two different cultures can
also lead to alienation, where one does not belong anywhere. However, there is also the
realization that going back home (“Rückkehr/Heimkehr”) is not possible, resulting in the
migrants’ decision to separate themselves from the home country, leave the old behind, and
assimilate into the new country. Creating one’s new home country is another way of dealing with
45
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the loss since Europe as a whole can be regarded as this new home rather than a particular
country or a city. In the process of the search for the lost home, the lost identity can be selfascribed when the migrants take on a hybrid or multicultural identity. Others completely
denounce the collective national and/or ethnic identity with the former home country. This
dissertation contributes to specifying and examining these various literary responses in four
works by three different ex-Yugoslav migrant authors, thereby broadening and deepening an
understanding of the literary responses to these challenging questions about war, trauma, and
loss.
Overview of the Dissertation: Goal of the Study, Research Questions, Literary Texts
The Yugoslav Wars as volatile, horrific, and complex traumatic experiences of the
second part of the 20th century have been a topic addressed in many different media, including
literature, film, documentaries, theater, performances, photographic and multimedia projects,
web-based projects, graphic narratives, and music. The span of over ten years of conflicts and
wars resulted in numerous literary records of the tragic events by diverse people who lived
through it, observed it, or participated in it. Focusing on war literature, Dragana Obradović notes
that to those writers who experienced the tragic and violent break-up of Yugoslavia, “literary
matters — whether of crisis or evolution — were just as central […] as were matters of testifying
to the experience of war.”47 Looking at English-language books on Bosnia, for example, Sarah
A. Kent establishes several different categories of writing about the war in Bosnia and
Herzegovina: general works on Bosnia published since 1992 (while some were being researched
and written when Bosnia destabilized, most were written in response to the war, for instance
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accounts of the siege by Sarajevans, accounts by representatives of the international community,
and accounts written by journalists); literature on war crimes (many of these being adjudicated at
the International Tribunal on War Crimes in the Former Yugoslavia); and texts by authors who
were essentially looking to assign responsibility for the downfall of that state as developments
after Tito’s death offered an expansive field for placing the blame.48 Like Kent, Stijn Vervaet
also focuses on Bosnian literature, more precisely prose written during the war and more
contemporary works. According to Vervaet, the main function of this literature lies not only in
witnessing the horrors of the Bosnian War but also in turning historical events like the siege of
Sarajevo, genocide in Srebrenica, and ethnic cleansing into lieux de mémoire and in examining
the ways in which individual and collective memory are constructed in order to prevent the
calamities and tragedies of the recent past from falling into oblivion.49 The goal of my
dissertation is to provide a more pluralistic view of the discourses about the Yugoslav Wars by
also analyzing and discussing texts from writers who did not have direct exposure to and
experiences with the Yugoslav Wars, but who still dealt with traumas and loss in their own
unique way.
For my study, I have chosen three authors who, first of all, differ in terms of their
prominence in the world of literature. While Marica Bodrožić and especially Saša Stanišić are
established, successful, and well-known high-literature authors, Danko Rabrenović is a radio
show host and a musician, who wrote only these two books I am discussing in my work. For
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Bodrožić and Stanišić, writing is part of everyday life and work. In Rabrenović’s case, the
motivating factor to write could be his professional life on the radio, where he desires to talk to
people about anything Balkan related and play Balkan music. As this seems to be a big part of
his public persona, he also uses the literary platform to express himself on these topics, share,
and discuss with his audience. Regarding the literary dimension, the particular authors and their
texts I have chosen, represent a range of genres and their projects also differ in terms of register,
style, and approach as they address similar questions and topics in distinct ways. Marica
Bodrožić’s autobiography reads like a poetic memoir with very lyrical, complex, and pictorial
language. When writing about her childhood and the role of languages in her life, Bodrožić uses
very often beautiful poetic language, with many adjectives and descriptions. However, that is
less the case when she talks about the Yugoslav Wars and her life in Germany as these wars
ravage her former country. Here, she switches to a more serious tone and less illustrative and
vivid language.
Danko Rabrenović wrote his autobiography in two parts between 2010 and 2015, where
the second work provides a sort of continuation of his life stories from the first published text
while they also overlap with each other in terms of some details. His trajectory resembles that of
Wladimir Kaminer, who was also involved in the music scene and whose books subtly poke fun
at his ethnic identity and the immigrant experience in Germany, and to whom Rabrenović has
been compared by critics and reviewers. Rabrenović sets out to write popular literary texts
intended for a broad audience and to find favor with that audience to share his life stories and
experiences. This again can be tied to his work in the public eye on the radio and in the music
scene, where his goal is to serve as an ambassador for the Balkans and to discuss topics about the
Balkans with as many people as possible and to entertain them with Balkan music and culture.
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His two texts are an easy read, both humorous, but also serious. On one hand, he uses very
entertaining language to engage in self-deprecating humor about his Balkan origins, his former
country, culture, people, language, and his immigrant experiences in Germany and German
culture and people. In an amusing tone and using simple language, Rabrenović compares Balkan
culture, habits, and customs with the German ones, demonstrating and poking fun at clichés and
stereotypes. On the other hand, he uses a more serious narrative and stern language when writing
about the Yugoslav wars, politics, and his personal political views and commentaries.
In contrast to Bodrožić and Rabrenović, Saša Stanišić’s autofiction Herkunft is a literary
text with a more serious tone that includes depictions of traumatic war and flight experiences as
well as of Stanišić’s grandmother’s suffering from dementia. At the time Stanišić wrote and
published this book, he was already well established as a literary author in Germany and received
the German Book Prize for it in 2019. The book could be split into two parts, the main one being
the autobiography where Stanišić uses more accessible language including humor and irony to
talk about his life and experiences, his journey from Yugoslavia to Germany, and his integration
process in the new country. In these stories, a unique aspect of Stanišić’s approach is also the use
of metaphors in order to tell sad, traumatic stories about the war while juxtaposing them with
happy, cherished memories. On one hand these metaphors can make it easier for readers to learn
about Stanišić’s traumas, as these individual stories also depict the joyful parts of Stanišić’s life.
On the other hand, the metaphors and the juxtapositions can also cause difficulties as a constant
reminder of what was taken away from people like Stanišić and his family. The other part of the
book is fiction, where Stanišić uses his signature style, the use of elements of fantasy and magic,
as he includes stories with dragons to talk about aspects of his family history that are unknown to
him, for example, about his grandfather and also his grandmother’s unfinished or untold stories,
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as she is losing her memories to dementia. Subsequently, in the last part of the book, “Der
Drachenort,” as Stanišić names it, the readers have the opportunity to develop the plot and finish
the story as they have to make a decision what happens next and where they will continue
reading until they finally reach the end. With this postmodern approach, Stanišić’s book provides
an interactive playbook for the readers, which allows them to play a role in the final parts of the
work.
Overall, my study includes four works from authors with distinctive biographical
backgrounds from early 2000s to the present. Chapter 1 examines Marica Bodrožić’s
autobiography Sterne erben, Sterne färben: Meine Ankunft in Wörtern (2007), which focuses on
the experiences and perspectives of a Gastarbeiterkind who left Yugoslavia at the age of ten, i.e.,
about eight years before the war, and grew up in West Germany. This reading will shed light on
the impact of the Yugoslav Wars on those growing up in one country (ex-Yugoslavia) before
being moved to another (Germany) at a young age. In Bodrožić’s autobiography Sterne erben,
Sterne färben: Meine Ankunft in Wörtern, her multilingualism and relationship with her
languages (Croatian and German) is most evident. The role of German, which Bodrožić sees as
her second native language, is highlighted in the book and critics such as Craith, Rădulescu,
Winkler, and Maticevic have commented on that. Though, as I will argue here, her mother
tongue also plays an important role in this text as the author deals with the Yugoslav Wars and
their aftermath from the distance while describing how she found her identity and her new home
in Germany. I have chosen to discuss and analyze this particular work for several reasons. First,
it is a representation of loss as the result of the Yugoslav Wars of the 1990s in a literary work
and serves as a specific example of the children of Gastarbeiter and their experiences.
Bodrožić’s work shows that even those who left Yugoslavia as children many years before the
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wars still feel the loss of language, identity, Heimat and belonging after the break‐up of
Yugoslavia. Second, this book illustrates one specific way in which loss, dealing with loss, and
coming to terms with it can be represented. In Bodrožić’s case, she uses German to turn her
“wounds”50 caused by loss into words. More precisely, Sterne erben, Sterne färben: Meine
Ankunft in Wörtern is an example of a book by a migrant author, who uses her second language,
German, in order to provide a literary representation of loss due to the Yugoslav Wars as well as
a literary response to the pain of this loss. Third, this book also provides a particular literary
example of the difficulties migrants and exiles encounter in the “new” country, for instance
adjusting to the new culture and more or less successfully arriving in the new environment. As I
will use a comparative approach to demonstrate similarities and differences in the literary
representation of the wars and the wars’ effects among several ex‐Yugoslav migrant writers,
Bodrožić’s Sterne erben, Sterne färben: Meine Ankunft in Wörtern will serve as one distinct
illustration of the experiences of those had left long before the wars started.
Chapter 2 examines Danko Rabrenović’s autobiographies Der Balkanizer: Ein Jugo in
Deutschland (2010) and Herzlich willkommenčić: Heimatgeschichten vom Balkanizer (2015),
recounting the experiences of a 22-year old who was in Yugoslavia during the first unrests and
combats, watching the wars unfold from a distance in Serbia, and then fled to Germany to avoid
military draft. Rabrenović’s stories represent another example of an ex‐Yugoslav migrant author
who like Marica Bodrožić comes to Germany and experiences the Yugoslav Wars from a
distance. Although there are quite a few thematic similarities between both authors — they both
address language, music, mixed family backgrounds, nationality, bonding and building
communities with other ex‐Yugoslavs in Germany, notions of “we, us, our” — there are also
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certain differences in terms of how they deal with the Yugoslav Wars, the losses suffered, and
their new lives in the new country and culture. Several reasons have led me to focus on
Rabrenović and his two autobiographical texts. His works serve as additional examples of an
author’s responses to the Yugoslav Wars and their aftermath. In comparison to Bodrožić,
Rabrenović was much older when he left for Germany. He was a witness to the initial
commotions, civil unrests, tensions, war preparations, and armed and unarmed clashes in the
former Yugoslavia. His reasons for leaving were different from those of Bodrožić because he
fled to avoid combat, while Bodrožić joined her Gastarbeiter parents for a new life in Germany.
Beyond that, one of the major differences between the two authors is that Rabrenović adds
political commentary on the Yugoslav Wars, their aftermath and effects. He demonstrates how
certain shared cultural features like language, music, and food bind the people from the former
Yugoslavia together but can also be used as war propaganda or create disputes between exYugoslavs. Finally, Rabrenović’s autobiographical texts also elucidate the difficulties of exile
and integration, especially when it is involuntary exile as in Rabrenović’s case. These additional
works will provide another specific representation of those who left Yugoslavia at the beginning
of the wars, but with a different set of adult experiences, being forced to leave their Heimat,
family, friends, work, and established life, and to start anew in another country as an exile.
Chapter 3 investigates Saša Stanišić’s autofiction Herkunft (2019) and his experiences of
the Yugoslav Wars and their aftermath as a 14-year old who spent several months in the war and
managed to flee to Germany with his mother. Stanišić’s most recent book provides a unique
example of a former Yugoslav migrant author who spends a couple of months in the war but then
flees to Germany with his mother and experiences the Yugoslav Wars from a distance. At the
same time, Stanišić’s text displays a number of thematic similarities with texts by the previous
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two authors, Bodrožić and Rabrenović. He, too, addresses the issue of his two languages and
their roles (his Muttersprache and German), discusses his search for identity, Heimat, and
belonging, and writes about his life in Germany and the bonds he made there. However, Stanišić
communicates a unique perspective on how he deals with the losses caused by the Yugoslav
Wars and his new life in Germany. Stanišić and his work are included for a few reasons. First,
his book adds an additional, and in several ways dissimilar response to the Yugoslav Wars and
their aftermath as well as to refugee life in Germany. Stanišić was a teenager when the war
started, and he witnessed not only the rising tensions before the war but also the war itself for
several months before fleeing with his mother. Second, in order to learn about his Herkunft, find
himself, talk about his story and also about the consequences of the wars that immensely affected
so many, Stanišić includes accounts, memories, and experiences of other family members,
(family) friends, and acquaintances along with photos, objects, and official and unofficial
documents in his autobiographical novel. The most salient relationship in the text is with his
grandmother and conversations with her are interwoven throughout. Third, building on these
conversations, Stanišić focuses on pre-break-up Yugoslavia under Josip Broz Tito51 and his
regime with reference to Yugonostalgia and Titostalgia. Discussing the Yugoslav Wars and their
aftermath, Stanišić delivers a detailed, emotional, and vivid picture, showcasing the horrific
consequences and effects of the wars on the country and especially on individuals. Unlike with
the previous authors, his memories are juxtaposed for contrasting effect, illustrating the role
food, soccer, and specific places play and also how they at the same time elicit happy and
51
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traumatic memories from before and after the war. Fourth, Stanišić goes beyond the the thematic
focus of Bodrožić’s and Rabrenović’s writings by placing more emphasis on Ausländerhass and
what it means to be and feel fremd. Lastly, Stanišić’s book is more detailed in characterizing the
life as a war refugee in a new country and new culture. Due to his status as a war refugee who
lived in government-assigned living quarters or migrant quarters, Stanišić details the living
conditions, the daily struggles, and the difficulties with integration. Stanišić’s text thus offers a
specific representation of those who left Yugoslavia because of the Yugoslav Wars. Stanišić’s
particular perspective includes his experiences as a teenager who lived through months of
combat and fled on a dangerous journey with his mother, involuntarily leaving his Heimat,
family, and friends behind and living in Germany as a war refugee.
Looking at works by these three migrant authors from the former Yugoslavia who write
in German, my dissertation aims to show similarities and differences in the literary
representations of the Yugoslav Wars of the 1990s and their aftermath. My goal is to tease out
differences like age, gender, where they grew up, when and why they left their home country,
and to analyze how these differences affected the authors and their writing in terms of traumatic
experiences and loss. Additionally, I will also look at what impact these various differences had
on their integration in the new country and on their (Yugo)nostalgia towards their former
Heimat. Therefore, the central questions I want to answer in my dissertation are: (1) What are the
authors’ responses to the Yugoslav Wars and the loss of their Heimat? What are the
consequences of that loss? How are they similar or different? (2) Which approaches do these
authors employ to answer the questions “Who are you?” and “Where are you from?” How do
they depict their search for language, identity, Heimat, and belonging? What role do individual,
collective, and cultural memories as well as nostalgia play in this search? (3) What roles do the
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new country, Germany, and the new language play in searching for and finding their identity,
Heimat, and belonging?
While answering these questions, my main focus will be on analyzing individual texts
and adopting an “inductive” approach by forming generalizations based on my observations. My
emphasis will be on the fluidity and renegotiation of identity as discussed by Andrée Tabouret‐
Keller in Language and Identity and Heimat, another dynamic, non-stagnant, and situationdependent concept. The term Heimat carries lots of connotations and historical “baggage” in the
context of German history, linking the notions of belonging and identity with sentimental
attachment to one’s place of origin. As part of the political discourse and association with
nationalism in the early 1900s, the fascist appropriation of a Blut und Boden (blood and soil)
ideology was reflected in the representation of the German nation state as the local, rural Heimat
in the literature of the National Socialists. According to Celia Applegate, “Nazi rule intensified
the nationalism of Heimat sentiment” and Heimat became another term in the works of the Nazi
ideologues of the 1930s that “revolved around the central themes of race, blood, and German
destiny.”52 The Third Reich was considered the holy Heimat of the undivided Volk community
and anyone designated as the “enemies of the Volk community” was considered a threat to the
Heimat’s integrity and security.53
Even though Heimat was for the most part denounced and stigmatized in postwar
Germany due to its past, it still found its way in political discourse (Vertriebenenverbände of
Germans expelled from Poland and Eastern Europe in 1945) and popular culture discourse
through Heimatfilme, for example. The depiction of the rural, idyllic life has been portrayed in
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the Heimatfilme from 50s and 60s, in which filmmakers placed a strong focus on locality, region,
nation, nature and the provincial homeliness of Germany, exemplifying the sense of Heimat.
Forests, landscapes, mountains, and rural areas painted a picture of Germany that was familiar to
the German people and that they identified with. Edgar Reitz's film titled Heimat, produced in
1984, focused on a sense of provincial belonging and the struggle that occurs between urban and
country life.
According to Alon Confino, the postwar concept of Heimat emerged as an attempt at
individual distancing from responsibilities for Nazi Germany’s actions.54 Applegate states that
“the survival and transformation of Heimat reveal to us the struggle to create a national identity
out of the diverse materials of a provincially rooted society.”55 She illustrates how Heimat
operated as a rallying point, uniting the regional world with the national sphere.56 Going beyond
that, Alon Confino sees the role of Heimat as one of a “mediator between the local location and
the nation” as a result of the German unification.57 As Confino argues, the idea of Heimat was
turned into an actual expression of the nation and it created an “imagined community” among
Germans with the goal to create a sense of national belonging.58
Although post World War II period presented many problematic conceptions of Heimat,
the notion is not linked to political or legal norms any longer, but rather it is made up of one’s
personal viewpoints. More current studies in literature and cinema have reevaluated Heimat by
focusing on themes of gender, memory, and space. According to Elizabeth Boa and Rachel
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Palfreyman, the typically rural and idyllic native homeland as an expression of identity that
followed by migration (Landflucht) into more urbanized places during the Industrial Revolution
can be viewed as a reaction to the beginning of modernity, loss of individuality and intimate
community.59 In general, Boe and Palfreyman view portrayals of Heimat “as a mode of reflection
and commentary on the discontinuous history of Germany in the twentieth century and as an
intervention in the cultural construction, occasionally also deconstruction, of national identity as
mediated through region and locality.”60 As observed by Friederike Eigler, Boa’s and
Palfreyman’s study of postwar approaches to Heimat “foregrounds dynamic concepts of place
that are no longer tied to a singular place of origin.”61 Peter Blickle’s study on Heimat is very
helpful when investigating common characteristics of Heimat across time and space. In his
introduction, Blickle emphasizes the importance of location, claiming that a “spatial idea of
identification” is the “essence of Heimat.”62 His last two chapters concentrate on the
pluralization of Heimaten and identities in contemporary Germany. In his work on Heimat as
utopia, Bernhard Schlink discusses Heimat as a “Nichtort” and a “Zuhause” that becomes “die
Fremde” due to influences of political changes and other people.63
Due to many movements, flight, and expulsion in the 20th century, recent scholarship has
reexamined the concept of Heimat in order to better understand its critical aspects and the
dynamic notion of space rather than the static notion of place.64 There is a shift from the
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traditional concepts of Heimat, immovable places of rootedeness, and place-bound belonging to
the idea that Heimat is not necessarily tied to one place but that multiple Heimaten are possible.
Friederike Eigler examines the conceptual basis of the term Heimat and argues for a more
persistent analysis of space and spatiality in Heimat studies. Looking at narratives of dislocation,
Eigler stresses that these texts offer possibilities to “historicize and pluralize static notions of
Heimat.”65 In her overview, Eigler emphasizes how stories of travel, migration, and displacement
by authors of German and non-German background challenge the traditional concepts of Heimat
and how “attachment to place or to multiple places—or the lack of such place-based
grounding—emerges as a central concern.”66 According to Eigler, places of belonging in these
works about dislocation and movement are portrayed “not as permanent but as transitory—and
not as primordially given but as socially acquired.”67 Heimat as a transient notion that is not
attached to one particular place is relevant for my study of displaced writers from the former
Yugoslavia in Germany, as they demonstrate the fluidity, renegotiation, and pluralization of
Heimat due to the loss of their former Heimat and their move, exile, or refuge in the new
country. Andrew Demshuk explores the loss of Heimat among expellees, who have a negative
image of their former homeland, which has become “Heimat transformed,” as Demshuk terms
it.68 According to Demshuk, these negative illustrations allow the expellees to deal with and
accept the loss of their home and homeland in lieu of maintaining implausible hope to return to
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the old Heimat.69 Historian Jens Jäger explores the notion of Heimat among the diaspora
community where Heimat can mean “one’s current environment, one’s original local Heimat
prior to emigration, or even the entire country of origin.”70 Jäger argues that “references to
modernization processes, similarities to the development of nation states, the refurbishment of
local spaces and the back-to-nature movement all make abundantly clear that the concept of a
homeland is by no means something specifically German inherent to the concept of Heimat,” but
can be regarded as a “modern notion that connects people to their surroundings and the rest of
the globe.”71
Besides my focus on identity and Heimat, in my study, I will also draw on notions of
memory as developed by Aleida Assmann in Der lange Schatten der Vergangenheit:
Erinnerungskultur und Geschichtspolitik, Maurice Halbwachs in On Collective Memory, and
Friederike Eigler in Gedächtnis und Geschichte in Generationenromanen seit der Wende; as well
as nostalgia as outlined in Svetlana Boym’s The Future of Nostalgia; “Third Space” as explored
by Homi Bhabha in The Location of Culture, “imagined community” as conceptualized by
Benedict Anderson, and Lieux de Mémoire as investigated by Pierre Nora. These concepts and
ideas allow interpretations to focus on the major themes of the texts as they grapple with the
human, ethical, and intellectual losses of the wars. In this dissertation, I look at trauma due to the
Yugoslav Wars, their aftermath, and loss as something that should not be evaluated primarily
depending on how much exposure one had to the war and atrocities but rather as something that
affects everyone who was born and raised in the former Yugoslavia.72 My focus will be on
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authors who left Yugoslavia at various times and at diverse ages and who experienced dissimilar
circumstances of coming to Germany and who also write in different genres. As I will show, no
matter if they experienced the Yugoslav Wars directly or indirectly, the authors all deal with the
trauma, aftermath, and loss caused by the break‐up of Yugoslavia, influenced by the particular
lens of their individual experiences.
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CHAPTER 1
Erste Muttersprache, zweite Muttersprache: The Role of Languages in Marica Bodrožić’s
Autobiography Sterne erben, Sterne färben: Meine Ankunft in Wörtern
The Author Marica Bodrožić: Her Life, Languages, and Literature
1983, from Croatia to Germany. A trip of a young nine-year old girl taken with her
parents from her Heimat Dalmatia, the coastal part of Croatia, Yugoslavia, to her new home in
Hessen, Germany. Marica Bodrožić’s parents were part of the Yugoslav Gastarbeiter who
migrated to Germany after the 1968 recruitment agreement between the two countries; Germany
is also where they met for the first time. As children of Gastarbeiter, Bodrožić and her two
younger siblings were growing up in Dalmatia and Herzegovina, the southern region of BosniaHerzegovina, with different family members and relatives. Bodrožić spent the majority of her
childhood in the small Dalmatian village of Svib living with her grandfather. Living in these
different parts of Yugoslavia, she grew up learning the different dialects of the regions, as she
describes in her autobiography Sterne erben, Sterne färben: Meine Ankunft in Wörtern: “Da wir
zwischen Dalmatien und Herzegovina aufwuchsen, lernten wir die Dialekte beider Gegenden.”73
Her mother tongue is a mixture of Croatian and the Herzegovinian dialect of Croatian, “das
Wörtergemisch, das wir von uns gaben, den dalmatinischen Dialekt” with “herzegovinischen
Einsprenksel, Redensarten auch.”74 Because of all the dialects and influences, Bodrožić
considers her first language a hybrid:
Und aus was genau bestand eigentlich meine erste Sprache? War sie nicht immer schon
etwas Hybrides, etwas durch und durch Unvollkommenes, aus Kreuzungen und
Ahnungen bestehendes Gemisch aus dem dalmatinischen Dialekt, der Sehnsucht nach
einem hochkroatischen Sprachfluidum, wie es die Leute in der Hauptstadt um sich herum
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verbreiteten, aus herzegovinischen Wortendungen, Redensarten von hier, Redensarten
von dort […].75
In addition to that already multilingual and multicultural environment came the influence
of the German language through her parents. When they visited once or twice a year during the
holidays, as Bodrožić remembers, they would “bring” the German language with them.76 The
first contact with this new language seemed very mysterious and alien to Bodrožić; she was
unaware that a few years later, it would become her main medium of literary expression and her
language to create literature.77 Familiar with this new language only “häppchenweise”78 through
her parents, now moving with them, she starts learning German (Hochdeutsch) as well as the
Hessian dialect. These elements joined her numerous dialects and historical influences from her
native language, such as Ottoman, Herzegovinian, and Dalmatian, and formed her personal
“Klangwelt.”79 Moreover, Bodrožić’s literature has this different, unexpected sound (Klang)
because “das Deutsche bewusst mit einer anderen Sprache [d.i. Bodrožić’s Muttersprache und
ihren verschiedenen Dialekte] oder einer anderen Erfahrungswelt in Verbindung gebracht
wird.”80
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After receiving her Abitur, Bodrožić completed a degree in cultural anthropology,
psychoanalysis and Slavic studies in Frankfurt am Main. This is also the time when she started
writing and decided to devote herself entirely to that. Bodrožić lived for several years in France,
on the Spanish island of La Gomera, and in Switzerland, and has always spent a lot of time in the
USA, where she was, for example, a visiting professor teaching German poetry of the 20th
century at Dartmouth College in 2011. Today, she lives in Berlin and in addition to being an
author, she also works as a literary translator from Croatian and English and teaches creative
writing. In addition, she wrote and co-directed the TV documentary film Das Herzgemälde der
Erinnerung. Eine Reise durch mein Kroatien (2007). She wrote numerous features and reviews
and she has also written about bilingualism and authorship, taking Elias Canetti and Vladimir
Nabokov as examples. Among her literary works are essays, novels, poems, and stories. Her
literary debut, Tito ist tot, is a collection of short stories published in 2002, followed by her first
novel Der Spieler der inneren Stunde in 2005. Since then, Bodrožić has written several other
books, among them her second collection of short stories Der Windsammler (2007), collections
of poems Ein Kolibri kam unverwandelt (2007) and Quittenstunden (2011), and additional
novels, Mein weißer Frieden (2014) and the trilogy Das Gedächtnis der Libellen (2010),
Kirschholz und alte Gefühle (2012), and Das Wasser unserer Träume (2016). For her works, she
has received many prizes and awards, including the Hermann Lenz Award in 2001, the Heimito
von Doderer Prize in 2002, the Adalbert Stifter Prize in 2005, the Literary Award of the
Academy of the Arts in Berlin in 2007, the 2008 Initiative Prize as well as the Kulturpreis
Deutsche Sprache, the 2009 Special Prize for Outstanding Emerging Artists, the 2015 European
Union Literature Prize, and the 2015 Konrad Adenauer Literature Prize. In 2003, she was
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awarded the Adelbert von Chamisso Prize for her contribution to German literature as a writer
whose mother tongue is not German.
Bodrožić’s Writing: The Role of Her Multilingualism and Multicultural Backgrounds
Bodrožić’s distinctive literary language, her personal Klangwelt, as Mara Maticevic and
Christoph Parry define it, is impacted by her multilingual and multicultural background.
Referring to several Adelbert von Chamisso Prize winners, among them Marica Bodrožić, Nic
Máiréad Craith, a Cultural Heritage and Anthropological Studies scholar, points out that migrant
writers who write in German are distinguished from native German writers by their particular
kind of German.81 Bodrožić developed her own signature writing style by emphasizing a
“deliberately” different German, a “new form of German,” with a specific choice of vocabulary
and phrases.82 She uses all of these distinct markers as well as the inflection of German with her
mother tongue. Bodrožić also applies her own narrative strategies. A noticeable one that Brigid
Haines foregrounds is that she combines German with her mother tongue by embedding Croatian
words in the German text and by explaining words from her first language and translating them
into German.83 As a result, Bodrožić is considered by some as one of the most interesting writers
in the country for her innovative use of language.84 Critics have commented on her and have
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written about her language as well as her style. Her storytelling is described as a pictorial, deep,
metaphor‐rich narrative;85 she keeps telling her stories repeatedly in “leuchtend starken
Bildern.”86 Bodrožić inclination towards this style might be explained by her trying to
understand the incomprehensible world that surrounds her through language, as writing is for her
the “Übersetzung von diffusen Gefühlszuständen in Sprache” and seems to her to be the only
adequate means of comprehension of what is happening around her.87 With the German
language, she can do almost anything; her narrative style is detailed, exciting, serene and “auf die
eigenen erzählerischen Mittel vertrauend, so irritierend eigenständig.”88 Bodrožić’s writing has
been praised by many critics, especially for the way she uses the German language: “[…] das
wahre Geheimnis dieser jungen Autorin ist ihr Umgang mit der Sprache,”89 which is one of the
main foci of her work. Her “sprachliche Meisterschaft” has been particularly highlighted, as
Stefan Landshuter remarks, because she is an author whose mother tongue is not German.90
Bodrožić’s German has been described as “special” by Craith, who suggests that her deliberately
different German is perhaps one of the main factors contributing to Bodrožić’s remarkable
success as a prize‐winning author in German.91 Other critics, like Maticevic, describe Bodrožić’s
style as poetic, as her narratives are characterized by “lyrical language” as well as by the
“Die Schichtungen der Gefühle.”
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overlapping of different national, historical and linguistic perspectives.92 Her multilingual and
multicultural backgrounds distinguish Bodrožić from German native speakers and their writing.
As a migrant writer, Bodrožić has a very different relationship with the German language
than that of native-born Germans.93 It began involuntarily at a young age, leaving the old Heimat
and arriving in the new country. This turned out to be a difficult transition for Bodrožić. When
Bodrožić first moved from her small Dalmatian village to Germany, she fell silent and was
speechless. She found herself in a new country, with a new language, among new people
(including her own family). Nevertheless, she found a way to overcome this “speechlessness”
through literature and writing. Writing also made it possible for Bodrožić to combine her two
languages and “lives”: “Das Durchschreiten beider Sprachen kam mir manchmal vor wie
zweifaches Leben, wie zwei autonom nebeneinander wirkende Lebensspuren, die zu verbinden
mir nur im Schreiben gelang.”94 For her literary expression and for writing about her
experiences, Bodrožić adopted German as her chosen language. In an interview, the author
elaborates on the language choice for her literary works and explains why she decided to write in
her second language, German:
Ich habe das gar nicht selbst entschieden. Das ist schon auch die Sprache selbst. […] als
ich anfing zu schreiben, da stellte sich die Frage gar nicht: “Schreibe ich in der
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Muttersprache oder in der deutschen Sprache?” Es stellte sich auch nicht die Frage “Ist
das jetzt die Muttersprache oder nicht?” Ich wollte einfach schreiben […].95
For Bodrožić, her first language, Croatian, serves as an “Unterpfand,”96 something that always
appears in her works in German as a pledge or assurance and that guarantees this work in the
second language:97 “Die Selbstverständlichkeit, mit der die Wälder des Slawischen in mir liegen,
wird mir erst im Schreibengehen bewußt. Dieses Unterpfand, das immer aus der ersten Sprache
herauftönt und mich endlich zu jemand macht, der etwas von sich sagen kann.”98 Nonetheless, it
is only the German language that allows her to write about her past: “Die Geschichte meiner
Eltern, die sich in der Nähe von Frankfurt in einer Kirche begegnet sind, habe ich nur in der
deutschen Sprache ganz erfassen können.”99 It therefore seems only understandable that she pays
particular attention to the choice of language. For her literary works, Bodrožić prefers the
language in which she lives and experiences everyday life even though it is not her mother
tongue. As Bodrožić explains, German is her literary language because the writing “[…] musste
in der Sprache geschehen, in der ich die wichtigsten Erfahrungen gemacht habe, auch
Spracherfahrungen, auch Selbstwerdungserfahrungen.”100 With this, Bodrožić echoes the
thoughts of Paul Sars, a Dutch professor of German language and culture, who writes in German
although he never lived in Germany for a long period of time, observed: “Wenn man schreibt,
hält man sich die Sprache als Haus. Wenn man sich aus unerklärlichen Gründen so sehr in eine
fremde Sprache verliebt hat, dass man sogar meint, auch diese könne man sich dereinst als
95
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trautes Heim halten, um sein eigenes in ihr auszusprechen, so muss man sprachlich
umziehen.”101 This linguistic Umzug is most certainly something Bodrožić did when she decided
to write and express herself through literature, not in her mother tongue, but rather in her second
language, German. Even so, multilingualism and the mother tongue play important roles in
Bodrožić’s literary works. As Kristina Förster points out, Bodrožić herself describes and
specifically credits her multilingual status for the “foundation of her artistic work” as it is her
multilingualism that “turned her into a person who has a story to tell.”102
The relatively lengthy title of this autobiographical book Sterne erben, Sterne färben:
Meine Ankunft in Wörtern can be split into two parts, both having meaningful relations to the
depictions of Bodrožić’s life and experiences in the text and referring to different aspects of the
author’s (hi)stories. The first part, Sterne erben, Sterne färben focuses on “stars.” One “star” that
Yugoslavs associate with this right away is the red star on the Yugoslav flag, the passport, and
the hats worn by the members of the Union of Pioneers of Yugoslavia members who were all
children ages seven or older. As Bodrožić questions her “Stern”: “Was ist mein Stern? Wer ist
mein Stern?,”103 she discusses this pioneer movement: “Natürlich glaubte ich als
frischgebackener jugoslawischer Pionier im Alter von sieben Jahren, dieser Stern sei, zwar nicht
ausschließlich, aber doch selbstverständlich irgendwie mit Marschall Tito und dem Stern auf
einer Partisanenmütze gekoppelt, stehe in einer Verbindung mit ihm und verfüge über eine
Telefonleitung zu seinem Büro.”104 She, like the rest of the Yugoslav pioneer children, inherit
(“erben”) these “Sterne.” Bodrožić does, however, not stop at the reference to an “inherited” red
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star associated with the Yugoslav state. The reference to “Sterne färben,” as I will show,
demonstrates that she can “färben” these “Sterne” in any color she wants, meaning she is no
longer confined to and controlled by the political “red star” of her former country, nation, and
national identity. As will be analyzed and discussed in this study, Bodrožić shows how the
categories of country and nation can be unreliable and how a new Heimat and identity can be
designed and shaped.
The subtitle of the book Meine Ankunft in Wörtern points to several aspects. First, as
Dagmar Winkler notes, there is an autobiographical statement by Bodrožić about the evolution of
language and what the mother tongue and the foreign language German mean to the author.105
Furthermore, the subtitle indicates that there is more than one place to consider for Bodrožić as
she uses the word Ankunft, signifying that she has arrived somewhere, leaving the question open
from where she departed to arrive in a particular place. Hence, the story not only portrays more
than just Bodrožić’s childhood and youth but also underlines that this childhood was spent in two
countries, namely in Yugoslavia and Germany. Also, the subtitle has a double meaning as it can
be read as “my arrival put into words” or “my arrival in language.”106 The subtitle can most
certainly be interpreted as Bodrožić’s written account of her journey and how she managed to
arrive somewhere, and/or how she learned a new language. Bodrožić negates this, though, by
stating that readers often misunderstand the subtitle, thinking it would mean “jetzt sei ich als
Ausländerkind endlich in Deutschland angekommen,” but in actuality, as she explains, it is to
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show “wie ich schreibe – und warum ich so schreibe, wie ich schreibe.”107 However, as I will
demonstrate in this study, Bodrožić’s autobiographical book represents a story of one woman’s
childhood/adulthood and her “road” to finding her identity and home in Germany (with a
successful Ankunft) while dealing with the Yugoslav Wars and the loss of her former Heimat. It
is additionally about writing in the German language, and what role this particular language
played in Bodrožić telling her personal (hi)story. But still, this text also conspicuously illustrates
how Bodrožić’s first language continues to play a significant part in her life and development,
particularly during certain time periods and situations in her life. In several instances, Bodrožić
shows what role the mother tongue and collective memory played not only for the author herself
but also for the ex‐Yugoslav community as a whole living in Germany while the wars raged in
their Heimat.
The Role of German: Overcoming “Speechlessness,” Distancing, Emotional Protection
As already emphasized, the role of German in her life represents the main focus in
Bodrožić’s autobiographical book Sterne erben, Sterne färben: Meine Ankunft in Wörtern, which
centers on language as well as the relationship between the author’s first language (Croatian) and
her second (German). Bodrožić discusses the drastic experience of learning German as well as
her development as a writer in this particular language, and she intertwines it with the story of
how she attains an identity in a new country in the new language, and how she finds where she
belongs. This work illustrates the changing role and influence of German throughout Bodrožić’s
life, from the first encounter with the language until she moves to Germany, learns the language
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and becomes fluent. It all starts in her former Heimat. During their holiday visits at home in
Croatia, Bodrožić’s parents often speak German to each other, and this language becomes to her
the exclusive language of love between father and mother:108 “Die deutschen Wörter waren früh
das Zeichen der Liebe. Der Vater sagte sie zur Mutter. Die Mutter zum Vater. Dann beide,
zeitgleich, zueinander.”109 Whenever her parents visit, their German reality is included, but
beyond that, the German language spoken in the homeland also reminds Bodrožić of her parents’
emigration without their children, which, according to Winkler, elicits contrasting feelings by
Bodrožić.110 While the young Bodrožić approaches German with curiosity and longing to be able
to understand, she also associates it with ignorance and exclusion.111 This language she heard but
did not speak is from early on an area of longing, a “Sehnsuchtsraum,” as René Kegelmann puts
it.112
This relationship with the new language changes once Bodrožić moves to Germany with
her parents. Her old world, her childhood start existing in memory only as the new language and
the new experiences associated with it begin to gain in significance, grow stronger and finally
take over: “Jahr für Jahr wuchs das Deutsche heran, wurde ein Schutzschild, gegen die
Sehnsucht nach dem Großvater, nach dem Dorf, nach den dortigen Kindern, die jedes Mal zur
Ferienzeit fremder und fremder wurden, sich ausließen über meinen neuen Ton, über die Lücken
in meinen Sätzen.”113 This echoes how Sehnsucht (longing) is coupled with the loss of
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language in Bodrožić’s text. Even though on one hand, German becomes a “Schutzschild”
against her Sehnsucht, on the other hand, learning this new language impacts Bodrožić’s ability
to communicate in Croatia and causes a form of alienation. Living in Germany, her first
language begins to move into the background as German becomes the primary language of
communication in her daily life. Hence, her main connection to the people of her former Heimat
like her childhood friends changes gradually, and they notice and point out her different tone and
lack of vocabulary in her first language during Bodrožić’s visits to Croatia. Losing the ability to
use her childhood language leads to her longing for the old and familiar. Bodrožić describes how
her younger self experienced alienation through linguistic isolation in Germany as well: “…
denn manchmal schwieg ich tagelang vor mich hin und bekam selbst Angst, die Wörter und das
Sprechen grundsätzlich vergessen zu können.”114
Dealing with this new situation of being in a new country with a new language, Bodrožić
tells the reader how she found a way to cope through reading: “Mit Büchern hatte ich das
Deutsche erlernt, mit der Vorstellungskraft, die mir zu einem Wissen verhalf, das nirgendwo
nachzuprüfen war.”115 Absorbing the language through books fills the emptiness caused by the
loss of her mother tongue: “Die Bücher von Ingeborg Bachmann, Danilo Kiš, Marina Zwetajewa
oder Joseph Brodsky haben mich elektrisiert. Es war also erlaubt, in die einzelnen Schichtungen
der Gefühle vorzudringen und sie zu schildern. Mir kam das wie eine Rettung vor.”116 Bodrožić
finds solace in books by certain authors, some who share particular similar experiences, like
living outside of their own country (mostly due to exile) and suffering their own traumas due to
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forced deportation, persecution, poverty, and hunger. In their works, Bodrožić recognizes the
opportunities and possibilities for expressing herself and all of her feelings.
Ultimately, reading is complemented by writing as a fuller claim on languages, which
means freedom.117 Martin Grzimek characterizes this stage as “eine Art Mediation über die
Entdeckung der deutschen Sprache als ein Medium, in dem man sich frei und aufgehoben fühlen
kann.”118 The need to narrate is grounded in a desire to keep and preserve memories: “Etwas
erzählen zu wollen, das begann mit dem Wunsch, etwas bewahren zu wollen, behüten auch, von
meinem Großvater,”119 and German was best suited to accomplish this, because by writing in
German, Bodrožić is able to find distance in order to deal with the past and to archive it. This
linguistic distance in the German language also serves as a protection against her emotions; it
allows her to express what she needs without turning into a “tränenden Sprach‐Menschen,”120
thereby, as Kegelmann expounds, helping her process the diverse experiences of her early
childhood.121 For Bodrožić, there must be a clear separation of one’s native and second language
in order to create the emotional distance and to deal with the past and loss. Bodrožić explains
that for her this distance was possible in German: “[…] das Deutsche hat mir die Distanz
verschafft, meiner eigenen ersten Emotionalität zu begegnen, die natürlich mit der Muttersprache
verbunden ist. Wenn ich in meiner Muttersprache schreiben würde, wäre ich wahrscheinlich
brachial emotional und würde überhaupt nicht gut schreiben, weil ich zu nah da dran bin.”122
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Consequently, German not only provides distance, but in its protective role as the
Schutzschild allows her to engage with memories and remembering by protecting her against
anguish and heartache. It is her only way to talk about her childhood memories and recreate her
old home through language, and German allows her exactly that: “Aber erst in der deutschen
Sprache wird mein eigenes Zuhause für mich selbst hörbar.”123 The German language allows her
to go back in time, into the past and to remember: “Ich habe dann mit dieser Sprache diesen
ersten Raum betreten, also meinen Herkunftsraum, weil ich doch das Bedürfnis hatte, in die erste
Welt zurückzukehren, aber das ging nur mit dem Deutschen.”124 Beyond that, German allows
Bodrožić to find what has been lost: identity, belonging and home. Caused by the fear of loss,
that what is lost, is reconstructed through imagination and in language in order to keep it alive in
the mind. Bodrožić, by using German, finds herself and a new home in the new language.
Furthermore, to express emotions, Bodrožić relies on her second language, German,
precisely because it allows her to be less emotionally connected. The “second language is less
grounded in the emotional system,”125 and is therefore depicted by Bodrožić as a kind of
protection or “Schutzschild,” as she calls it. As Bodrožić learns German and starts writing in
German, she shows how well-established she is. Raluca Rădulescu describes this development as
a move into the “Aufnahmesprache” and away from the “Herkunftssprache” which, in the
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process, becomes “Hintergrundsmusik,” as Bodrožić terms it.126 Bodrožić emphasizes this
development at the end of the book as well: “Auch in den Träumen verweigerten sich die
kroatischen Wörter. Nur das Deutsche stand klar in den Traumsätzen sein eigenes Spalier.
Deutsche Bilder. Kein Unterton. Mein Leben. Ein Gramm innerster Zeit.”127 But there is also a
change that evolved over the years in the role of her two languages that Bodrožić describes here,
namely that German has completely taken over and her first language Croatian is not even in the
“Hintergrund” as “Unterton” any longer. Overall, Bodrožić sums up the significance of German
at the end of her autobiographical book. Bodrožić contextualizes the language and what it means
to her, insisting on the specific importance of German in her life and in her writing. As Parry
points out, “die neu erlernte Sprache […] [ist] unvermeidlich mit einem, meistens sehr
wichtigen, Stück Biographie verbunden.”128
And yet, despite this important role of German, multilingualism and the mother tongue
continue to play a meaningful part for Bodrožić. Even though her main literary language is
German, she also embeds words from her first language in the text and then translates and
explains their significance. Förster and Winkler identify this use of both languages as code‐
switching.129 Förster argues that, although code‐switching is minimal in Bodrožić’s text, it still
“reflects a critical multilingual perspective by requiring the reader to consider what is foreign
and what is familiar.”130 Winkler explains that the process of “code-switching” occurs “beim
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Erlernen und Vertiefen” of a new language.131 However, this use of both languages seems more
akin to interspersing the German with words from the first language and reflecting on them.
Bodrožić inserts almost exclusively single words or short expressions, and she does it within a
single sentence. Hence, due to these features, it could be rather recognized as code‐mixing,
which according to scholars like S. N. Sridhar, Kamal K. Sridhar, and Pieter Muysken, refers to
all the cases where a transition between linguistic units of two languages occurs intersententially,
meaning in one sentence.132
Bodrožić applies this technique of mixing her first and second language in several parts
of the book, exemplifying how her Muttersprache shines through in her German writing. For
example, the observation of the letter “L” and how it can affect the semantic meaning of words
(“Enge” becomes “Engel” once the letter “L” is added) make Bodrožić think about words that
start with “L”. By comparing “Liebe” with the same word in her mother tongue, she shows how
the letter “L” has a specific role there as well: “In meiner ersten Muttersprache heißt das Wort
für Liebe ljubav, auch hier bringt der Buchstabe L es ins Sichtbare, bringt es, so zeigt mir dieses
Buchstabenbild, hinüber in das Land des Buchstabens J, der zu großen Teilen in der Erde lebt,
wo die Wurzeln der Pflanzen und Bäume verwandt sind mit den Küssen, wo sie sich und die
Zukunft ihrer Sprachen besprechen.”133 While the letter “L” represents Liebe (love), letter “J”
can be read as a reference to Jugoslawien, and combined together, they form the special letter
“LJ” as in the word “ljubav” (love) from Bodrožić’s first mother tongue. Bodrožić expresses
love for her country of birth and childhood, where her memories are deeply embedded like the
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roots of plants and trees. In addition, she demonstrates a very idiosyncractic way of thinking
about language and semiotics, and how language and in this case specifically something simple,
like individual letters of the alphabet can evoke deeper emotions and meanings as well as lead to
word associations between her first and second mother tongue.
Also, as she writes about Dalmatia, the Heimat where she grew up, she notices words and
expressions of love and affection: “… wenn ich im bloßen Wort Dalmatia auf alma stoße, auf
die Seele (und damit auf ihr Organ, das Herz). Dalmatien, Analogie, Alkoven der
Empfindsamkeit. Wenn eine Mutter ihr Kind zu sich ruft, dann sagt sie, dušo moja dođi ovamo,
meine Seele, komm einmal her. […].”134 Moreover, she points out words that were “das
Vertraute” and important in her childhood and that she now has to learn anew, like “lipa”
meaning “Linde”: “Die Baumnamen wollten alle noch einmal neu gelernt sein. Die Linde heißt
jetzt nicht mehr lipa, auch ihr Geruch wurde noch stärker als einst auf den Höfen der kleinen
Jahre, […].”135 Talking about emotions, Bodrožić uses the word “tuga” as in “Trauer” when she
talks about how they felt listening to Yugoslav songs: “… wenn wir jugoslawische Lieder hörten
[…], weinten wir jede für sich; denn das über allem liegende Wort tuga, die Trauer, reimte sich
immer noch mit dem Wort duga, der Regenbogen, aber der Regen war allein in uns geblieben,
der Bogen war ausgebüchst, alle Farben mitnehmend.”136
By using her mother tongue for specific words and expressions, Bodrožić demonstrates
emotional attachments. These words she chooses to use in her mother tongue exemplify a deep
connection to the place (along with its landscapes) of her childhood, which are significant, not
only because she grew up there, but also because they tie her to her grandfather, who raised her.
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Bodrožić uses words from her mother tongue that relate to such feelings as mourning, pain, grief,
and sorrow about aspects that reflect her attachment to her former Heimat (like Yugoslav songs).
This code‐mixing of the native and second language is also a way to write about the past and
loss. Diversity of linguistic voices can be found in Bodrožić’s works rather than just the use of
German. Each of these language elements relates to different life situations, experiences,
practices, and feelings. According to Winkler, they each build their own independent niche and
going back and forth between the two languages allows for the first language and all other
languages one learns to stay connected.137 Subsequently then, this enacts a movement between
languages.
This “movement between languages” can be linked to the “movement between different
worlds and different times,”138 a description Simeon uses for another ex-Yugoslav (present
Croatian) author, Dubravka Ugrešić while analyzing her book The Museum of Unconditional
Surrender.139 It can be interpreted to mean that the movement allows the migrants to oscillate
between the past (what is lost) and the present, between the Heimat and the new country, and to
recreate what has been lost through language. It can also be described as a “Hin und Her ‐
Reise,” as Rădulescu concurs, which leads back to the past as well as into the present.140
Ultimately, it can also lead into the future. Hence, using German is not only the migrants’ way to
manage the crisis of language and to talk about their past traumatic experiences, but also to deal
with the present state of migration and exile and their future in the new country. Going beyond
that, this back and forth between the Yugoslav past and German present themselves as
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“identitätsforschende Unterfangen,”141 as Rădulescu describes it, where German is the only
language that helps Bodrožić locate her identity.142 According to Rădulescu, the author
ultimately becomes a “Fragende” and “Suchende.”143 She alternates between two personalities,
and through the “written reinforcement of hybrid experiences,” different identities are recognized
and those cultural identities are then united into one single one.144 Bodrožić thus casts her
identity as a hybrid identity.
This hybrid identity can be tied to Bodrožić’s view on nation and nationality. Bodrožić
does not describe her connection to her home country through the lens of nationality:
“Jugoslawien stand für sich selbst, nicht für ein Nationalgefühl, jedenfalls ist es für mich nie an
ein solches gebunden gewesen.”145 For critic Madlen Kazmierczak, this presents the idea of a
transcultural “Weltmenschen,” one that moves without problems in “einem dritten Raum” and is
not affected by the concept of nation.146 This indicates that nation and nationality might not
represent something to rely on. It follows that nation is “kein festes Gebilde” for Bodrožić;
rather, it is dependent on historically changing political systems.147 As Meike Fessmann makes
clear, for those, who have to leave their country, like immigrants, refugees, migrants, exiles, it is
much more evident how little one can depend on nationality as a medium of belonging, which
Bodrožić also argues in her text:148 “Wie unbesitzbar Nationalität ist, merkt jeder, der sich nur
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ein bißchen hinauswagt, weg aus seiner staubig kleinen, hinein in eine größere Welt.”149 In
Bodrožić’s case, it was not only that she was in a new country, but also that her former Heimat
was falling apart as new countries were forming due to the Yugoslav Wars. Subsequently,
because of the unreliability of nationality, Bodrožić finds her medium of belonging in language.
Language and “gemeinsames Sprachmensch‐Sein”150 are central as Bodrožić realizes for
herself that not only her “Körper” but especially her “Stimme” make her “zu einem
Menschen.”151 This becomes evident in Bodrožić’s depiction of several encounters between her
and individuals from the former Yugoslavia whom she happens upon on the streets of foreign
countries. As Bodrožić describes one of those encounters, she highlights what it means to speak
in a common language to those who have lost their common Heimat but still have the words that
tie them together: “Die Wörter, wie Verbündete, reichten sich zwischen uns und unseren
Brustkörben die Hände, während wir, zwei eigentlich einander fremde Menschen, unsere Hände
hielten und dabei immer hin‐ und hertänzelten, als seien wir schon zusammen in den
Kindergarten gegangen.”152 For Bodrožić, language, communication, and conversation represent
connection, closeness, and union.
In spite of these encounters, Bodrožić also underlines the difficulties that arise with the
mother tongue. With the collapse of Yugoslavia, not only the country, but also SerboCroatian,153 the common language of the Yugoslav people, split by fiat into Bosnian, Croatian,
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Serbian, and Montenegrin. The author comments on this with irony: “das Serbische und das
Kroatische wurden per Verordnung autonom (was für eine Autonomie!).”154 In the aftermath of
the wars, a politically driven separation of the languages makes it difficult for Bodrožić to
express herself, because the official proclamations about her mother tongue enforce that she uses
a specific lexicon and range as the result of the Yugoslav break‐up. Growing up, Bodrožić’s
hybrid first language Serbo‐Croatian made it possible for her to choose between Croatian and
Serbian words: “Als Kind gefiel mir sehr das serbische Wort voz, weil es mir durchweg schlüssig
erschien, ja gleich das fahren — voziti se — ankündigte. Das kroatische Wort vlak hingegen
hatte eine sanftmütige Aura, für mich hörte es sich an wie mrak und mlad, eine Mischung aus
den Wörtern Dunkelheit und jung […].”155 However, after the break‐up of Yugoslavia, the newly
formed country Croatia dictates that Croatians do not use any words that belong to the Serbian
part of the former common language Serbo‐Croatian. To Bodrožić, this politically driven
separation is not important (or necessary) as she does not relate the language to the borders or
nationalities but rather focuses on what this language can offer, for instance a range of diverse
linguistic choices for the same word.
Furthermore, this common hybrid language of Yugoslavia does not represent
homogeneity, but satisfies a need for openness and variety: “[…] zudem hieß das Ganze
Serbokroatisch, hielt größere Räume offen, verschiedene Wörter für Zug gab es, und wenn es das
Glück gab, dann weil es viele Wörter für eine Sache gab.”156 This hybridity of the language
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before the wars as well as the newly defined languages157 after the break‐up of Yugoslavia
impact how Bodrožić identifies her mother tongue in either temporal, familial, or ethnic terms.
When she talks about it in her book, it is “erste Sprache,”158 “erste Muttersprache,”159 “die
Sprache meiner Kindheit,”160 “Muttersprache,”161 “erste erlernte Sprache,”162 or “das
Slawische.”163 She does not name her mother tongue in connection with any newly formed
country or ethnic identification (for instance, Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, or Serbia), and
she does not rely on it to tell her stories. For all these reasons, German offers a new medium for
Bodrožić to reconstruct what she has lost, her home and identity without getting entangled with
the language policies of post‐Yugoslavia. With time, Bodrožić’s new language German “wurde
immer mehr zu einem wärmenden Kleidungsstück,”164 meaning it offered the author the feeling
of comfort, security, and outward form while the “Muttersprache” still serves as an “Unterpfand”
of openness and linguistic freedom.
Once she is on foreign soil, Bodrožić’s mother tongue plays a noteworthy and substantial
role. As Rădulescu observes, in foreign countries, Bodrožić’s Heimat does not suffer from the
political splitting up of the country, then in these foreign countries the new borders within the
former Yugoslavia are artificial and its people recognize each other and reach out to one
another.165 Rădulescu potrays this through three examples that Bodrožić experiences as an adult,
namely when she encounters people from her former Heimat (on a bus in Rome; at a train station
After the break-up of Yugoslavia, the national language policy was trying to define a “pure”
language that was essential to the (political) unit it represented.
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in Frankfurt; and on the streets of Paris) after the wars have ended.166 All three meetings start
with the author recognizing her Yugoslav people, either through acoustic cues (pronunciation) or
visual (looks), and end up in some sort of conversation in the mother tongue. Here are the three
examples:
Die jugoslawisch timbrierte Aussprache ihres Englisch […] als ich in ihrem Englisch
meinen eigenen Jugo-Ton erkannte und sie gleich in unserer Sprache anredete […].167
[…] die Frau hatte hinzu einen mir so tief vertrauten Klang in ihrer Stimme, daß ich
sie fragte, woher sie sei. Natürlich sagte sie, aus Jugoslawien […].168
An der Haltestelle hatte ich an der Art, wie der Mann auf den Boulevard schielte und
immer wieder nach dem Bus Ausschau hielt, etwas Jugoslawisches in ihm gesehen. […]
Einem inneren Impuls folgend, sprach ich ihn an […].169
These scenarios exemplify the role of the first language and body language as the medium of
belonging to people from the former home country. As Rădulescu explains, this is how
Bodrožić’s old roots come “zum Vorschein” in “der Fremde;” namely as she talks to her
“Dazugehörige,” there is a connection of the same destinies and a discovery of similar
experiences “über das Mittel der Sprache.”170
Moreover, these encounters, which incorporate communication as well as non‐verbal
language, also illustrate how they evoke emotional reactions as soon as one meets another person
from the former Yugoslavia. Bodrožić describes such encounter between her and another young
woman at a bus terminal in Rome, Italy: “Zwischen zwei Stationen erkannten wir einander.
Warum auch stets Jugoslawen immer zusammen in solchen Situation weinen, ich weiß es selbst
nicht, wir weinten jedenfalls, und es muß so etwas wie Übermut und Freude in einem gewesen
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sein.”171 Likewise, with this particular random meeting Bodrožić demonstrates how their places
of origin, Bodrožić’s Dalmatia and the other young woman’s Belgrade, were “in einem
überfüllten römischen Bus nicht eine Sekunde lang fremd.”172 She shows that ethnicities,
nationalities and borders do not matter because “der Krieg wird unsere Liebe niemals zerstören,
niemals vollständig löschen können,” as the woman remarks to her. Bodrožić continues by
explaining that it was obvious that the young woman did not mean “sich und mich, sie meinte die
Kroaten und die Serben,” and to Bodrožić this was “so normal, so natürlich.”173 Then, even three
years after the wars ended in Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bodrožić clearly and strongly
rejects belonging to a particular newly formed country and nation. Describing the young woman
as “eine von uns,” Bodrožić still identifies all of the ex-Yugoslavs as one, recognizing that she is
doing so “obwohl es schon 1998 war” and she did not officially have “das Recht […] so zu
denken.”174 Regardless of this, these connections with different people from ex-Yugoslavia and
the references to the past and what they lost also lead to an inner struggle about her own identity.
Rădulescu stresses this by pointing out how Bodrožić recognizes her own “Verfangensein”
between cultures but also realizes that she does not need to have a set identity:175 “Und auch
begriff ich, wie absurd es eigentlich ist, ein Paßbesitzer zu sein, etwas so Äußeres sein zu müssen
und es zu werden, weil man hier auf dieser Erde ein Jemand ist, wenn man sich an irgendeiner
ausgedachten Grenze als Einheit von Gesicht und Name ausweisen kann.”176
These particular examples of the role of the mother tongue in Bodrožić’s adult life are
evidence of how the first language impacts Bodrožić’s development. Literary scholars, such as
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Rădulescu, Nowicz, Winkler, and Förster, have elaborated on this issue. A closer look at
passages in the book shows the significance of the first language for the author during a very
particular time period in her life, namely her young adulthood (at the age of 18–22) as the
Yugoslav Wars start and the influx of refugees from the former Yugoslavia begins in Germany.
As the text makes clear, this is an essential time when the mother tongue gradually regains
importance and meaning for Bodrožić, as her contemporary experiences shape her views on the
Yugoslav Wars and their aftermath. This ultimately leads her to find her identity and an answer
to her guiding question from the very beginning of the book: “Habe ich eine Herkunft und gehe
ich irgendwo hin?”177 Thus, the role of Bodrožić’s first language becomes more clearly defined
when she (and her siblings) develop relationships with refugees. These additional examples
illustrate the role of the language and collective memory for the members of the Yugoslav
community in Germany as a whole as they deal with their loss of Heimat and belonging.
The Role of Croatian: Origin, Belonging, Collective Memory
As Bodrožić states in an interview, she “left” her first language behind with the move to
Germany at the age of nine: “Ich bin mit neun Jahren aus dem ersten Land weggegangen und
gleichsam aus der ersten Sprache” but also never completely: “Die ist natürlich bei mir
geblieben, zum Glück auch […].”178 The first language plays a complex role for different
reasons. First, in spite of the fact that Bodrožić considers language a medium of belonging,
certain situations in her life still show how a language can raise the question of belonging. This
happens to her even before the wars as she and her siblings are growing up in different regions of
the former Yugoslavia:
Einmal entzündete sich im dalmatinischen Dorf ein Gelächter an dem herzegovinischen
Wort für Handtuch, peškir. Meine Schwester hatte es gesagt. Ich glaube, es gefiel ihr
177
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besser als das Wort ručnik, wie es im Hochkroatischen hätte richtig heißen müssen und
wie es die Leute in Dalmatien es auch gebrauchten. Zwei grundverschiedene Wörter
waren das also, und je nachdem, in welcher Gegend wir das eine oder das
andere sagten, wußte man gleich, ob wir Fremde oder Zugehörige waren.179
This shows the intricacy of Bodrožić’s first language before Yugoslavia and the common
language, Serbo‐Croatian, split into different entities. It becomes evident how language can
create a stranger or the notion of “Fremde”180 also among the people of the same country. This is
reinforced by the wars that are ravaging the individual regions and building artificial borders.
Years after the wars end, Bodrožić experiences alienation based on the way she speaks her first
language even in her own family: “Schließlich, als Jugoslawien längst zusammengebrochen war,
sagte einmal eine meiner Tanten, ich rede ein Kroatisch, das es so gar nicht gebe; heute.”181
Many years after the wars ended and Yugoslavia has been split into different countries, one of
them Croatia. This also means that the language Bodrožić spoke in her childhood and “took”
with her as she moved to Germany does not exist any longer. She did not speak exclusively
“Hochkroatisch”182 and did not use exclusively Croatian vocabulary from the official common
language of the former Yugoslavia, Serbo‐Croatian. As previously discussed in this chapter,
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Within Germany, the notion of “Fremde” occurs as well, as Bodrožić exemplifies based on
pronouncing proper names of Yugoslav people (like her sister’s), showing how Germans fear the
“unknown”: “Zdravka heißt sie, und die deutschen Zungen holen sich schon vor dem
Aussprechen dieses Namens, bereits in Gedanken einen leichten Muskelkater, dort, wo alle
Gedanken beginnen, an jenem Ort, an dem die Menschen sich gleichermaßen vor sich selbst wie
vor dem Unbekannten fürchten. Dabei bedeutet zdrav einfach nur gesund und das ka hallt nach
als ein kleiner Freund dieses gesunden Menschen, […]” (16) Whether it is another language that
creates this fear of the “unknown” among Germans or the people who speak it, this can lead to a
different sort of alienation for those like Bodrožić and her siblings, who are trying to adapt in the
new country.
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Bodrožić uses the example of the word for train (“vlak” in Croatian and “voz” in Serbian), and
explains why she prefers and uses the Serbian version of the word.183 However, in the present, it
is expected of all Croatians to speak Croatian only because “heute” this is the only language that
they are willing to recognize and that should be spoken, and Bodrožić’s Croatian does not adhere
to the new expectations, policies, and regulations.
As the Yugoslav Wars were shown all over the media “jeder wollte wissen, woher man
denn nun komme, ob man zu den ‘bösen’ Serben oder zu den ‘guten’ Kroaten gehöre.”184
People were curious about those from Yugoslavia as the media exposure to the wars grew daily:
“Jetzt waren wir, Jugoslawen, sehr interessant.”185 Emphasizing “wir” as in “we, the Yugoslavs,”
Bodrožić points out that all former Yugoslavs are one, belonging to the same group of people.
She does not differentiate based on their newly defined ethnicities. Bodrožić’s stance may be
explained based on her own mixed family background with family members and relatives
belonging to different Yugoslav regions and speaking different dialects. In any case, Bodrožić
resists the post‐Yugoslavian differentiation between ethnicities and insists on defining her
language, identity, and origin as hybrid because she believes in “das großgelobte Dazwischen”186
and “daß man sich am besten doch dort einzurichten wüßte, als sei nicht im wesentlichen alles
dazwischen.”187
For Bodrožić, there is a constant longing for the (spatial) “Dazwischen” that Bodrožić’s
hybrid first language represents. Her “erste Sprache” consists of “čežnja, aus verzehrender
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Sehnsucht,”188 and as Bodrožić explains in an idiosyncratic way of understanding language and
signification, “vielleicht rührt die erste erlernte Sprache bei jedem Menschen an ein verschüttetes
Gefilde von Gerüchen, Farben, erstmalig gelebten Sehnsüchten.”189 This longing is linked to her
growing up without her parents as they lived and worked in Germany as Gastarbeiter. Bodrožić
missed them in her childhood: “Wer aber war meine Mutter der ersten Jahre? Eine Frau, die im
Ausland (für etwas mit dem Namen Zukunft) ihre Schönheit und Kraft verlor, um mich und
meine Zukunft möglich zu machen, um mich am Leben zu erhalten?”190 Not only her language
but also her country of birth represents fear, loneliness, pain, and yearning. Bodrožić expounds
on the theme of longing:
Jugoslawien war […] ein Land, in dem ich […] ohne meine Eltern lebte. Mich an die
ersten Jahre meines Lebens zu erinnern heißt auch immer, die unaussprechbare Sehnsucht
nach meinem Vater und nach meiner Mutter wieder zu erinnern, die mir mit jeder ihrer
Abreisen nach Deutschland ein größeres Herzensgepäck daließen, werden sie je
wiederkommen, fragte ich mich, vielleicht fuhren sie so weit weg, daß die bloße Weite
des Landes mich vergessen machen und aus ihren Elternherzen entfernen würde […]191
“Das erste Land der Sprache, ein Feld der Benachteiligungen und Wunden,”192 she calls
Yugoslavia in another instance. Hence, Bodrožić’s physical attachment to the country and the
language of the parents contradicts the actual distance between the child and the parents. Due to
this distance between her and her parents, Bodrožić’s mother tongue never fully embodied the
experience of emotional closeness, which is one of the reasons why she can only express herself
in German. Yet, her autobiographical book shows that her native language played the most
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prominent role during her young adulthood at the age of 18 to 22, the time that coincides with
the Yugoslav Wars.
In Bodrožić’s telling, it all begins with the news reporting on the wars: “Vom deutschen
Bildschirm aus sahen wir, wie unser einstiges Land vom Nebel der Kriegssprache belagert
wurde, von plötzlich aus dem Nichts aufgekommenen Gewehren und Geschossen.”193 At this
time, German, that she refers to as Schutzdamm and Schutzschild, is still dominant as it allows
her to deal with everything that she sees on television that is happening in and to her country and
people: “Im Fernseher zeigten sie Bilder aus Jugoslawien. Der Krieg bekam ein Gesicht. Das
Gesicht weinte. Nur mit dem Schutzdamm der deutschen Sprache konnte ich vor dem Fernseher
meine eigenen Tränen zurückhalten.”194 Bodrožić reflects on this role of German for her in an
interview and explains what she meant describing German as Schutzdamm:
[…] in dem Buch “Sterne erben, Sterne färben” da beschreibe ich das mit dem
Schutzdamm im Hinblick auf den Krieg, weil das ist auch — wenn man das
psychoanalytisch ausdrücken will: Verdrängung, ich habe das einfach so im Schreiben
erlebt, diesen Ausdruck — es ist der Vorgang, den könnte ich so beschreiben und das
habe ich in dem Buch auch versucht […].195
Moreover, for Bodrožić, it is impossible to be sad in German: “Auf deutsch konnte ich
nicht traurig sein […].”196 Hearing about these horrific events in her own language, it is always
more painful than in German, which is the language that provided the necessary distance to deal
with these traumatic and painful situations, and a safe space to grow and continue living her life:
Manchmal gab es in der Tagesschau Berichte, bei denen man leicht verzögert die
Stimmen meiner Landsleute hören konnte. […] Kaum hatte ich drei, vier Worte
aufgeschnappt, kroch im Herzen ein Krokodil herum, und ein Druck in der Brust schien
meinen Brustkorb sprengen zu wollen. […] Das Deutsche rührte mich auch. Aber mehr
lenkte es mich in dieser Zeit ab. Es half mir, das Schreckliche zu verorten, es aus mir
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selbst zu verlagern, hinein in die Welt gewöhnlicher Belanglosigkeit, die es mir
ermöglichte, einen ganz normalen achtzehnten Geburtstag zu erleben.197
During this time, Bodrožić describes how she does not only feel emotional pain as she watches
the horrors of war, but also reflects on her physical responses to the happenings when they are
directly described by her own people in her mother tongue. These news reports lead to a
realization that everything she thought she knew is gone with the loss of Heimat:
Jetzt sei eine neue Zeit gekommen. Und in ihr gab es keine Vergangenheit mehr, Stück
für Stück, Kampftag für Kampftag, Front für Front, hatte man sich ihrer entledigt. Jetzt
gab es kein Jugoslawien mehr; […] Jahrzehnte lebendigen Lebens, unzählige Stunden
und Schritte im eigenen Sein waren annulliert worden. Das eigene Lachen vergessen. Die
Lachgrübchen. Die Geburten der Kinder. Die Sonntage. Die lichtvollen Augustsonntage.
Das Zubereiten der Speisen. Das Sammeln der Kastanien, Nüsse und Mandeln. Das
Flechten der Zöpfe. Die Freude der Arbeiter, wenn sie am Ende des Monats ihren
wohlverdienten Lohn erhielten. Das Singen der Ava Maria. Das Erlernen des Alphabets.
Die ersten Küsse. Das erste Rendezvous. Das erste fremdsprachige Wort.198
Although not directly traumatized by the Yugoslav Wars, Bodrožić nonetheless experiences the
traumatic stress from afar. She describes loss as the consequence of war by giving different
examples from childhood and everyday life, and by perceptibly and intensely accentuating the
daily destructions and erasures of her Heimat and the past. As she reveals at the end of the quote,
there is an expectant future orientation (emphasized by “erste”). However, due to the armed
conflicts, these examples represent aspects and moments in life that seem unattainable as the
wars continue. Bodrožić illustrates how the wars affect the past, the present and the future.
As a distant sufferer, who can only feel the pain and grieve together with her people
through media (television, news, pictures) as well as stories she hears from and about her family
and relatives, she is struggling to make sense of what is happening while trying to create order
and live a normal life in Germany:
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[…] als das Wort ‘Krieg’ auch für uns Achtzehnjährige ein Gegenwartswort geworden
war. Das Wort hatte nicht mehr nur eine Adresse in den deutschen Geschichtsbüchern,
jetzt bekam es auch eine Heimstatt in unseren Augen; mit den Augen fingen wir an, an
den Krieg und an die Bilder des Krieges zu glauben.199
In Bosnien starben die Menschen. Unsere Cousins wurden eingezogen. Das Wort Krieg
bekam Gesellschaft, Armut, die Tante in der Stadt hatte kaum Geld, das Essen wurde
knapp. Armut und Hunger. Neue Wörter, mit denen unsere Verwandten leben mußten,
während wir im 21. Jahrhundert nach schönen Jeans Ausschau hielten, ernsthaft
versuchten eine normale Jugend zu erleben, und im Kino die neuesten Filme zu sehen
oder bloß eine Tasse Capuccino zu trinken.200
In these comments, Bodrožić exemplifies a “secondary victim”201 or a “surrounding other”202
suffering from secondary traumatic stress. As secondary victims hear about the events, they are
indirectly affected by traumas, observe the suffering of primary victims, and have to deal with
the changes caused by the event and the suffering.203 Even though the traumatic situation of the
Yugoslav Wars does not immediately affect Bodrožić, she still experiences powerlessness and
disruption, two elements that according to Rolf J. Kleber and Daniel Brom define an extreme or
traumatic situation.204 Charles R. Figley and Kleber claim that these elements are experienced as
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the secondary victim gains knowledge about traumas that those close to them are exposed to, and
this exposure to knowledge of a traumatizing event experienced by one’s loved one results in a
confrontation with being powerless and having their life disrupted.205 In Bodrožić’s case, she is
powerless to influence occurrences and developments and her life is disrupted. Kleber and Brom
explain the dynamics of such disruption: “[…] the situation crudely disrupts the course of daily
existence. One is cut off from the previously secure environment. The existing certainties of life
disappeared. The world does not make sense anymore. The images one holds of oneself and the
environment no longer adequately fit the new situation. […] Basic assumptions have been
shattered.”206 For Bodrožić, all she knew from her past in Yugoslavia was being erased by the
wars. Along with a loss of country, she is experiencing the loss of who she is and where she
belongs. As a result, Bodrožić experiences both temporal (past) and topographical (country) loss.
Not only does this horrific event interrupt her daily teenage life in Germany, it also impacts her
identity and even her sense of origin, the feeling of security and certainty she had when
Yugoslavia was one country, the way she left it, with all the memories and people. The wars
disrupt all of that. Trying to deal with these losses, Bodrožić questions everything, and tries to
find herself, her identity, and her belonging. Bodrožić describes the impact and discusses the
need to have an “anchor” to her Herkunft. Although she left it behind moving to Germany,
knowing that it still exists, this country, Yugoslavia, the people, the language, also meant that her
childhood, her memories, and roots existed:
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[…] zunächst einmal verlässt man seine eigene Kindheit, seine erste Sprache, man
verlässt diese erste Welt, diese ersten Menschen, also alles, was man als irgendeine Art
von Ankerplatz erlebt hatte, ist weg. Dafür hat man das viel größere: die deutsche
Sprache, das Ausland, die weitere Welt. Dann geschieht aber plötzlich folgendes: Das
Land, die Gegend aus der man kommt, alles bricht zusammen, alles gibt es nicht mehr,
und es geschieht ein Krieg, am Ende des 20. Jahrhunderts. Und dann gibt es etwas, was
nicht mehr so ganz stabil bleiben kann, weil man als Mensch offenbar irgend eine Form
von Verankerung braucht, was einem eine Garantie gibt, dass man von irgendwoher
kommt.207
Subsequently, she finds this anchoring (Verankerung) in the influx of refugees to
Germany, and in relationships she builds with them. Through her contacts, interactions and
relationships with Yugoslav refugees, Bodrožić discusses the break‐up of Yugoslavia, how it
affected those with and without experiences of war and flight, and how they, as one community,
dealt with the losses. As the wars rage, destroy and kill in Yugoslavia, people in Germany who
came from different regions within Yugoslavia are holding on to each other, trying to preserve
their memories, culture, origin, and identity: “Das Merkwürdige an den Völkern des einstigen
Jugoslawiens ist immer das geblieben: während sie sich zu Hause stritten, bekriegten und
ermordeten, waren sie im Ausland unzertrennlich, hörten die Chansons des einen Volkes, die
Lieder des anderen, und alles wurde immer eins […].”208 Just like for those who fled the war, for
Bodrožić this desire or need to preserve everything Yugoslav starts with the loss of Heimat.
While the reasons and circumstances for this loss are different among those with and without
immediate experiences of war and flight, there are many ways in which this occurs as refugees
from all over Yugoslavia (with different ethnicities and religions) come to Germany.
One of the major shifts that occurs for Bodrožić is that the role of German diminishes as
Bodrožić tries to make sense of herself. During this period, speaking German is naturally still
very present as this is the language of the country she lives in and also of her daily life. However,
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she begins to feel an aversion towards it: “Ich ärgerte mich über die Art und Weise, wie unsere
jugoslawischen Orte ausgesprochen und wie die Namen der Menschen und Landschaften
verunstaltet wurden.”209 At this point, the first language starts to take over. With the daily news
on Yugoslav Wars running on television, Bodrožić describes her own “Gewahrwerden” of her
“Muttersprache” as she is “gezwungen, genau hinzuhören” when her “Landsleute” are talking.
This is the first time she uses the term “Muttersprache”210 instead of the previously used
variations of “erste Sprache.” As soon as the first language is associated with the images of wars,
destruction, and people from her former Heimat suffering, Bodrožić refers to it as
“Muttersprache” and points out how her mother tongue that she hears on the news makes her
very much aware of the ongoing horrible events in the country of her childhood. Bodrožić can be
viewed here as a distant sufferer, someone without immediate war experience. But by listening to
the voices of her own people on television, talking in the “Muttersprache,” the common language
that connects them, Bodrožić is forced to deal with the current situation and the realities of life in
her former Heimat. However, the impacts of wars and loss(es) shown and described in the news
make it impossible for Bodrožić to listen to it in “der ersten Sprache, in der Sprache meiner
Kindheit” as it is too painful, and this is where German helps her “das Schreckliche zu
verorten.”211 As the wars continue to rage and refugees keep arriving in Germany, the first
language becomes the main focus in her life where at home she and her siblings speak “zum
ersten Mal durchgängig” in their “Muttersprache.”212
Bodrožić, 30.; This importance of proper names as well as their pronunciation is already
evident at the beginning of the book as Bodrožić discusses the difficulties native Germans have
enunciating her sister’s first name: “Zdravka heißt sie, und die deutschen Zungen holen sich
schon vor dem Aussprechen dieses Namens, bereits in Gedanken einen leichten Muskelkater,
[…].” (16)
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Analyzing the book, it becomes apparent that there are two particular instances when
Bodrožić refers to her first language as “Muttersprache.” The first instance occurs when she
listens to the news and thus witnesses the horrors and loss her “Landsleute” experience. She only
hears the words and cannot process them as it is too painful. The second instance occurs when
the refugees arrive in Germany and are asked which part of Yugoslavia they are from (Croatia or
Serbia, the good or the bad). At this point, Bodrožić states that she started to speak in her first
language on a regular day-to-day basis. She and her siblings befriend several refugees and these
young people spend a lot of time together speaking in their common language, not caring about
each other’s ethnic and national belonging and identity. By using the term “Muttersprache,” she
shows her need to keep the connection to her people through the mother tongue and to sustain it.
Moreover, the term “Muttersprache” also indicates a deeper meaning, namely, a deeper
connection among the people of Yugoslavia. By juxtaposing this connection of all the Yugoslav
people to the Kriegsalltag in their Heimat, Bodrožić demonstrates how this can be viewed as
Yugoslavs defying the wars by the unbreakable bond and relationships between them across the
borders through their common language. At this time, Bodrožić also records that she writes her
first poems and presents them in public in the first language, demonstrating the emotional
attachment to her Heimat, and that of her new Yugoslav refugee friends who cry as they all
realize that their “Jugoslawien verlor für immer seine Möglichkeit.”213 This realization leads
them to remember and recreate what has been lost due to the Yugoslav Wars in different ways.
Despite the fact that Bodrožić had lived in Germany for ten years when the refugees
arrive, she feels an immediate connection with them. As the wars continue, more refugees arrive
in Germany, among them a large number of young people. “Neue Leute kamen, junge Menschen
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[…], gerade volljährig gewordene Typen […].”214 New friendships and also love relationships
blossom: “Meine Schwester und ich verliebten uns gleich in zwei der neu Angereisten. […] In
den ersten, einen bosnischen Kroaten, verliebte ich mich, in den zweiten, einen kroatischen
Serben, verliebte sich meine Schwester.”215 By highlighting the ethnically hybrid nature of those
love interests, Bodrožić shows that it does not matter which part of Yugoslavia one comes from;
while the wars are raging, across the borders in Germany, Yugoslav young people are getting
along, falling in love and enjoying each other’s company. Bodrožić and her siblings spend most
of their time with the refugees and other “Auslandsjugoslawen,”216 speaking in their mother
tongue.
The first language thus gains significance and even overshadows German in the public
sphere as it represents a medium of belonging, where there is no distinction between Fremde und
Zugehörige, but there is a “we” (“wir Jugoslawen”), an “us” (“uns alle”) and an “our” (“unsere
jugoslawischen Leute”).217 The common hybrid language binds former Yugoslavs together,
allowing people to construct a collective memory, and to share experiences. As Peter L. Berger
and Thomas Luckmann observed, the common language “objectivates the shared experiences
and makes them available to all within the linguistic community, thus becoming the basis and the
instrument of the collective stock of knowledge.”218 In Bodrožić’s autobiographical text, the
language of ex-Yugoslavs serves this function.
And yet, as Bodrožić highlights, there are still those who are against the mixing of
different ethnicities and nationalities. As a counterpoint, Bodrožić stresses that the younger
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generation especially did not focus on ethnicity, nationality, and religion, out of a sense of love
and self-preservation:
Rašo machte wie wir keine Unterschiede, Mile genauso wenig, wir liebten einander mit
den Augen […]219
[…] junge Typen, denen am Ende das eigene Leben mehr bedeutet hatte als die
kroatische oder serbische Identität, die sie bald an irgendeiner Front hätte zum Krüppel
machen können.220
The young people resist by gathering, remembering, and building what, drawing on Benedict
Anderson’s term, one could call an “imagined community”221 of ex-Yugoslavs, all experiencing
trauma and loss:
Den Winter über trafen wir uns alle in einem Lokal, einer Art Bistro, das sich als
Sammelplatz aller Ex-Jugoslawen entpuppte. Ehe wir uns versehen hatten, waren wir in
einem Kreis von Zagrebern, Belgradern, Makedoniern, tranken und aßen mit Leuten aus
Novi Sad, Sarajevo, Split und Mostar, von Überall her waren sie gekommen, und wie
immer hielten sie auf eine jugoslawische Weise zusammen.222
In this case, the “Sammelplatz” serves as what Homi K. Bhabha has called a “Third Space,”223
where a mixture of people “renews the past, refiguring it as a contingent “in-between” space, that
innovates and interrupts the performance of the present.”224 It is in this “Third Space” where
different groups of the former Yugoslavia carve out a room for interaction, sharing,
remembering, creating and preserving collective memories. Therefore, it serves as both, a “place
of invention and transformational encounters, a dynamic in-between space”225 and a place of
enunciation and expression. Similarly to Bhabha, bell hooks recognizes this as a “space of
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resistance” and “a site of creativity and power,”226 and this is precisely what Bodrožić describes
the ex-Yugoslavs doing as they establish this “Third Space” to hold on to each other and remain
united through memory.
This active remembering “auf jugoslawische Weise” is done by the “canon,” which in
Aleida Assmann’s definition is the “actively circulated memory that keeps the past present,”227
and that according to Jan Assmann, “[o]ne has to remember in order to belong [to a group].”228
These memories (particularly collective memories) are a social product, as French sociologist
Maurice Halbwachs explained in the 1920s. As he contends, only individuals remember, and
groups like armies, corporations, families, or nations have “distinctive memories that their
[individual] members have constructed, often over long periods of time.”229 The individuals
“being located in a specific group context, draw on that context to remember or recreate the
past.”230 According to Halbwachs, communication and socialization is something that the
memory is contingent upon and can be analyzed as a function of social life.231 This is
exemplified by the ex-Yugoslavs in Bodrožić’s text, as they represent a Yugoslav collective
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memory. To Bodrožić and her friends, this collective memory consists of language, music, film,
artists, landscapes, and their common history. Kazmierczak concludes that “die Betrachtungen
über den Ort ihrer Kindheit — Jugoslawien — offenbaren, dass Bodrožić weniger einen
konkreten geographischen Ort mit einem bestimmten politischen System erinnert, als vielmehr
den kulturellen Raum Balkan mit einem kollektiven Gedächtnis […].”232 Together, these young
people form their group memories in such a way that allow them to adjust these memories to
their contemporary beliefs, ideas, and desires. One prominent example of their activities is
spending time in nature: “Wir gingen schwimmen, spazieren und erforschten den Wald.”233
These experiences and explorations of nature in Germany echo Bodrožić’s memories of her
childhood in the former Heimat. She vividly reminisces about Dalmatia and the coast, its
landscapes, the colors, the Adriatic Sea, the Mediterranean, the summer, and the very specific
wind (Bura) that is characteristic for this area.234
Although nature plays a meaningful role in creating shared memories, the most impactful
common experience is the music from the former Yugoslavia that resonates throughout the book
and especially during the time that Bodrožić and her siblings spend with their refugee friends and
boyfriends. They listen to music, sing and play instruments together. “Rašo spielte auf der
Gitarre das jugoslawische Kultlied »Balkane moj«, Mein Balkan, wir saßen im Park herum, bis
tief in die Nacht […].”235 Music binds them all and lets them not forget: “Uns half das Singen
nicht zu vergessen.”236 Another Bosnian‐Croatian author and columnist, Miljenko Jergović,
makes a similar observation in one of his books: “Forgetting doesn’t hurt at all, but, still, it is
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beautiful to remember”237 even though remembering can be painful and evokes mixed emotions
during highly sensitive times. He continues, “remembering contains all the reasons both for joy
and for sorrow, and they are often the same,”238 encapsulating what Bodrožić also underscores in
her autobiographical text:
Wenn wir am traurigsten waren, hörten wir einfach die Lieder von Bjelo [sic] Dugme
oder auch irgendeiner Roma-Band, die uns wie ein Wind etwas über uns erzählte. Was
das war, das wußten wir selbst nicht, aber es machte etwas lebendig in unseren Körpern,
machte die Welt, wenn auch nur für die Zeit eines Liedes, namhaft. Diese Zustände, […],
eine Verzweiflung war das auch, die verwandt ist mit dem größtmöglichen Gefühl auf
Erden, mit der Freude.239
Bodrožić shows how painful it is for all involved to watch the wars even from a distance, and
how stressful it is to worry for the loved ones every day. It is the music that makes it possible not
to forget, to keep the memories of everything lost alive, and to show bond, unity, and solidarity:
“Kaum eine Hochzeit wurde vollzogen, auf der nicht alle Lieder gesungen worden waren, die
Mandoline, die Gitarre, die Harmonika und das Schlagzeug, nichts fehlte, kein Kehlkopfgesang
durfte ausbleiben. Die Musik baute uns Brücken.”240
One of the bands that accomplishes this for Bodrožić and people from the former
Yugoslavia is Bijelo Dugme (actual spelling) which she references in several passages in the
book, because their music helped her “beim Heimleuchten, hat Augenblicke erhellt und Brücken
gebaut zu einer unter der Haut wohnenden Freude.”241 Bijelo Dugme was a Yugoslav rock band
based in Sarajevo that was formed in 1974 and was active until 1989 when it split with the rising
tensions in ex-Yugoslavia. It is considered the most popular band of the former Yugoslavia.
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Their songs were “eine Mischung aus Tradition, Folklore und Rockmusik.”242 Their 2005
reunion concert, where they played in three capitals, Sarajevo (Bosnia and Herzegovina), Zagreb
(Croatia) and Beograd (Serbia), attracted about 400,000 people243 and huge media attention in all
former Yugoslav republics.244 It is usually associated with Yugonostalgia that affected many in
various forms.245 In 2005, Bodrožić is 32 years old and reflects on this event: “Auf einer von
Fans eingerichteten Homepage von Bjelo [sic] Dugme ist über das Konzert in Zagreb
nachzulesen: Für diese drei Stunden, die das Konzert dauerte, hatte man das Gefühl, in seiner
alten Heimat Jugoslawien zu sein, und es hat niemals einen Krieg gegeben.”246
Music, as Bodrožić states in her book, has always been a major and significant part of
people’s lives everywhere; however, she also emphasizes how music has a very particular
function in her former Heimat: “Außerdem gehören in Frankreich wie in Kroatien (und Serbien)
bestimmte Lieder zu den Biographien […] Auf eine Art ist das überall auf der Welt der Fall,
auch in Deutschland, aber hier gehört es nicht richtig zur Mentalität der Erinnerung, wird nie ein
Teil des öffentlichen Raumes, und das macht genau den Unterschied aus.”247 Discussing the role
of music, especially in the cultural and social contexts, Britta Lange expounds,
Sound als ein körperliches, soziales und historisch- spezifisches anthropologisches
Erzeugnis sowie physikalisches Ereignis, das genuin an den Vorgang der
Wahrnehmung, also des Hörens, gebunden ist, kann mit den Instrumentarien der
Kulturwissenschaft in dieser seiner kulturellen Dimension verstanden werden: Zwar
ist Sound wie Natur in der Welt, doch wird er von Menschen immer unter der Prämisse
der Kultur — also der historisch-spezifischen Wahrnehmung, der Verarbeitung nach
Bodrožić, 49.
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kulturell geprägten Mustern, der Verwendung der Sprache zur Kommunikation
darüber — gehört, beschrieben, problematisiert, verhandelt.248
It is evident that music plays a very specific, moving, and expressive role as it is where “memory
crystallizes and secretes itself,” in the “lieux de mémoire,” a concept popularized by the historian
Pierre Nora,249 which he defines as “any significant entity, whether material or nonmaterial in
nature, which by dint of human will or the work of time has become a symbolic element of the
memorial heritage of any community.”250 Nora adds that “a place of memory in every sense of
the word goes from the most material and concrete object, possibly geographically located, to the
most abstract and intellectually constructed object.”251 Places of memory can be concrete and
tangible as well as immaterial and intangible, and their function is twofold, i.e., to educate and
to evoke emotion(s). For the ex-Yugoslavs in Bodrožić’s book, one of these intangible lieux de
mémoire is music, as a cultural tradition that helps create and maintain the personal and
collective memories when loss in many forms is experienced on both levels, due to the wars and
the loss of Heimat. Music is always and easily accessible, available, repeatable, and has the
ability to transcend borders, as illustrated by Bodrožić. It is also inexpensive and as
sociomusicologist Simon Frith, who specializes in popular music culture, underscores, “music
has become entirely mobile: it can follow us around the house, from living room to kitchen and
bathroom; on journeys, as “in-car entertainment” and “the walkman effect”; across national and
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political boundaries; […]”252 Frith adds that music from “all sources, from a hundred years ago,
from a hundred thousand miles away, is equally available.”253 Bodrožić describes the
importance of this music from the past and from many miles away, thus: “Wir hörten
unaufhörlich die Musik einer der drei jugoslawischen Kultbands […] oder irgendwelche
dalmatinischen Chansons, die das Meer besangen, das Leben einer Mutter oder wieder einmal
eine dem Abschied geweihte Liebesgeschichte melancholisch erzählten.”254
In Bodrožić’s text, music and people from the former Yugoslavia represent belonging
and origin. This becomes very clear during her youth with the first experiences of the loss of
Heimat. It is also something that stays with her and the people of ex-Yugoslavia since she
underscores, all of them still remember and can sing all the songs from Bijelo Dugme, for
example, a band that split up in 1989. Here, it becomes evident again that Bodrožić does not
associate the country Yugoslavia with borders, nations and nationalities, but rather with
collective memory represented in this famous band and the people from ex-Yugoslavia who still
listen to their music. Although Heimweh stands for the longing for the Heimat when one lives in
“der Fremde,” for Bodrožić, it is something “nur an Menschen gekoppeltes” that connects her
“mit einer einzelnen Erscheinung, mit einem bestimmten Gesicht, mit einer ganz einzigartigen
Menschenwärme.”255 For example, she ties her belonging and Heimweh to particular people from
the former Yugoslavia, whom she discusses on more than one occasion in her book, especially
the musician, film score composer, and guitarist and main creative force behind Bijelo Dugme,
Goran Bregović, and Emir Kusturica, a filmdirector, screenwriter, and musician. In individuals
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like Bregović and Kusturica, she finds her belonging because they “tragen etwas mit sich, das
mich ihnen zugehörig fühlen läßt.”256 Bodrožić mentions several other very famous exYugoslav singers and bands to whom she assigns major roles in Yugoslav lives because “sie
haben uns geprägt und uns geholfen, mit ihren Stimmen unsere eigenen Stimmen zu bereichern,
unser Welt-Depot zu füllen.”257 All of these bands, musicians, film makers and their creations
represent the collective memory of the former Yugoslavia and will be “zu Teilen für immer” her
“ureigenes Jugoslawien.”258 Singing and dancing is for Bodrožić, “Zugehörigkeit.
Gemeinsamkeit. […] das Dafür, das Für-das-Singen-Sein,” and for her “das Singen” and “die
Menschen” always belong to her “Herkunft.”259 As Dean Vuletic stresses, “popular music is one
of the cultural phenomena that has been most shared among the peoples inhabiting the territory
of the former Yugoslavia.”260 He continues by emphasizing how there is probably nothing in the
cultural life that unifies the former Yugoslavs more than shared popular music culture
considering its perseverance even after the break-up of Yugoslavia.261 Looking at the history of
music throughout the former Yugoslavia, popular music festivals were established all over the
country and they became, as Ljerka V. Rasmussen observes, “the single most powerful public
forum for the presentation, production, and definition of Yugoslav popular music,”262 which
supported the country’s slogan “brotherhood and unity.” As Vuletic points out, there is a
“continued existence of a common market for popular music in the former Yugoslavia, where
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audiences across it consume the popular music produced in its various parts, and composers,
musicians, singers, songwriters and record companies from them co-operate in its production.”263
In her text, Bodrožić demonstrates how music has been an important medium of passing the
cultural heritage on throughout generations in the former Yugoslavia. She also makes evident
how music was not a casualty of the Yugoslav Wars and still played the same role even during
and after the wars.
As she discusses belonging and origin, it becomes clear that Bodrožić refuses to belong
to either side, region, old country or newly formed countries, and to have her identity prescribed
to her. Being in Germany provides the space where Bodrožić is not only safe from bullets and
bombs, but also from being forced to identify with the new country, Croatia, and a new
nationality forced out of the break‐up of Yugoslavia. However, not everyone was able to escape
the combats and horrors of the wars and/or the aftermaths of the Yugoslav collapse, as Bodrožić
explains: “Rašo und seine Familie sind nicht mehr nach Rijeka zurückgekehrt. Ich habe von
meiner Schwester gehört, er sei mit seinem Bruder bei der Ankunft in Serbien gleich zum Militär
einberufen worden.”264 Bodrožić emphasizes how certain individuals and families had to return
“in ein Land, zu dem sie nun gehörten, ob sie es wollten oder nicht.”265 This highly impacts
Bodrožić, leaving a special mark as she realizes that she does not want to be a Yugoslav or a
Croatian: “Ich wollte nichts mehr mit Jugoslawien, nichts mehr mit Kroatien zu tun haben. Ein
eigener Mensch sein, dachte ich jahrelang, das müßte lohnenswerter sein als die Identitätskarte
eines Landes, das mit einem Mal […] auseinanderfällt.”266 The loss of identity is inevitable as a
result of the loss of Heimat. Kegelmann underlines this by stating that for Bodrožić nationalized
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attributions do not identify an individual as a human, especially when a state can easily perish as
a result of political power relations and negotiations.267 Kegelmann further stresses that Bodrožić
describes multiple times “wie sie sich nicht nur durch die reale Verlagerung nach Deuschland,
sondern v. a. auch in der Folge des Zusammenbruchs Jugoslawiens von einer nationalen Identität
abgelöst […] hat”268 because she refuses, as Rădulescu states, “weiterhin [ihre] Identität zu
politischen Zwecken instrumentalisieren zu lassen.”269 In contrast to the “antrainierte nationale,
geographische Reflex” that we need a national identity, Bodrožić suggests an alternative way
forward: “Warum sagen wir nicht, wir brauchen eine Orientierung und wir möchten sie
Identitätskarte nennen? So wüßten unsere Kinder, daß die Orientierung nichts Festes ist, daß sie
nichts ist, was wir verteidigen müssen, wofür wir sterben und töten wollen.”270 Bodrožić’s
suggestions correspond with sociologist Stuart Hall and linguist Norman Fairclough, who prefer
the term identification rather than identity.271 As Hall argues, Identität is a closed process and
therefore he advocates for Identifikation, which he regards as a continuous process.272 In the
same way, Bodrožić proposes fluid orientation in lieu of fixed national identity.
But beyond that, Bodrožić is not confined to one country that she considers her country.
Rather, with this “Formulierung ’mein Land’,” as Bodrožić elucidates, she always refers to “die
ganze Erde.”273 For that reason, she sees herself as a citizen of the world and her Heimat
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anywhere in the world. She formulates this notion early in her book and reemphasizes it through
repetition later on:
Jugoslawien ist zusammengebrochen, ohne mich um eine Erlaubnis zu fragen. Ich kann
und will es nicht einmal in Gedanken verhindern. Es ist, wie es ist. Aber ich möchte
daraus für eine Gegenwart lernen, die es bei jedem Schritt immer wieder neu zu meistern
gilt. Vielleicht ist es wirklich wahr, daß die Luft, in die man hineingeboren wird, schon
die Sehnsucht in die Wiege legt, deren man später immer teilhaftig zu werden versucht.
Meine Luft ist der Mediterran. Alle Ufer Europas. Die Schönheit der Lichter auf unserer
Erde.274
Jugoslawien war zusammengebrochen, noch bevor ich eine Frau geworden bin, mitten
in meinem Unterwegssein als Mensch, und durch diese Veränderung verschob sich auch
mein Heimatgefühl, das Zuhausesein in Menschen und Landschaften […]. Einmal, auf
dem Flugzeug auf die Spitzen der Alpen schauend, fiel mir auf, daß ich mit der
Formulierung ‘mein Land‘ immer die ganze Erde gemeint und es selbst nie richtig
bemerkt hatte.275
Conclusion
Bodrožić’s autobiographical book Sterne erben, Sterne färben: Meine Ankunft in Wörtern
serves as one specific example of how those who did not have immediate war experience dealt
with the Yugoslav Wars and their aftermath. She configures the loss of Heimat, belonging and
identity in her autobiographical text in an idiosyncratic way. To Bodrožić, loss of Heimat comes
in stages. Initially, it is associated with the move to Germany with her Gastarbeiter parents.
About ten years after this relocation, the additional loss is caused by the Yugoslav Wars of the
1990s and their aftermath. For Bodrožić, it is the different languages in her life that help her
navigate the indirect exposure to traumatic stress and loss, consequently leading to her finding
answers to her questions of who she is, where she comes from, and where she belongs. As a
child of Gastarbeiter parents, growing up in different countries and regions, Bodrožić is exposed
to two languages (Serbo-Croatian and German) and different dialects in both from early on. Both
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languages play significant roles throughout her life as she is trying to deal with the loss of the
country where she spent her childhood, and living a normal life in the new country, Germany.
German helps her overcome her “speechlessness” and allows her to write about and recreate her
childhood. German as the everyday language plays the main role in Bodrožić’s life, but at the
time when the Yugoslav Wars begin, and an influx of refugees arrives in Germany, a shift occurs
whereby the first language becomes the main focus. Her first language at this point permeates
her youth, not only in her home, but also outside of it, where it serves as medium of belonging
with her people from ex-Yugoslavia (refugees and Auslandsjugoslawen like herself) as she
builds friendships and relationships. Together, through language and tradition (especially music),
they remember, share and try to preserve the collective memory of Yugoslavia. Because the loss
of identity is unavoidable due to the loss of Heimat, Bodrožić has the need to find herself and
where she belongs which she accomplishes effectively. She repudiates the identity prescribed to
people by the political elites in the newly established republics of former Yugoslavia. From these
experiences, Bodrožić realizes and decides that she does not need nor want a set identity and
home. She can be a citizen of the world, and her Heimat can be anywhere on Earth. She has
finally arrived and her Ankunft (in Wörtern) is successful.
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CHAPTER 2
A Successful “Exil‐Theorie” in Danko Rabrenović’s Autobiographical Works Der
Balkanizer and Herzlich willkommenčić: Combining the Best of Both Worlds Between
Yugoslavia and Germany
The Author Danko Rabrenović: His Life and Work
When Danko Rabrenović bought his “Flugticket ’Belgrad–Düsseldorf–Belgrad’,276 he
could have never imagined that he would still be living in Germany today. Rabrenović was born
in Zagreb, Yugoslavia, today’s capital of Croatia, to journalist parents in a “Mischehe […]
Vater–Serbe, Mutter–Kroatin.”277 Because they lived and worked in Belgrade, today’s capital of
Serbia, as a young couple starting off their careers, he spent the first four years of his life with
his grandparents in Zagreb before his parents permanently moved him to Belgrade. When he was
a child, they also lived in Beijing, China for three years. Then, when he was 22, his mother
pleaded and urged him to go to Germany and live with her cousin and her cousin’s family in
Recklinghausen, North Rhine-Westphalia due to the “Mobilmachung” in Belgrade, where young
men had to report to one of “Belgrader Kasernen” where they received “komplette
Militäruniformen und damit die Ansage: Haltet euch bereit!”278
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In the same way as Marica Bodrožić, Rabrenović was leaving the city he grew up in.
While she followed her Gastarbeiter parents and was finally able to live with them in Germany,
Rabrenović left the city he calls Heimatstadt “A” “unfreiwillig,” remembering with a heavy
heart: “Nie werde ich das Datum vergessen, an dem ich Belgrad hinter mir lassen musste: 4.
August 1991.”279 After landing in Düsseldorf, what he refers to today as his Heimatstadt “B,” he
was picked up by his aunt and uncle and they drove an hour to Recklinghausen, where
Rabrenović was supposed to stay no more than three months because, he states, “solange durfte
ich mich mit meinem jugoslawischen Pass als Tourist ohne Visum in Deutschland aufhalten.”280
However, the ongoing fighting of the Yugoslav Wars changed all of that:
Aus dieser friedlich‐deutschen Idylle heraus verfolgte ich in den kommenden Wochen
und Monaten, wie mein Land auseinanderbrach. Täglich telefonierte ich mit meinen
Eltern und meinem Bruder Boris. […] Dreimal war die Militärpolizei in unserer
Wohnung aufgetaucht und hatte nach mir gefragt. […] Wäre ich damals in Belgrad
geblieben, wäre ich womöglich in Vukovar ums Leben gekommen.281
At the beginning of what turned out to be his permanent stay in Germany, the realization
that he could not return home as planned sends him on a “Nostalgietrip” as he recalls:
In Belgrad ist alles schöner als in »Schrecklinghausen«.282 Dabei fehlte es mir bei Sonja
und Helmut an nichts. Trotzdem fühlte ich mich wie in einem Käfig. Manchmal passte
ich auf meinen kleinen Cousin David und seine Schwester Meret auf oder ging mit dem
Hund Blacky spazieren. Ansonsten dachte ich an Belgrad, schaute CNN, dachte an
Belgrad, schaute CNN und dachte an Belgrad… Ich war wie gelähmt.283
Rabrenović expresses his melancholy by stating: “Die ersten Wochen und Monate in
Deutschland waren furchtbar. Ich hatte ein glückliches Leben in Belgrad zurückgelassen: meine
Familie, meine Freundin Vesna […], meine Freunde, meine Band […] und meine Arbeit […].
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Dieses Rundum‐Wohlfühl‐Paket wollte ich zurückhaben.”284 However, the messages coming
from his family and friends in his Heimat were clear: “»Gut, dass du dort bist, hier ist es
schlimm… und es wird noch schlimmer!«”285 It did become worse, and for the next four years,
Rabrenović did not set foot in Belgrade. He was to return for the first time again in the summer
of 1995. Consequently, Rabrenović had to come to terms with his situation, namely that his
limited visit to Germany as a tourist became his “Exil‐Leben.”286
This new life included many different experiences, stages, and exile statuses from being a
tourist at first, then a “geduldeter Flüchtling/ Kriegsflüchtling,” to receiving “Ausreisepflicht,”
“Studentenvisa,” “Aufenthaltsbewilligung,” “Erwerbstätigkeit,” “Aufenthaltserlaubnis,” and
“Fiktionsbescheinigung.”287 Finally, on March 8, 2007, his “Karriere als Stammgast der
Ausländerbehörde” was finally over after sixteen years as he received his passport back “mit
dem Stempel: Niederlassungserlaubnis Gültigkeit: unbefristet Erwerbstätigkeit: gestattet.288
Upon receiving this stamp of approval in his passport, Rabrenović describes this feeling as
“keine Auflagen, keine Begrenzungen, Freiheit!”289
In the meantime, Rabrenović was learning German at the Volkshochschule
Recklingshausen, and then first studied in Bochum where he continued learning German by
attending an intensive course daily. Later, he moved to Düsseldorf and studied English
Literature, Pedagogy, and Media Studies at the Heinrich‐Heine Universität. Today, he still lives
in Düsseldorf and works in Cologne working as as a musician, moderator, and author. He is the
singer and guitarist of the band Trovači, a Balkan‐Ska‐Reggae‐Band that sings lyrics in German,
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Serbian, and Croatian. He is also in charge of his weekly radio show “Balkanizer” by WDR
Funkhaus Europa where he plays Balkanmusik and talks to guests about their personal
Balkangeschichten. Writing two autobiographical books, Rabrenović tells his own
Balkangeschichten through a collection of stories from his Alltag in Germany.
Like Marica Bodrožić, Danko Rabrenović also experiences the loss of Heimat, identity,
and belonging while at the same time trying to find not only what is being lost but also to
integrate into a new society, or in Bodrožić’s case to keep up with the teenage everyday life she
has established in Germany over the years. Considering the authors’ ages at the time of their
arrival in Germany, their gender,290 and the reasons for coming to Germany, Rabrenović not only
deals with additional concerns, obstacles, and problems but is also much more vocal in
expressing his views on the conflicts and the politics of the wars. In his two books, Rabrenović
combines a humorous tone with a very serious one as he writes about his life in Yugoslavia and
his exile in Germany. He points out how well he understands the difficulty of his task: “Es war
mir schnell klar, dass die Themen, die ich in diesem Buch anspreche, sehr komplex und alles
andere als einfach sind.” He elaborates on his reasons for taking on this project:
Aber mir war wichtig, dass ich “meine Geschichte” möglichst authentisch und ohne
unnötiges “Make-up” erzähle. Einfach so, wie sie ist: Meine sehr persönliche, subjektive
Sicht auf das Leben in einer Multikulti-Gesellschaft. Meine “Weltanschauung”, die auf
meinen Erfahrungen basiert. Ich hoffe jedoch, dass sich die Leserinnen und Leser in
manchen Beobachtungen wiederfinden. Aber vor allem hoffe ich, dass diejenigen, die
völlig andere Erfahrungen und Anschauungen haben, ein paar neue Denkanstöße
bekommen.291
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Drawing on his memories, experiences, emotions, and opinions, and using a comparative
approach to demonstrate clichés about and differences between Yugoslav and German cultures,
Rabrenović tells many different stories in an episodic structure that show what he thinks of the
Yugoslav Wars, how he deals with their aftermath, how he finds his new identity and Heimat,
and how he successfully integrates in Germany.
The titles of Rabrenović’s autobiographical books Der Balkanizer: ein Jugo in
Deutschland and Herzlich willkommenčić: Heimatgeschichten vom Balkanizer already point to
certain facets. First, between both titles, there are a few identities and places of origin (Heimaten)
that can be presumed from words like: Balkanizer, Jugo, Deutschland, willkommenčić,
Heimatgeschichten. This implies that the author’s themes will focus on negotiating identities and
home countries. These titles can be seen as indicating different phases that the author goes
through trying to find himself, his Heimat and belonging. Additionally, they read like a
progression or expansion from the first to the second book as well as a successful arrival in
Germany signified by the word Heimat and the greeting Herzlich willkommenčić.
Considering that the first book was published in 2010, the subtitle Ein Jugo in
Deutschland attracts the attention because the author identifies himself with a country
(Yugoslavia) that was disolved in 1992, a country whose origin and culture many share but now
disown and deny. Hence, Rabrenović could be perceived negatively due to this identification.
However, he clarifies the reasons for this identity through his parents’ mixed marriage of
different “Volkszugehörigkeiten,”292 making him someone who refuses to choose and identify
with either his father’s or his mother’s ethnicity and nationality. Rabrenović stresses that “solche
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Kategorien hatten mich nie interessiert, ich war als Jugoslawe erzogen worden und als solcher
fühlte ich mich auch.”293
The title of the second book combines German (Herzlich) with the suffix from author’s
mother tongue (willkommenčić) showing how both languages are a significant part of him.
Joining these linguistic features that are visibly distinct can make for a comical combination. But
it also indicates someone who while completely integrated and now fluent in German still
identifies as a Jugo, which is also reflected in Rabrenović’s self-identification in the first book’s
title (ein Jugo in Deutschland). The first title also points to the fact that one can assimilate in the
new Heimat, but at the same time need not give up or change important parts of oneself, the Jugo
culture. Integrating the suffix and diacritic marks from his mother tongue into German word
stands for a successful integration and full acceptance by his new Heimat, as Rabrenović states in
his work that he is at home where he feels welcomed.294
Talking about his first book, Rabrenović states in the foreword: “Das Buch ist also
keineswegs die Geschichte eines Zuwanderers, der das »Integrationsrezept« gefunden hat,
sondern eine Sammlung von Geschichten aus meinem Alltag in Deutschland.”295 Even so, both
of Rabrenović’s books nevertheless portray a successful integration. They also demonstrate how
and why migrants, “especially those whose homeland is in conflict,” as Birgit Bock-Luna
emphasizes, “are constantly renegotiating their identity not only with regard to the homeland but
also vis-à-vis the host society.”296 This is evident with Rabrenović as he keeps defining new
identities and adding new Heimaten (Yugoslavia, Germany, several cities in both of these
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countries, and the Balkans) for a number of years in Germany. Still, the books serve as another
example of someone who manages to integrate and arrive as well as find his identity and define
his Heimat despite the experiences of loss, exile, and integration:
Diese plötzliche Verbundenheit mit Deutschland verwirrte mich, und ich brauchte eine
ganze Weile, um mich neu zu finden. Weder wollte ich meine Kultur aufgeben und mich
in einen Deutschen verwandeln, noch wollte ich dauerhaft zurück nach Belgrad. Ich
schwebte irgendwie dazwischen, hatte in meinem Düsseldorfer Alltag sowohl mit Jugos
und anderen Migranten als auch mit Deutschen zu tun. Anders als die meisten
Gleichaltrigen mit ex‐jugoslawischen Wurzeln in Deutschland war ich kein
»Gastarbeiterkind«. Aber was war ich dann? Und wie nannte man den Zustand, in dem
ich mich befand? Schließlich gaben mir die Anglistik‐Seminare etwas, an dem ich mich
festhalten konnte. Und so kam es, dass die Lebensgeschichte eines Puerto‐Rico‐New
Yorkers einem Balkan‐Düsseldorfer half, endlich Frieden mit seinem Leben zu
schließen.297
Rabrenović does not explicitely state what caused the “plötzliche Verbundenheit” with Germany.
Instead he lists some events that happened in his exile life that could have led to this sudden
bond: his live-in girlfriend, his rather fluent German, his studies at the university, and the band
he formed with German musicians. Nevertheless, he is disconcerted by this feeling of bonding,
and turns to stories of others with similar experiences, like the Puerto Rican New Yorker, and
finds his own story among them. “Allmählich wurde mir klar, dass Menschen im Exil immer
nach den gleichen Mustern leben.” “[Ich konnte] die Probleme und Gefühle, die sich in ihren
Texten spiegelten, nachempfinden und eins zu eins auf meine Situation übertragen.”298 With this
statement, Rabrenović shows that identification can transcend the borders of Heimat.
From Yugoslavia to Germany: Renegotiating Identity and Heimat While Coping With
Exile
Rabrenović as he describes himself was born a “Jugoslawe”299 and his Heimat was “die
Sozialistisch‐föderative Republik Jugoslawien.”300 But, as he writes, “nach fünfzig Jahren eines
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weitgehend friedlichen Zusammenlebens existierte der multinationale Staat Jugoslawien
plötzlich nicht mehr,” and as a consequence “waren viele Jugos gezwungen, sich neu zu
definieren. […] Nun galt es, Farbe zu bekennen: Was bin ich? Bin ich Serbe, Kroate, Bosnier,
Mazedonier oder Slowene?”301 For many Yugoslav people, this led to an “Identitätskrise, die
jeder auf seine Weise bewältigen musste.”302 Rabrenović describes this identity crisis as follows:
Manche definierten ihre Identität eher aus pragmatischen Gründen neu: Jugoslawien
gibt’s nicht mehr, dann bin ich jetzt eben Serbe oder Kroate — was dann aber nicht
automatisch bedeutete, dass die anderen Balkanesen plötzlich Feinde waren. Andere
hatten sich immer schon als Serben, Kroaten oder Bosniaken gefühlt und kamen mit der
neuen Situation besser klar. Und dann waren da noch die Ex‐Jugoslawen, die sich der
neuen Realität komplett verweigerten und zu Jugo‐Nostalgikern wurden.303
Clearly, the aftermath of the Yugoslav Wars leaves many people questioning who they are and
where they belong, including Rabrenović who realizes that “um mich wieder zu finden, musste
ich meine Heimatgefühle und meine Geschichte neu definieren.”304 This process “dauerte ein
paar Jahre […].”305 Throughout those years, Rabrenović self‐ascribes several different identities
attributable to the Yugoslav Wars and is assigned additional ones due to his life in German exile.
Rabrenović’s books exemplify the idea that identity is not fixed, stagnant, and stable but is an
extremely complex, dynamic, and multifaceted concept that is “fluid, situation‐dependent, and
perpetual subject and object of negotiation.”306 Writing about identity, John E. Joseph, a
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professor of Applied Linguistics, states that although viewed as a “postmodern conceit,” the
concept was used already in the late 1920s, when philosopher J. C. Smuts suggested that
identities are constructed: “[M]y very self, so uniquely individual in appearance, is […] largely a
social construct.”307 In a lifelong process, as Andrée Tabouret‐Keller explains, identity is
boundlessly constructed anew due to numerous limitations (economic, historical, institutional,
etc.) as well as social interactions and encounters.308 Identity is constantly (re)negotiated, and
this is particularly applicable to those who like Rabrenović are not living in their native
countries, and/or whose countries have been affected by civil wars.
Rabrenović adds an additional layer of difficulty of defining his identity because he is a
child from a mixed marriage. “Gerade für Mischehen‐Jugos wie mich war die Identitätsfrage
kompliziert.”309 “[Es waren] schwierige Zeiten für einen Zweiundzwanzigjährigen, der aus einer
serbisch‐kroatischen Ehe stammte und als Jugoslawe erzogen worden war.”310 Rising frictions
and clashes throughout Slovenia and Croatia, and Serbia’s preparations for war lead to
Rabrenović’s first experiences with the concepts of identity and belonging precisely because he
is a child of a mixed marriage. Talking about “gemischte Ehe,”311 Rabrenović states that
“Mixkinder sind doch dafür da, dass sie beide Elternteile, beide Sprachen und beide Kulturen
lieben und leben. Sie haben alles doppelt. Zwei Sprachen, zwei Heimaten, zwei Kulturen, zwei
Mentalitäten — und natürlich auch zwei Fußballmannschaften. Eigentlich eine geniale
Erfindung, ein bisschen so wie die Shampoo‐Pflegespülung‐Kombi »Wash & Go«.”312 In a
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buoyant and amusing tone, Rabrenović demonstrates how mixed marriages should actually
represent something positive and enjoyable as they represent life and love among people of
different ethnicities and cultures. This echoes findings in sociological and anthropological
literature, where exogamy is likewise viewed as positive, because intermarriages can promote,
realize, and increase social cohesion in mixed societies.313 Furthermore, sociologists emphasize
that mixed marriages not only link together two individuals but also the larger groups to which
they belong. According to social cohesion theory, these mixed marriages or “marital bridges”
between members of different groups in a society are in general predicted to decrease violent
conflicts among those different groups.314 However, in the case of Yugoslavia, the realities of
ethnic violence shredded this theory. For Yugoslavs, mixed marriages rather meant an additional
layer of victimhood and psychological agony, especially for children of the intermarriages, as
Rabrenović and Bodrožić detail in their texts. Due to their families’ mixed backgrounds, both
authors highlight how the issue became one of choosing sides, something they both refused to
do.
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Being a 22-year old male, Rabrenović is forced to deal with another extreme experience,
the possibility of having to serve in the military. Bodrožić witnessed the effects of the war
through refugees arriving in Germany and young men who were expected to fight on the front
lines, but who, as she avers, fled because they valued their life more than the Croatian or Serbian
identity. In contrast, Rabrenović experiences the consequences of the war more directly. As
young men were recruited for combat, Rabrenović is forced to ask himself: “Für wen hätte einer
wie ich auch an die Front gehen sollen? […] Wen sollte ich also umbringen? Zuerst meine
Mutter? Oder zuerst meinen Vater?”315 Defining himself as “Pazifist,” Rabrenović “wollte nicht
kämpfen. Für niemanden.”316 He refuses to take sides, thus, answering the question “Was bist
du?” with “Ich bin Serbo‐Kroate,” which he claims, “kam bei vielen Kroaten und Serben
natürlich als Provokation an — und war auch so gemeint.”317 However, as this newly self‐
ascribed identity also begins to raise constant “Nachfragen, […] um herauszufinden, ob ich einer
von den »bösen« Serben oder einer von den »nicht ganz so bösen« Kroaten war,” Rabrenović
“wollte von alldem nichts mehr hören.” His solution is to catapult himself out of the narrow
context of the Balkans. He, yet again, assigns himself a new identity stating firmly, “Ich war
weder Serbe noch Kroate, ich war Danko Rabrenović, Bürger des Universums. Punkt.”318 This is
similar to Bodrožić’s response when she, too, had to deal with the same endless questioning
about her belonging (bad Serbs vs. good Croats). She finally defines herself as a hybrid and a
citizen of the world. As Frauke Matthes observed by looking at two other ex‐Yugoslav authors,
Saša Stanišić and Aleksandar Hemon, ethnically mixed marriages among Yugoslav migrants did
not lead to national affiliation among children of these marriages. Instead, they define their own
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new identity beyond the nationality,319 just like Bodrožić and Rabrenović who defines himself as
“jemand, der dank seiner Biographie nie nationalbewusst war und seine Nationalität nie für
wichtig gehalten hat.”320
By this act of self‐definition, both Rabrenović and Bodrožić reject nation and nationality
as a basis of identity. Rabrenović, for instance, questions the whole concept of nationality and
identifying with a nation: “Ich dagegen frage mich inzwischen: Wozu brauchen wir überhaupt
eine Nationalität? […] Wir sind doof, wenn wir glauben, dass uns die Nationalität in irgendeiner
Weise helfen kann. […] Sich über die Nationalität zu identifizieren, scheint mir total veraltet zu
sein.”321 Thus, in the end, Rabrenović identifies as a cosmopolitan: “So wurde ich zum
Kosmopoliten, der in mehreren Kulturen zu Hause ist und nicht mehr in engen, nationalen
Kategorien denken und fühlen kann.”322 The various countries and cultures in which Rabrenović
is growing up, in which he lives his life, and goes back and forth from, lead him to realize that
his belonging is not and does not have to be confined to one country, nation, and culture, a
realization that he shares with Bodrožić.
Yet, in comparison to Bodrožić, Rabrenović goes beyond the borders of former
Yugoslavia and Germany to discuss one more layer of identity that is exceptionally important to
him. After rejecting national identities, Rabrenović claims for himself a cultural identity that he
terms “balkanesisch” and which, he claims, did not reveal itself to him until he lived in
Germany:
In Deutschland fühlte ich mich auf einmal wohler, wenn ich mich als »Balkanesen« […]
bezeichnete — und nicht als Jugoslawen, Serben, Kroaten oder etwa Serbokroaten. Ich
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gab nichts auf Abstammung und Landeswappen, mir lagen einfach nur die Menschen und
die Kultur meiner alten Heimat am Herzen. Daher stand »Balkan« mehr und mehr für
einen kulturellen Raum, der mir vertraut war. Dass auch Albanien, Bulgarien, Rumänien
und Griechenland balkanesisch ticken, wurde mir erst in Deutschland klar, als ich
Menschen aus diesen Ländern kennenlernte. Ich stellte überrascht fest, wie viel wir
gemeinsam haben: musikalisch und kulinarisch — aber auch in Bezug auf Sitten und
Bräuche.323
Identifying as Balkanese rather than with a specific country allows Rabrenović to feel a part of
every Balkan culture and group of people, especially in terms of his old Heimat that is now made
up of several different countries. How Rabrenović feels about the Balkans is rather in
contradiction to Boris Previšić’s statement that “der Balkan sowohl in topographischer als auch
kultureller Hinsicht keine Einheit [bildet], was nach dem Kalten Krieg und mit dem Beginn der
postjugoslawischen Auseinandersetzungen noch prekärer wird.”324 However, as Rabrenović
writes, “am 7. Mai 2005 wurde ich zum Balkanizer,” he recalls, referring to the first time his
radio show went on the air. Driven by his motivation to address “das schlechte Image des
Balkans in Deutschland und Westeuropa,” this context was for Rabrenović “ein zusätzlicher
Reiz, mich als Balkanese fühlen zu wollen.”325 He remembers that
irgendwann ist aus dieser Trotzreaktion sogar eine »Radio‐Mission« geworden: Meine
Sendung bei Funkhaus Europa heißt »Balkanizer«, ich bin dieser »Balkanizer« und ich
spiele dort seit vielen Jahren Balkanmusik und lasse mir von Gästen mit einer Beziehung
zum Balkan ihre Balkangeschichten erzählen. Balkan, Balkan, Balkan. Alles in der
Hoffnung, das schwarz‐weiße Balkanbild mit ein paar grauen oder gar bunten Tönen
aufzupeppen.326
This desire and goal to change the image of the Balkan resulted from what Rabrenović defines as
“Balkanphobie bis hin zum Bosporus.”327 Many critics have commented on the Balkans being
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considered the “other” of Europe, not part of Europe, and being viewed as a very negatively
associated region.328 Slovenian philosopher Slavoj Žižek states this position succinctly: “Der
Balkan ist immer der Andere.”329 Maria Todorova discusses this idea in Imagining the Balkans,
where she writes that “Balkanization […] had become a synonym for a reversion to the tribal, the
backward, the primitive, the barbarian.”330 Rabrenović picks up this clichéd view when he states
that “irgendwie will keiner etwas mit der Gegend zu tun haben. Sie gilt als wild, chaotisch,
barbarisch, primitiv, schmutzig, verrückt und gefährlich zugleich.”331 The Balkans have been
described as the “other” of Europe, adds Todorova, because its inhabitants do not “care to
conform to the standards of behavior devised as normative by and for the civilized world.”332 She
as well as Rabrenović attach this western European view of the Balkans to the numerous wars
throughout history on these soils, including the Yugoslav Wars of the 1990s. Rabrenović
328
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emphasizes: “Diese Bilder sind immer noch präsent: Die Jugo‐Brüder schießen aufeinander, das
Land fällt auseinander, Tausende Tote und Millionen Menschen auf der Flucht. Viele in
Richtung Deutschland. Wie ich.”333 Nevertheless, Rabrenović also sees another Balkan, “einen
kulturellen Raum mitten in Europa, der unglaublich bunt, facettenreich und inspirierend ist.”334
Even though he has not always thought of Balkan as his Heimat and he has a different definition
for the Heimat today, namely the Balkans as a regional concept of shared cultural, culinary, and
musical traditions, as one of his several Heimaten and also as that which represents his cultural
identity: “Dort liegt meine kulturelle Identität, die ich auch mit nach Deutschland gebracht
habe.”335
The motivation for Rabrenović to renegotiate his identity is a result of losing his old
Heimat. As Peter Blickle observed in his study Heimat: A Critical Theory of the German Idea of
Homeland, “Heimat is not only like identity, Heimat is identity.”336 With the loss of the home
country, at first Rabrenović automatically does not know any longer who he is. Thus, he begins
looking beyond the former Yugoslav borders to find himself. At the same time, his identity is
also affected by his years of exile status in Germany, which he considers his “neue Heimat.”337
Rabrenović’s renegotiations of Heimat expand throughout the years. What started off as
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geographische Koordinaten,”338 as a geographic place and then pluralized Heimaten, becomes
“eher ein Gefühl.”339
According to Blickle, one “aspect of Heimat will […] remain insistently part of
geography, either simply in the form of the house where one was born and grew up, of one’s
literal native town, of the town or landscape to which one feels native, or, in the largest sense, of
the country where one has grown up or at least lived for an extended period.”340 Blickle’s
definition also applies to Rabrenović, but he develops it further as he comes to realize that
Heimat does not have to be tied to one specific space, place, region, or country. Juxtaposing this
perception about Heimat to identity, it becomes clear that Rabrenović expresses the same belief
when defining himself. Just like his Heimat, his identity changes continuously, demonstrating
that it is not tied to one specific country, but rather fluid, versatile, and situation-dependent. In
many ways, Rabrenović also exemplifies what Blickle describes as “pluralized Heimaten”341 in
the context of guest workers and immigrants and their children who reside in Germany.
Rabrenović makes it a point to show that this situation is increasingly normal as there are
“mehr als sechzehn Millionen Menschen mit MH342 in Deutschland. Tendenz steigend.” He adds
that “man könnte sogar behaupten, dass heute jeder zweite Mensch in Deutschland seine
Wurzeln »woanders« hat. […] In Deutschland ist es aber inzwischen so, dass in fast jeder
zweiten Familie mindestens ein Zweig Wurzeln in einem anderen Land hat.”343 To Rabrenović
this is a very positive development,
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Zum Glück, denn das macht uns stark und reich.344
In der deutschen Gesellschaft hat sich seitdem einiges getan, die Gesellschaft wird jeden
Tag bunter. Und das ist eine Bereicherung und eine Qualität dieser Gesellschaft. Und das
ist auch einer der Gründe, warum ich hier gerne lebe. Es ist viel kosmopolitischer und
internationaler als meine alte Heimat.345
He also stresses once again that he is not someone who is or wants to be tied down to one
particular place: “Natürlich weiß ich, wo meine kulturelle Identität liegt. Aber ich weigere mich,
sie auf einen bestimmten Ort zu reduzieren. Denn die Wurzeln halten uns an einem Ort fest. Sie
sind unser Gefängnis.”346 By linking the notion of roots with imprisonment, Rabrenović makes a
rather unusual and powerful statement as roots generally have a positive connotation. Writing
about roots, it is obvious that Rabrenović represents someone who can be at home anywhere but
also knows where he came from. He underlines that he is not one of those “die davon träumen,
dort zu sterben, wo sie herkommen,” and continues to discuss why that would be difficult in his
case. He asks:
Wo sollen sich die Wurzeln bei einem in Zagreb geborenen Belgrader, der seit seiner
Kindheit auf derselben dalmatischen Adria‐Insel Sommerurlaub macht, festkrallen? Noch
dazu, wenn er schon so lange in Deutschland lebt, mehrmals im Jahr Richtung Balkan
reist und eine Wohnadresse in Düsseldorf, aber eine Arbeitsadresse in Köln hat?347
“Our roots are ‘diasporic,’” observes the French-Polish writer Henri Raczymow. “They do not
go underground. They are not attached to any particular land or soil . . . Rather they creep up
along the many roads of dispersion . . . Such roads are endless.”348 As Rabrenović depicts it, his
“Wurzeln” are not deeply rooted but they have “irgendwann aufgegeben, fest und tief
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anzuwachsen. Stattdessen haben sie sich Beine zugelegt. Ich bin also weder verwurzelt noch
entwurzelt. Ich bin ein mobiler Flachwurzler.”349
This mobility Rabrenović writes about does not only redefine his Heimat but keeps
adding new versions of Heimat as the conflicts and violence in Yugoslavia become progressively
worse. Not wanting to identify with any of the newly formed countries resulting from the
aftermath of the Yugoslav Wars, he mostly refers to his former country as “meine alte
Heimat,”350 while stating that among people from the former Yugoslavia, the most common
references to the old homeland are “unten” and “dole.”351 As Rabrenović represents someone
who was able to find a new home in Germany and also to call it “neue Heimat,”352 the opposing
terms of “old” and “new” are very fitting in his case. However, he points out that this does not
apply to many of his “Landsleute, die in Deutschland leben” because “sie können sich mit der
Tatsache, dass hier ihre Heimat oder zumindest ihre neue Heimat ist, nicht anfreunden.”353 Still,
for Rabrenović, this is where he finds “eine neue Perspektive,” and “eine neue Umgebung, wo
ich wieder »ich« sein konnte.”354 Just like with Bodrožić, Germany represents not only a safe
space from the wars for Rabrenović, but also a place where one is not forced to choose a new
identity between Serbe and Kroate.
Yet, accepting another country as a new Heimat and consequently having more than one
can also embody a battle within oneself, as Rabrenović’s case makes clear. As philosopher
Vilém Flusser infers about Heimat: “I am heimatless because too many Heimaten are stored
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inside of me.”355 To some extent, Rabrenović recalls a similar struggle with the idea of multiple
Heimaten: “Anfangs habe ich gedacht, dass ich mir mehrere Heimaten schaffen muss, damit sie
mir meine alte Heimat Jugoslawien ersetzen und damit ich nie wieder ohne Heimat bleibe.”356
Thus, after the break‐up of Yugoslavia, he starts “collecting” various Heimaten. What starts as a
“Kindheitsdreieck” (Zagreb, Belgrade, an island on the Dalmatian coast) becomes a “Fünfeck”
(by adding Düsseldorf and Cologne).357 Additionally, Rabrenović starts to consider Balkan his
Heimat until that changes “Stück für Stück mit dem Krieg in den Neunzigerjahren und mit
meinem unfreiwilligen Umzug nach Deutschland.”358 He describes the predicament in which he
found himself: “Jugoslawien gab es auf einmal nicht mehr. […] Da blieb ich lieber heimatlos. In
Deutschland wollte mich damals ja auch keiner, als Flüchtling wurde ich lediglich geduldet.”359
These difficulties lead to Rabrenović to comb through places and spaces of his childhood and
current life that he can call home. “Und so kam völlig unerwartet wieder der Balkan in mein
Leben. Diesmal nicht als geographische Koordinate, nicht als Politikum, eher als Metapher für
das, was ich fortan meine Heimat nennen wollte.”360 This begins, as before, with his
“Kindheitsdreieck” because those are places where he grew up “mit allen Einflüssen und
Eigenschaften, die diese drei Orte hatten. Mitteleuropäisch, balkanesisch‐osmanisch und
mediterran.”361 He then adds Albania, Bulgaria, Romania, and Greece at some point and finally
defines what Heimat means to him: “»Mein Balkan« ist jedoch nicht nur eine Region in Europa
— »mein Balkan« ist ein Gefühl, das ich überallhin mitnehmen und überall spüren kann. Nach
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Düsseldorf, nach Peking, in eine Radiosendung, in ein Buch.”362 He expands his definition of
Heimat as Gefühl further when he includes family members, friends, food, and work, as follows:
Heimat ist dort, wo mein Kind aufwacht. Dort, wo ich mit Freunden singe. Dort, wo
meine Mutter meine Lieblingssuppe aus Tomatenmark macht. Und dort, wo das
»Rotlicht« in einem Studio angeht. Heimat ist überall, wo meine Nächsten sind und ich
mich wohlfühle. Heimat ist überall, wo ich »herzlich willkommenčić« bin. Das kann
heute Düsseldorf sein, morgen Köln und nächste Woche schon Zagreb, Belgrad oder die
Insel in Dalmatien.363
Heimat, as Blickle concludes in his seminal study, consists of highly individual and
emotional aspects relating to one’s entire past experiences that include childhood, family ties,
and relationship with friends, landscape, city or town.364 Considering the many questions the
German term Heimat raises, Rabrenović’s texts highlight and demonstrate its complexity and the
lack of one simple definition, especially for those who are not living in their own home country.
Although he emphasizes spatial markers, Heimat for him is not the places themselves, but all of
the aspects of his life, time spans, people, work, language, culture as well as feelings connected
to and experienced in those places. Rabrenović’s conception of Heimat changes from being tied
to one or multiple places to one similar to that of the novelist and lawyer Bernhard Schlink who
also stresses Heimat as “Nichtort” in his definition: “So sehr Heimat auf Orte bezogen ist,
Geburts‐ und Kindheitsorte, Orte des Glücks, Orte, an denen man lebt, wohnt, arbeitet, Familie
und Freunde hat — letzlich hat sie weder einen Ort noch ist sie einer.”365 Rabrenović illustrates
that different stages, experiences, and events in life continuously bring new additions that
become part of the person, their identity, and their Heimat. He concludes, “wo meine Heimat ist,
darüber denke ich inzwischen gar nicht mehr nach. Ich glaube ich habe sie längst gefunden.
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Heimat ist da, wo ich bin,”366 ironically referencing Thomas Mann’s famous dictum, “Wo ich
bin, ist Deutschland!”367 These examples show that Heimat like identity is a fluid rather than
static concept that changes throughout life.
Besides losing his Heimat to the Yugoslav Wars and living with the aftermath of being
forced to negotiate and renegotiate his identity and home country, Rabrenović is also deeply
affected by his exile status in Germany, which he refers to as “Zwangsexil.”368 This Zwang arises
from different areas of his life. On one hand, there is the situation in his country (military draft,
clashes, conflicts, escalations), and on the other hand, his family forces him to leave everything
behind. Compared with Bodrožić, who is a Gastarbeiterkind and only 10 years old at her arrival
in Germany, Rabrenović at 22 has to deal with several additional identities being assigned to him
by the bureaucracy in Germany. For years, Rabrenović has neither agency in Germany nor
stability in the circumstances in his life. At one point, his life is defined by having been assigned
“drei Duldungsjahre”369 which he describes as “der schlimmste Abschnitt in meinem
Aufenthaltstitelmarathon,” feeling “wie ein Bürger zweiter Klasse in einem großen Gefängnis
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namens NRW.”370 In an interview with the Berlin daily newspaper taz, Rabrenović further
describes this special visa process: “Immer wieder zu erklären, warum man nicht zurück nach
Hause möchte, Nordrhein‐Westfalen nicht verlassen zu können, die immer nur für einen Monat
geltenden Duldungen immer wieder neu beantragen zu müssen, all das war äußerst schlimm und
deprimierend.”371
During this time, very similar to Bodrožić’s account, Rabrenović feels most comfortable
with other Yugoslav war refugees: “Am wohlsten fühlte ich mich in meiner Flüchtlings‐Jugo‐
Clique. Das waren junge Leute aus allen Ex‐Jugo‐Republiken, die ihre Heimatstädte verlassen
hatten, weil sie wie ich nicht an diesem bescheuerten Krieg teilnehmen wollten oder einfach
Angst hatten. Wir waren mehrheitlich in Jugoslawien geboren und aufgewachsen.”372
Rabrenović underlines that many came without “Anlaufstelle,” “[…] mussten bei null anfangen.
[…] neue Kultur, neue Menschen,” “mussten […] eine neue Sprache lernen … während die
kulturelle Identität weiterhin das Land lieferte, das durch den Krieg auseinandergebrochen
war.”373 Creating these bonds comes easily among people of the same or similar faiths and
experiences. In contrast to the Gastarbeiterkind Bodrožić, who seeks out war refugees to
befriend and bond with in order to personally deal with the wars and their aftermath,
Rabrenović’s group almost never associates with Gastarbeiterkinder: “Nur hin und wieder gab
es Kontakt zwischen uns Flüchtling‐Jugos und den gleichaltrigen Jugo-Gastarbeiterkindern, denn
jede Gruppe blieb lieber unter sich, hatte ihre eigenen Treffpunkte.”374 Speaking for himself,
Rabrenović believes at that time that the Gastarbeiterkinder have advantages because “die waren
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hier geboren, sprachen perfekt Deutsch und hatten fast alle ein unbegrenztes Aufenthaltsrecht.
Kein Vergleich zu den Flüchtlingen, die zwangsweise ihre Heimat verlassen mussten.”375
This contrast points to the common struggles of war refugees. One of those is learning the
new language, German. This learning environment provides a space for refugees, migrants, and
exiles to meet others from their Heimat with the same or similar experiences. Taking German
courses, Rabrenović feels immediately connected with other Yugoslav war refugees. “Natürlich
kam ich am leichtesten mit den Jugos ins Gespräch.”376 Just like with Bodrožić, Rabrenović
describes how the young people getting together come from all parts of former Yugoslavia,
belonging to different ethnicities and religions, and bond through very similar activities.
Da die Jugos in meinem Kurs andere Jugos in Recklinghausen und Umgebung kannten,
die wiederum welche kannten, trafen wir uns schon bald auch außerhalb des Unterrichts:
meine erste kleine Jugo‐Clique in Deutschland. […] Wir waren eine bunte Truppe von
rund 15 Leuten, in der alle Regionen and Religionen des Landes vertreten waren: Teki
aus Zagreb, Damir und Senida aus Sarajevo, Nebojša aus Karlovac, Ismail aus Zenica,
Nenad aus Belgrad […] Wir trafen uns zum Fußballspielen, guckten ab und zu
gemeinsam Jugo‐Filme, feierten Geburtstage, oder wir spielten einfach Gitarre, sangen
alte Lieder und erzählten uns gegenseitig Witze.377
Both authors also discuss how despite their seemingly enjoyable lives, none of them forget the
horrific state of their home country. “Natürlich haben wir uns auch Gedanken über die aktuelle
Lage im zerfallenen Jugoslawien gemacht: Wie ging es Eltern und Familie? Wie gefährlich war
ihre Situation? Wie hatte sich der Alltag unserer Freunde in Sarajevo, Zagreb und Belgrad
verändert?”378 In Rabrenović’s texts, bonding amongst the Yugoslav war refugees in Germany
during and after the wars occurs mostly through language, music, and food that represent lieux
de mémoire as coined by Pierre Nora. Similar to Bodrožić whose work is dominated by her
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relationships to her two languages and the relationships of different groups of ex-Yugoslavs in
Germany who connect mostly through music, Rabrenović writes about his experiences in this
regard. Yet, due to his age at his arrival in Germany, his reasons for leaving Yugoslavia, and his
status in Germany, he expresses different attachments, attitudes, and stance from those described
by Bodrožić. For instance, Rabrenović grew up with his parents around, had a job, was in a
serious relationship, and had his own band that had just released an album before he left. The
biggest difference is that he was an adult when he left Yugoslavia. This also determined his
stance towards what he calls “unsere Muttersprache.”379 It is the different approaches and roles
that language and other cultural practices such as food and music play for Bodrožić and
Rabrenović that I will address in the following section.
Language, Music, Food: Positive Effects and Negative Consequences of Yugoslav
Sprachkultur and Post-war Cultural Identity
Despite the initial feelings of isolation because she did not speak German, learning this
new language was an easier process for Bodrožić than for Rabrenović because of her young age
and attending regular school with native speakers of German. Rabrenović, on the other hand,
states how it was precisely his age that made learning German difficult: “Als ich began Deutsch
zu lernen, war ich schon 22 Jahre alt. Eine mehr oder weniger erwachsene, »fertige«
Persönlichkeit.”380 Still, Rabrenović believes that “wie man eine Sprache lernt, ist allerdings
auch Einstellungssache.”381 His attitude can be tied to his thorough insights into the difficulties
of learning the German language and the frustrations that come along with it that emulate Mark
Twain’s humorous and entertaining assessments of the peculiarities of the German language in
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his satirical essay “The Awful German Language.”382 Subsequently, a lot of emphasis in
Rabrenović’s books regarding German is placed on these challenges that for a non‐native
speaker never completely end. Rabrenović’s approach to language learning is reflected in his
awareness that he will never speak perfect German; something he has to come to terms with,
especially with reference to his job as a radio show host and moderator. He reflects: “Irgendwann
merkte ich, dass ich mich immer seltener verbessern musste. Eines Tages war der Moment
gekommen, an dem ich dachte: Ich ziehe das jetzt ohne Muttersprachler‐Check durch, und wenn
doch noch Fehler passieren, ist es auch egal.”383 Rabrenović defies the notion of needing to be
like a Muttersprachler who is assimilating completely rather than being part of a much more
fluid notion of what it means to be German and to be able to speak German.
Rabrenović, just like Bodrožić, discusses his relationship to various languages within the
context of their personal and artistic/literary identity. German takes on a different role for
Rabrenović in contrast to Bodrožić. For Bodrožić, German primarily serves as a language that
allows her to write about her life, emotions, and how she feels about and deals with the Yugoslav
Wars and their aftermath. For Rabrenović, German represents the language of his daily life that
he had to learn in order to live in his new country and integrate. Even after many years of living
there, this has not changed. German is the language in which he speaks and writes because he
lives in Germany, it is practical and convenient. “Ursprünglich sollte ich auch diese Sendung
zweisprachig moderieren. Bei der Pilotsendung habe ich das probiert — aber sofort gemerkt,
dass das Konzept einer Personalityshow mit Studiogästen viel besser aufgeht, wenn die Sendung
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komplett auf Deutsch läuft.”384 German functions in Rabrenović’s life as a fundamental anchor
of communication within and among societies. Rabrenović states how he wants to offer a great
Radioshow where “mich alle verstehen, nicht nur die Jugos.”385 He continues by adding that he
aims to provide a platform to address the stereotypes about people with Migrationshintergrund.
“Was mich stört, ist, dass Menschen mit Migrationshintergrund entweder nur als kriminelle
Subjekte oder als erfolgreiche Vorzeigeausländer vorkommen. Dazwischen gibt es nichts. Dabei
sind da ein paar Millionen Menschen, beispielsweise ich und meine “Balkanizer”‐ Gäste.”386
Due to his radio show, learning German was a different “project” for Rabrenović than for
Bodrožić. Whereas Bodrožić is using language to create a “Third Space”387 and an “imagined
community,”388 for Rabrenović, it is his media presence, the Radioshow about the Balkans,
where language plays a crucial role:
Die Ex‐Jugoslawen […]. Schließlich spiele ich hauptsächlich »ihre Musik«, und sie
können die Witze und kleinen Anekdoten der Gäste am besten nachvollziehen. Wenn sie
mein Deutsch mit dem gerollten Slawen‐R hören, denken sie: Aha, der Typ ist einer von
uns. Und alle anderen Funkhaus‐Europa‐Hörer denken: Oh, der klingt aber original
balkanesisch. Auf diese Weise fühlen sich viele angesprochen und möglichst wenige
ausgeschlossen. Vielleicht lernt der eine oder die andere durch die wöchentlichen
Balkangeschichten sogar etwas dazu […]389
Contrary to Bodrožić, whose “Third Space” is more of a semi-private space, for Rabrenović, it is
precisely the public space opened by the broadcasting opportunities that is of importance. Using
media, he creates an “imagined community” by targeting a bigger audience. Writing about the
role of print media, Anderson points out that reading a newspaper is an action being replicated
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concurrently by thousands or millions and it is continually repeated at daily or half-daily
intervals throughout the year thus, creating an imagined community.390 Rabrenović with his daily
radio shows also affirms that his imagined community is rooted in everyday life.
Rabrenović’s Radioshow is a space where public discourse can take place, and the show also
creates a space of inclusion and one where different cultures and communities can learn about
each other, especially about the Balkans. In contrast to Bodrožić’s, Rabrenović’s “Third Space”
is not only for ex‐Yugoslavs living in Germany but for people of all nationalities, ethnicities, and
religions living in Germany; a space where they can connect, interact, bond, share, learn about
each other’s heritage and Heimaten as well as embrace and enjoy their cultural differences. In
discusing Danko Rabrenović’s radio show, Amila Bećirbegović argues that it has “a mission of
integration and diversity, [where] Danko provides a platform for migrant memories to
emerge.”391 Rabrenović’s more practical and public relationship to the German language marks a
key difference from Bodrožić’s emotional and private attachment to German. Moreover, he
makes very clear how and why his mother tongue is important and what different roles it plays
not only in his life but as the common language of all former Yugoslavs.
As far as his first language is concerned, Rabrenović most often refers to it as “meine
Muttersprache”392 in his texts, showing not only the importance of his mother tongue and his
attachment to it, but also that he does not want to define it. This actually mirrors the aftermath of
Yugoslavia, as the country’s former common language Serbo‐Croatian no longer exists, and for
Rabrenović as a child of a mixed marriage it becomes once again a matter of choosing between
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Serbian or Croatian – a choice which he does not want to make. Rabrenović highlights how
others from the former Yugoslavia have the same experience, and as a result, use the term
“unsere Sprache.”393 This notion of unser to refer to the language, country, and related notions of
belonging, stands for what has been lost in the Yugoslav Wars. It allows an alternative for those
who do not want to be defined by newly established states and “cleansed” languages. Rabrenović
exemplifies the linguistic potential of this phrasing “unsere Sprache”: “[…] dieser Begriff wird
häufig benutzt, wenn Ex‐Jugo auf Ex‐Jugo trifft. Beispiel: »Spricht deine Freundin unsere
Sprache?« (»Jel ti cura govori naš jezik?«). Oder: »Ist sie eine von unseren Leuten?« (»Jel ona
naša?«) Damit lässt sich wunderbar ausdrücken, dass es einem egal ist aus welchem Teil Ex‐
Jugoslawiens der andere kommt.”394
Thus, the idea of unser works for a language that linguist Ranko Bugarski describes as a
“major casualty”395 of the Yugoslav Wars. It applies to Rabrenović, whose standpoint throughout
the texts is that he is “alles andere als nationalistisch eingestellt.”396 Bugarski focuses on the link
between language and nationalism in Yugoslavia to show how language can be used and
exploited as a weapon, and how the “protracted and vicious abuse of language” for war and
propaganda can produce a sufficient amount of interethnic hatred that can lead neighbors and
also ethnically mixed families to kill each other.397 One of the consequences of this abuse of
language is that newly established states want to make sure that their newly defined language is
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disassociated from the former common language of Yugoslavia: “Seit dem Krieg wird die
ehemalige jugoslawische Amtssprache Serbokroatisch je nach Region auch offiziell Serbisch,
Kroatisch oder Bosnisch genannt. Besonders die Kroaten haben sich darum bemüht, ihre Sprache
von dem Erbe Jugoslawiens zu »reinigen« und auch sprachlich eigene Wege zu gehen.”398
The “cleansing” of the language and of creating a “new” one is energized by the belief
that language and identity are inseparable. To create a new identity, former Yugoslavs
(especially Croatians as Rabrenović claims) need the “new” language. Rabrenović, however,
considers his former Muttersprache as essential to his identity:
Für mich hat Sprache ganz viel mit Identitäten zu tun. Zu sagen »Das ist meine
Muttersprache, und die ist mir wichtig« ist die einzige Instanz, die zählt. Alles andere —
Flaggen, Wappen, Pässe oder Stammbäume, die besagen, dass man Serbe oder Kroate
oder Deutscher ist — interessiert mich nicht. […] Ich hänge nicht an solchen Symbolen.
Nur in meiner Muttersprache fühle ich mich wie ein kompletter Mensch, der ausdrücken
kann, was ihn bewegt.399
Once again, Rabrenović emphasizes how nationality and ethnicity are unimportant to him. In
contrast to Bodrožić who found her literary language and poetic expressiveness in German,
Rabrenović is only motivated by Serbo-Croatian, his mother tongue that he uses to express his
feelings. These differences can be attributed to the authors’ ages at which they arrived in
Germany and the circumstances under which they learned German. As Rabrenović shows, the
Muttersprache has a special meaning because there is familiarity and intimacy with that
language, and it is charged with emotions. Rabrenović remembers his first months’ experiences
in Germany: “Als ich »neu« in Deutschland war, klammerte ich mich an meine Muttersprache
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wie an einen rettenden Strohhalm. Immer, wenn ich sie auf der Straße oder in der Straßenbahn
hörte, war das ein sehr emotionaler Moment. Super, dachte ich, das sind »meine Leute«.”400
Similarly, Bodrožić describes several encounters with former Yugoslavs that evoke excitement
and joy as they speak to each other in unsere Sprache, showing, as in Rabrenović’s case, how
language can serve as a medium of belonging. Hence, it bothers Rabrenović when people from
his country speak in German and not their own language:
Aber Alen sprach die ganze Zeit Deutsch. Das störte mich so, dass ich ihm in meiner
Muttersprache antwortete, er blieb stur bei Deutsch. Das fand ich total unnatürlich. […]
Die Jugos der Kriegsflüchtlingsgeneration haben versucht sich ihren slawischen Akzent
abzutrainieren, und mit ihren Kindern sprechen sie nur Deutsch, mit dem Ziel, so deutsch
wie möglich zu werden.401
Rabrenović believes in “Integration ohne Mutation,” where one can integrate but still remain
authentic, which goes back to the realization that he did not need to worry about the
“Muttersprachler‐Check” all the time.402 He elaborates what that means in terms of the
Muttersprache, namely
wenn ich mich mit den Menschen in Belgrad unterhalte, würde niemand auf die Idee
kommen, dass ich schon seit zwanzig Jahren im Ausland lebe. Mein Serbisch403 ist nach
wie vor gut. Und die Balkanesen, die in Deutschland leben, wissen schon nach drei
Sätzen in unserer Sprache, dass ich ursprünglich aus Belgrad komme. Ich habe meine
Muttersprache gepflegt. Aber genauso intensiv bemühe ich mich Tag für Tag, mein
Deutsch zu verbessern. Wenn ich etwas Neues dazulerne, muss ich das Gewohnte ja noch
lange nicht aufgeben. Wenn ich meinen Führerschein mache, muss ich doch auch nicht
gleich mein Fahrrad verschrotten.404
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How vital Muttersprache is to Rabrenović, is also echoed in the decision that he and his
wife make with regard to their child’s language, namely “[…] ihr zuerst unsere Muttersprache
beizubringen. Nur so hat sie eine Chance, »unsere« Sprache auch als Erwachsene noch zu
beherrschen.”405 Noticeable is the use of unsere here. Considering that Rabrenović is in a mixed
marriage, the particular term shows that they both do not define their Muttersprache but also that
it refers to the common former mother tongue of all ex‐Yugoslavs. Rabrenović adds more
explicit reasons for his and his wife’s choice by stating:
Deshalb habe ich meine Muttersprache auch an meine Tochter Maja weitergegeben. Eine
große Hilfe war natürlich ihre Mutter, meine Frau Borislava, die auch aus Ex‐
Jugoslawien stammt. Ich bin mir aber ziemlich sicher, dass ich meine Tochter auch
zweisprachig erzogen hätte, wenn meine Partnerin Deutsche gewesen wäre. Es ist mir
einfach sehr wichtig, dass ich mich mit Maja auch in meiner Muttersprache unterhalten
kann. Gerade, wenn es um emotionale Dinge geht. Ich möchte, dass sie mich dann
wirklich versteht. Denn ihr Papa wird nie in der Lage sein, seine Gefühle auf Deutsch zu
artikulieren.406
Here, Rabrenović articulates in his own words what Joseph states as a fundamental function of
language, namely that it is an “expression, where what is expressed are the feelings, emotions
and passions, usually of an individual […].”407 For Rabrenović, as he underscores repeatedly,
this expression can only happen in his Muttersprache, confirming once again that for him any
emotional attachment is to this language only, which is in complete contract to Bodrožić.
Compared to Bodrožić’s poetic and lyrical writing, Rabrenović’s autobiographical books are
straightforward and do not touch much on emotions. In view of his relationship to German and
his mother tongue, this makes sense in that his autobiographical texts serve as straightforward
non-fiction literature about Rabrenović’s experiences and, more broadly, the Balkans in general
for the German public. Talking about his radio talkshow, Rabrenović explicates his choice of
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German: “Ich serviere meinen Hörern einen Cocktail, der sie hoffentlich unterhält und inspiriert.
Besonders den deutschen Hörern will ich damit zeigen, dass nicht alles auf dem Balkan
schrecklich ist, dass dort nicht nur Barbaren leben. Dass der Balkan eine Region mit spannenden
kulturellen und musikalischen Eigenheiten ist.”408 Bećirbegović comments on these didactic
intentions. “Danko hopes to inspire Germans and Yugo‐Germans to work together towards
integration through his writing and music. He challenges Germans and “Balkaner” to rework
their own histories, but to also integrate into each other’s pasts, calling for history to be
shared.”409 This quote emphasizes that first, German is the daily language of his current public
life and the country in which he lives, meaning it widens his potential audience and includes all
people living in Germany. Second, writing in German invites Germans to learn more in depth
about exile, integration, Rabrenović’s country of origin, his culture, and the Balkans overall.
Finally, Rabrenović’s use of German creates a platform to discuss the cultural differences and
clichés between Germany and Yugoslavia/Balkans, in an often witty and ironic manner, thus
showing how a symbiosis could be achieved. The anthropologist Alan P. Merriam has proposed
several functions of music and one of them, communication, is reflected in Rabrenović’s goals as
he brings people of different cultural backgrounds together on his radio show. According to
Merriam, “there can be no doubt that people from widely different cultural backgrounds, who
speak quite different languages, can readily communicate with each other through music.”410 In a
nutshell, music serves cognitive, emotional, and social purposes.
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Even though Rabrenović writes in German, he also employs words, expressions and
phrases from his mother tongue at times, notably when he discusses cursing,411 or when a
common saying in his culture does not carry the same meaning in German, like the expression
“nema problema”412 (kein Problem/no problem). With curse words, the reason might be that they
are for the most part untranslatable, but also because they represent his Sprachkultur, which he
considers part of his cultural identity along with food and music. Besides the use of the mother
tongue for these specific language purposes, Rabrenović also prominently uses the prefix “Jugo”
to describe people from the former Yugoslavia (Clique, Flüchtling(e), Gastarbeiterkinder,
Brüder, Freunde, Kumpels)413 or anything representative of or typical for his old home country
(Nostalgiker, ironischer Unterton, Pass, Sozialismus, Mentalität, Selbstbild, Versionen,
Spezialitäten, Restaurants, Gastronomen).414 He also uses the term “Balkan” to refer to anything
that has to do with food (Balkanküche, Balkanrestaurant, Balkan‐Spezialitäten, Balkanküche‐
Sendung, Balkanküchevortrag, Balkan‐Crepes)415 and especially with music (Balkanbeats‐Welle,
Balkanmusik‐Hype(s), Balkan‐CDs, Balkan‐Volksmusik und -Techno, Balkanfolklore,
Balkanparty, Balkan‐Schlager, Balkan‐DJ, Balkan‐Partyreihe, Balkanmusik).416 All important
aspects of Rabrenović’s life are marked by the term “Balkan.” Although he uses his mother
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tongue sparingly, it is always in a context directly connected with his Balkanizer identity. While
for Bodrožić, the use of her mother tongue relates to a defined period of her childhood in
Yugoslavia, for Rabrenović, it continues to include all phases of his life from his Yugoslavian
youth to his present life in Germany.
Rabrenović shows further that music played an important role throughout his life since
his teenage years when he welcomed the “Jugoslawische Neue Welle, auch Yu‐New‐Wave”417
and listened exclusively to bands belonging to this new Rock’n’Roll scene. He recalls, that at the
time, nothing else impressed him and adds that this only changed when he got older and “die
dalmatinischen Lieder auch zum Soundtrack meiner Heimat [wurden]. Besser gesagt:
Soundtrack der Heimat, die ich im Sommer auf der Insel habe.”418 This particular traditional
music from the Dalmatian coast makes a difference later in life as he understands better what the
music means to him. “Je älter ich wurde, desto näher kam sie meinem Herzen.”419 Later in his
life, a concert in Germany by the most famous Croatian singer from Dalmatia, Oliver
Dragojević, leaves an emotional impression on Danko and Danko’s brother Boris that he
remembers fondly: “Oliver sang das Lied über den alten Leuchtturmwärter für Boris als
Dankeschön. Er sang den vierundzwanzig Jahre alten Song, als würde er es zum ersten Mal
singen. Mit viel Liebe und Gefühl. Boris und ich bekamen Gänsehaut und feuchte Augen.”420
Music is also part of his everyday life at his workplace in Germany where he uses songs
from the Balkans to reminisce with people from his old Heimat, and to embrace and celebrate his
cultural identity. He plays music on his talk show that still unites people from all parts of the
former Yugoslavia:
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Erzählt ein Gast von seiner Hochzeit in Serbien, spiele ich ein typisches Hochzeitslied
vom Balkan. Und wenn einer von seiner ersten Liebe aus dem Adria‐Urlaub schwärmt,
findet sich ein passender Song aus Dalmatien. Noch immer ist es die Musik, die die
Menschen aus allen Teilen Ex‐Jugoslawiens miteinander verbindet, und besonders bei
den Songs unserer musikalischen Helden von damals fühlen sich Hörer mit Balkan‐
Hintergrund zu Hause. Das hat weniger mit Jugo‐Nostalgie zu tun als damit, dass diese
Musik ein Teil unserer kulturellen Identität ist. Wenn sich also kroatische oder serbische
Gäste Lieder von Bijelo Dugme aus Sarajevo wünschen, liegt darin normalerweise keine
besondere Symbolik. Denn diese Band hatte im alten Jugoslawien einfach den Status
»Rolling Stones des Balkans«.421
Nevertheless, the music scene from the Balkans also has another less positive side when
it gets ideologized as “Turbofolk.” Rabrenović mentions this first as he remembers a concert by
his favorite band from Macedonia, “Leb i Sol.” He feels “stolz auf diese Band” and is “für einen
Abend wieder frei — und glücklich, ein Jugo zu sein.”422However, he also juxtaposes this
feeling of pride with the realities of the Yugoslav Wars and politicians. For Rabrenović it is not
the politics and politicians that define his understanding of the Balkans, but rather cultural
aspects like music and musicians:
Seit zwei Jahren hatte ich im Fernsehen nur beschissene Bilder vom Balkan gesehen:
Krieg, Hass, Völkermord. Für die meisten Westeuropäer waren wir Barbaren, die sich
gegenseitig abschlachteten. Und dann kommt da so eine geile Band aus Skopje und spielt
ein fantastisches Konzert. Ich spürte: Das ist meine Kultur, das ist etwas, mit dem ich
mich identifiziere. Nicht Karadžić, Mladić, Milošević und ihre Turbofolk‐Welt.423
This Turbofolk music carries an extremely negative connotation for Rabrenović as he reacts to
the instrumentalization of folk music for political and ideological purposes that took place during
the Yugoslav Wars. Turbofolk does not represent the “authentischen und vielfältigen Folklore
aus meiner Heimat,” which are — in his opinion — “wunderschöne Liebeslieder aus
Madezonien, melancholische Sevdah-Songs aus Bosnien, altstädtische Lieder aus Serbien,
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dalmatinische Gesänge.”424 Turbofolk, on the other hand, is defined by Rabrenović as “der
Soundtrack des Krieges,”425 a description that parallels statements by scholar Uroš Čvoro that it
is a “soundtrack for genocide.”426 Similarly, an episode of the Canadian travel documentary
series The Vice Guide to Travel427 describes Turbofolk as the “soundtrack to some of the most
heinous war crimes since the Holocaust.”428 According to Čvoro, it is “a dangerous form of
music whose threat extends beyond popular culture to a range of political and historical issues,
such as ethnic violence, crime and a recent bloody history.”429 On the same note as Čvoro,
Rabrenović is pointed in his contempt, especially for the acts of Serbia and Serbian politicians
and the way in which Serbia’s politicians used music and television programs to distract from
conflicts and battles in other parts of Yugoslavia that were turning more horrific on a daily basis:
Über die Medien wurde den Menschen eine rosarote Glamourwelt vorgegaukelt. Viele
waren sich gar nicht bewusst, dass Sarajevo und Dubrovnik bombadiert wurden, denn im
Fernsehen sah man den ganzen Tag über nichts anderes als südamerikanische Daily
Soaps und halb nackte, mit riesigen Silikonbrüsten bewaffnete Turbofolk‐Sängerinnen.
Turbofolk — das war ein Teil von Miloševićs Ablenkungsstrategie.430
Turbofolk — […] Das neue Genre hat auch einen politischen Beigeschmack! Denn
populär geworden war die leicht orientalisch angehauchte Hochgeschwindigkeitsfolklore
im Serbien der frühen 1990er–Jahre, als verlängerter Arm des Diktators Slobodan
Milošević. Den Menschen in Serbien wurde damals eine rosarote Welt vorgegaukelt […]
Statt Kriegsberichterstattungen aus Kroatien oder Bosnien zeigte Pink TV bevorzugt
halbnackte Turbofolk‐Sängerinnen, die aussahen wie Pornstars. Turbofolk passte sehr gut
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zu Miloševićs Strategie, das Volk abzulenken. Es war sozusagen die Begleitmusik des
Krieges.431
Rabrenović adds that even after the wars “symbolisieren die Turbofolk‐Starlets die Halbwelt, die
nach dem Zerfall Jugoslawiens in Politik und Medien eingesickert ist und mit Mafiamethoden
die öffentliche Meinung bestimmt.”432 As Čvoro reveals, the Turbofolk is “financed by criminals
and performed by hyper‐sexualised femmes fatales.”433
Still, Rabrenović also acknowledges artists who publicly announced their disdain for their
state and its leaders and called for action against the atrocities. One who stood out was the
musician Antonije Pušić (stage name Rambo Amadeus). Rabrenović describes a performance in
the summer of 1992 in Belgrade. “Plötzlich betritt ein Mann die Bühne. […] und sagt: »Während
ihr hier Spaß mit Musik habt, fliegen Bomben auf Sarajevo und Tuzla. Ich will hier nicht die
Wähler unterhalten. Fickt euch!«434 A couple of months earlier, in spring of 1992, Rabrenović is
in Recklinghausen, Germany listening to Pušić‘s
Antikriegsalbum, auf dem Antonije eine scharfe soziokulturelle Analyse der
jugoslawischen Realität lieferte[.] [Es] wurde in den kommenden Monaten zu meinem
Exil‐Soundtrack. Der Mann, der mir damals seinen Verstärker geliehen hatte, sprach mir
aus der Seele. […] In Songtexten wie diesem beschrieb Antonije die Brutalität des
Kriegsalltags auf seine sehr direkte und bisher nicht gehörte Art. Während die meisten
seiner Kollegen in Serbien nach wie vor über die unglückliche Liebe und andere
belanglose Themen sangen und sich so benahmen, als sei alles in bester Ordnung und als
gäbe es gar keinen Krieg in Kroatien und Bosnien, war Rambo Amadeus mit seiner
Gitarre die letzte Abwehrkraft des gesunden Verstands und der Zivilcourage. Ein
Humanist und Kämpfer für die Menschenrechte. Sein kurzer Auftritt 1992 auf dem
MESAM‐Festival […] war nur eine seiner subversiven Aktionen gegen Krieg,
Nationalismus und Milošević-Regime.”435
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In spite of all that, as Čvoro writes “turbo‐folk has survived the political fall, incarceration and
death of Slobodan Milošević and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) bombing of
Serbia. Further still, it has risen in popularity, crossing ethnic boundaries throughout Bosnia,
Croatia and Slovenia.”436 Rabrenović makes the same observation as Čvoro stating that the
“Turbofolk-Virus” spread “und zwar balkanweit,” and adds that “die junge Balkangeneration in
Serbien, Kroatien und Bosnien findet Turbofolk einfach gut zum Abfeiern. Offenbar ist ein
großer Teil meines Volkes entweder ungebildet oder vollkommen anspruchslos.”437
However, Rabrenović also finds irony in all of this. Because “die breite Masse in den
Nachfolgestaaten Ex‐Jugoslawiens” was at least “unter dem Dach des schlechten Geschmacks
längst wiedervereinigt. Gemeinsam den gleichen kommerziellen Schrott zu hören ist aber immer
noch besser, als sich gegenseitig umzubringen. Auch auf deutschen Jugo-Partys tanzen Serben,
Bosnier und Kroaten oft gemeinsam zu Turbofolk-Musik und kommen sich dabei vielleicht
wieder ein Stück näher.”438 Although this specific type of folk music from the war years in
Yugoslavia can serve as a bonding and unifying element, it also invokes other, more negative
effects. Rabrenović’s opinion and reaction to Turbofolk music never changes, “bis heute löst die
billig produzierte Mischung aus Volksmusik, Schlager, Pop und Techno Brechreiz bei mir
aus.”439 Rabrenović’s mention of “Brechreiz” links music and food, and the latter is indeed
another, larger theme in his writing. He writes about the meaning of food from his Heimat and
what effects the Yugoslav Wars had on it. On one hand, with the dissolution of Yugoslavia,
former Yugoslavs living overseas feel Sehnsucht for foods and coffee from their home country as
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well as the social dimension of eating and drinking. On the other hand, food also served
nationalistic propaganda purposes.
Writing about food and eating, Sara Michel observes that “kulturelle Praktiken des
Essens in einem Verflechtungszusammenhang von Migrationserfahrungen, kulturellen
Grenzziehungen und Identitätsfragen stehen.”440 Rabrenović, too, describes how migrants, exiles
or refugees can be affected by wanting and missing the food from their home country, as food
has a strong correlation to the region of origin:
Wenn deutsche Freunde einen Grillabend organisieren, gehe ich vorher zu einem JugoFreund, der ein Restaurant hat, und besorge hundert Ćevapčići. […] Die Mitgriller, die
mich noch nicht kennen, wundern sich dann und fragen: »Willst du das wirklich alles
alleine essen?« »Quatsch. Habe ich für euch aus meiner Heimat eingeschleust […]
Kommt immer gut an. Danko, der intergrillende Kulturbotschafter? Nein! Danko, der
lieber Ćevapčići isst als Bratwurst. Und wenn ich diesen Geschmack mit anderen teilen
kann, habe ich deutlich mehr Spaß. Die hundert Ćevapčići sind also purer Egoismus!441
Im deutschen Exil vermisste ich nicht nur Belgrad, ich vermisste auch diesen fettigen,
meist mit Fleisch oder Käse gefüllten Blätterteig.442
In Rabrenović’s texts, people keep experiencing food nostalgia. When it comes to his
“Landsleute in Deutschland,” Rabrenović notices that they always talk about how “wenn es um
Obst, Gemüse, Fleisch oder Kaffee geht, kann Deutschland nach ihrer Ansicht nicht mit dem
Balkan mithalten. »Unten« schmeckt alles besser.”443 He mentions his brother who “wiederum
schimpft, dass er in Deutschland kein Obst essen könne, weil es geschmacklos sei,” and their
friend Ljilja from Vojvodina in Serbia who “meckert immer wieder über das Gemüse in
Deutschland.”444 He questions this and elaborates on it: “Warum das so ist, frage ich mich seit
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Jahren. […] [B]ei Obst und Gemüse kann man wirklich nicht davon ausgehen, dass das
»Problem« nur nostalgisch gefärbt ist.”445 Rabrenović goes so far to undertake a taste test when
he spends a summer on the Croatian coast. Once there, he “kauft bewusst viel Obst und Gemüse”
and eats it “noch bewusster,” realizing that it truly tastes different and much better.446 He
concludes that it is “also vielleicht doch eine Mischung aus Geografie, Klima und Nostalgie, die
die Lebensmittel auf dem Balkan für uns Balkanesen so wertvoll macht.”447
In his comparisons, Rabrenović also includes coffee because it not only evokes emotional
attachments and reactions with people from ex‐Yugoslavia but also serves as an occasion for
people to connect and bond. However, even coffee can never taste the same in Germany as
Rabrenović’s friend Igor, a Bosnian native, claims as he is “davon überzeugt, dass der
Kaffeegeschmack aus Sarajevo in Deutschland nirgendwo zu finden ist. Selbst wenn er den
sogenannten »türkischen Kaffee« zu Hause in Düsseldorf zubereitet und dabei den original
importierten Mokka‐Kaffee aus Bosnien benutzt, meckert er rum: »So wie in Sarajevo schmeckt
das aber nicht!«”448 According to Rabrenović, “Balkanmentalität” includes “Kaffee trinken und
reden bis zum Umfallen.”449 Analyzing and discussing the topics of Essen and Trinken in a book
by Saša Stanišić, Michel defines “das Ritual des Kaffeetrinkens” as “ein anderer soziokultureller
Akt, dem ‘gemeinschaftsbildende Performanzqualität’ zukommt.”450 “Kaffee ist mehr als nur ein
Getränk, es ist eine “soziale Institution” and “eine kollektive Konsumform sozialer
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Interaktion.”451 Michel’s interpretation can be applied to Rabrenović’s explanation of his friend
Igor’s strong opinion about coffee. In his friend’s case, Rabrenović assumes that for Igor’s
attitude towards coffee in Germany “eher das fehlende Ambiente verantwortlich ist. Wenn er den
Kaffee mit alten Freunden in einer kleinen Gasse in der Sarajevoer Altstadt Baščaršija trinkt,
dann ist das schon eine andere Dimension als alleine in seiner Düsseldorfer Wohnung,”452 which
reflects Michel’s definitions of Kaffeetrinken as having a social dimension of collective
consumption and interaction. She highlights this social dimension of food when she says, “Essen
ist mehr als Essen.”453 Similarly, French sociologist Marcel Mauss marks eating as “totales
gesellschaftliches Phänomen und zugleich auch ein Kommunikationssystem.”454 Rabrenović
remembers a special occasion when his brother and sister-in-law moved to a new apartment and
their Jugo‐Fußballclique joined to help. In this situation, food served as a unifying component.
According to Michel, “Das gemeinschaftliche Mahl entfaltet sich auch als ein Kulturphänomen,
gebunden an Formen traditioneller Gastlichkeit, die durch ein Bild vom ‘gemeinschaftlichen
Genuss wohlfälliger Speisen bei einem freundschaftlich‐geselligen Zusammensein’ vermittelt
werden.”455 Rabrenović provides details about the gemeinschaftliche meals he and his family
enjoyed with their Jugo friends during the Umzug:
Oben in der Wohnung wartete schon die nächste Goran‐Überraschung auf uns: In der
Küche hing überall Rauch, und es roch nach gegrilltem Fleisch. Goran stand am
Küchenfenster. Vor ihm brutzelten auf der Fensterbank Würste und Rinderfillets auf
einem großen Elektrogrill. […] Guck mal hier!« Goran zeigte stolz auf sein Grillmenü.
»Hausgemachte Würste und von mir höchstpersönlich marinierte Rinderfillets! Brot,
Salat und ein paar Soßen habe ich auch mitgebracht.« […] Wir legten sofort eine Pause
451
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und probierten Gorans Fleisch. Und wie immer, wenn Goran etwas zubereitete, war es
extrem lecker.456
Sie trat aus der Küche und präsentierte einen Berg frisch gemachter Palačinke. Aco
schaute fassungslos: »Sag mal, ist das heute ein Picknick oder ein Umzug? […] Erst
macht uns Goran mit Fleisch platt, und jetzt gibst du uns mit Palačinke den Rest.
Während wir die Balkancrêpes verputzten, bauten Boris und Atila das Bett zusammen.457
By narrating these episodes, Rabrenović portrays aspects of the eating culture that defines the
Balkan way of life. First, it is the typical Balkan foods on display like grilled meats, salads, and
one of the most famous desserts in the former Yugoslavia palačinke. Second, Rabrenović’s
narration also demonstrates what Amy Christine Brown, a specialist on human nutrition and
foods describes as dimensions of meaning attached to eating and food. “Psychological needs
intertwine with social factors when foods are used more for the meaning they represent than the
nourishment they offer or provide.”458 Third, Rabrenović illustrates how sharing food facilitates
bonding and brings friends from all parts of ex‐Yugoslavia together to eat, chat, and enjoy the
food and the company.
Both Rabrenović and Bodrožić discuss language and music as definitions of identity, and
as unifying elements of Jugos in Germany. Rabrenović expands on the idea by adding food and
coffee. Food ties people to their culture and who they are. As Kittler, Sucher, and Nelms, experts
on food, nutrition, and culture, state about the influences of food and food habits on one’s
identity: “Eating is a daily reaffirmation of [one’s] cultural identity.”459 By losing one’s own
country and living in a new one, this reaffirmation becomes an even stronger need for exiles,
migrants, and refugees from the former Yugoslavia, as Rabrenović portrays. In her food study,
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Gina M. Almerico investigates the correlation between food and human experience and
underscores that “foods from our culture often become the comfort foods we seek […] in times
of frustration and stress.”460 For ex‐Yugoslavs in Germany, their Heimat food, meals, and
specialties serve as a comfort during the traumatic experiences of loss. On the whole, like for
many other ethnic groups living in a different country, for former Yugoslavs in Germany, their
food is associated with fond memories and nostalgic feelings.
But just like music was (ab)used as war propaganda, so food can become an area of
nationalistic propaganda and evoke nationalistic feelings and attitudes.
Die Jugos und ihre Nationalgerichte, […] so richtig kompliziert wurde es, als
Jugoslawien zerfiel. Was sollte nun aus unserem kulinarischen Erbe werden? Zumindest
bei einem Gericht war die Sache schon immer klar gewesen: Die Kroaten hatten
überhaupt keinen Bock auf die serbische Bohnensuppe Pasulj. Sie löffelten lieber die
kroatische Bohnensuppe Grah — gefurzt haben sie jedoch alle gleich laut und oft.461
Rabrenović also writes about an experience while looking for Balkanrestaurants to conduct
interviews with the “Wirt oder Wirtin über das, […] was in den Pfannen brutzelte.”462 In one of
the restaurants, the “Wirt” introduces him to a customer, “ein anderer kroatischer Gastronom,”463
as Rabrenović calls him. This man ends up lecturing Rabrenović about the national origins of
food.
Er hielt mir und meiner Reporterkollegin aber erst einmal eine Vorlesung: Balkanküche?
So etwas gebe es nicht! Das, was in diesem Restaurant angeboten werde, sei kroatische
Küche. Es sei ein Mythos, die kroatische Küche in Verbindung mit Jugoslawien zu
bringen. Wie überhaupt Jugoslawien an sich ein Mythos sei. Und das, was wir in dieser
Sendung vorhatten, sei nichts anderes, als das alte Jugoslawien wieder auferstehen zu
lassen. Offensichtlich waren wir an einen kroatischen Nationalisten geraten, der gerade
eine — »ethnisch saubere« — Pljeskavica mit Pommes verspeiste.464
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Given that food “hängt eng mit individuellen und kollektiven Identitätskonstruktionen zusammen
[…],”465 this man defines his food as Croatian as an affirmation of his national identity. At the
end of this scene, Rabrenović once again sarcastically defines the food as ethnically clean. He
thus proves that (wrongly) identifying food with nationality makes it a matter of geography,
creating borders around the dishes that once belonged to everyone in Yugoslavia.
Overall, Rabrenović evaluates his exile experience ultimately in a very positive way
because it allows him a deeper understanding of both his old and his new Heimat. However, at
the very beginning of this new life in Germany, Rabrenović tries to find a way to deal with his
situation in the new country by developing his own “kleine Exil‐Theorie”:
Wenn du unfreiwillig von Land »A« nach Land »B« umziehst — ob aus wirtschaftlicher
Not, aufgrund von Krieg oder politischer Verfolgung —, befindest du dich im Exil.
Zunächst stört dich vieles. Ständig vergleichst du »B« mit »A« — und »B« kann dabei
nur verlieren. Doch mit der Zeit erkennst du auch die positiven Seiten deiner neuen
Umgebung. Der Wunsch »A« nie verlassen zu haben, verblasst. Denn hättest du »B« nie
kennengelernt, fehlten dir wichtige Erfahrungen. Der Ortswechsel öffnet deine Augen für
einen kritischen Blick auf »A«. Und nun steckst du in einem Dilemma. Dir wird bewusst,
dass du weder in »A« noch in »B« hundertprozentig glücklich sein wirst. Am liebsten
wäre dir eine »C«-Variante, die das Beste aus beiden Welten vereint. Aber die gibt es
nicht. Also arrangierst du dich mit einem Leben zwischen oder in zwei Welten. Das
schafft der eine besser, der andere schlechter.466
Rabrenović schaffte es besser with his successful integration, which will be examined in the
following section of this chapter. While Bodrožić writes about her successful Ankunft in
Germany through reading and writing, Rabrenović details his road to integration with his job on
the radio show. Compared to Bodrožić, Rabrenović also focuses heavily on the cultural
differences between Germans and Jugos and what it means being integrated vs. staying
authentic. Being an adult and living involuntarily as an exile in Germany, the integration process
represented a bigger, more elaborate, and more difficult part of his life than for Bodrožić who
465
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was a child and joined her Gastarbeitereltern. This last section will also discuss Rabrenović’s
initial nostalgia for his Heimatstadt that turned into a realization that his home city is not what it
once was and that he does not want to live there anymore. Finally, the discussion will end with
the discussion of key difference between Rabrenović and Bodrožić in terms of their reflections
on the Yugoslav Wars and their aftermath. Unlike Bodrožić, who does not assess the wars
through a political lens at all, Rabrenović explicitly states his opinions about politics, politicians
and their role before, during, and after the Yugoslav Wars.
Coming to Terms: The Unbearable Aftermath of the Yugoslav Wars and Successful
Integration in Germany
Rabrenović’s integration begins with the realization that he will not be returning to his
old Heimat because the wars continue to rage. Throughout his exile, Rabrenović constantly
notices the cultural differences between Germany and Yugoslavia. His comparisons of the two
countries derive from his Alltagsgeschichten that highlight the cultural dissimilarities and
distinctions between them, including personal relationships. The most common differences
Rabrenović observes relate to language, food, hospitality, relationships between neighbors,
personal space, offering help to others (when and under what circumstances), restaurant
etiquette, and driving. At first, these aspects evoke various rather negative attitudes and emotions
in Rabrenović. He lacks understanding and feels confused, bothered, disturbed, and annoyed.
Comparing his attitude back then to today, Rabrenović assesses, that he is “da viel gelassener.
Zwar fallen mir immer noch Unterschiede zwischen Deutschen und Jugos auf, aber ich bewerte
sie nicht mehr. Ist eben alles eine Sache der Gewöhnungen […].”467 He adds that in the
meantime, “habe ich mich an fast alles in Deutschland gewöhnt.”468 By stating “an fast alles,”
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Rabrenović clearly shows that there are still parts of German culture he cannot fully get
accustomed to. Nonetheless, he is “fest davon überzeugt, dass man sich integrieren und dennoch
authentisch bleiben kann.”469
This authenticity is echoed in several parts of Rabrenović’s life. For one, his
Muttersprache dominates his private life and he is also adamant about passing it on to his
daughter. Furthermore, in his professional life, he chooses a career that allows him to be der
Balkanizer, which means interacting with people on a daily basis about anything Balkan and
playing Balkan music. In regard to food, he still prefers his Jugo/Balkan specialties. Finally,
there is sports, specifically soccer. While soccer is a prominent aspect of the German culture,
Rabrenović underlines the unique function of this team sport and what it stands for among
former Yugoslavs. Just like with Yugoslav music and food, soccer serves as a way to connect,
bond, and unify:
Jeden Sonntag um zwölf Uhr spiele ich mit meinen Freunden Fußball auf den
Düsseldorfer Rheinwiesen. Und das seit 1994. […] Meine faule Balkanclique […] in
dieser ziemlich bunten Truppe, die ihre Wurzeln in allen Ecken des ehemaligen
Jugoslawien hat.470
Wenn man sich unter der Woche nicht sieht, weil man viel zu tun hat, um die
Rechnungen bezahlen zu können, gibt es trotzdem eine Konstante: Am Sonntag trifft man
sich am Rhein.471
As Rabrenović indicates, these soccer games have been taking place for many years on a weekly
basis. Soccer plays a special role and serves as an authentic example of how many ex‐Yugoslavs
stay true to themselves while living and assimilating in Germany. They remain authentisch by
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playing Balkan soccer472 with their Balkan friends but can nevertheless still be quite integriert
into German society.
But what does it mean to be integrated and when is one actually integrated? These are
questions Rabrenović asks explicitly:
Leider hat auch ein Zwischen-den-Welten-Pendler wie ich kein Geheimrezept für die
optimale Integration. Aber woran erkennt man eigentlich, ob jemand integriert ist? Ist
man integriert, wenn man als Kölner über Düsseldorf lästert? Oder andersherum? Ist man
integriert, wenn man gerne deutsche Gerichte wie »Currywurst-Pommes« und »Döner
mit alles« isst? Oder ist man integriert, wenn man über ein Tor der deutschen
Nationalmannschaft jubelt? Und ist man nicht integriert, wenn man all das nicht tut? […]
Wenn mir ein Politiker fünf Dinge aufschreibt, die aus seiner Sicht für eine gelungene
Integration nötig sind, werde ich ihm womöglich nur in zwei Punkten zustimmen und
fünf andere aufschreiben, die ich für wichtiger halte.473
Within these questions, Rabrenović asks whether, for example, food (both traditional German
street food — Curry Wurst — and originally Turkish Döner, which now also has become
traditional street food in Germany), soccer, and national pride play a role in the integration
process. From his attitude, it can be interpreted that he does not consider any of these aspects a
“must” for a successful integration. Finally, by mentioning politicians, he raises the political
dimension of the question of integration — how to define it and how to formalize it within the
conversation about migration and refugees.
In addition to interrogating the relationship between integration and particular facets like
food and soccer, Rabrenović also addresses legal aspects by reflecting on the relevance of
becoming a German citizen and having a German passport for integration. Rabrenović can
Rabrenovic also explains why his and his friends’ soccer is different from the one Germans
play: “Meine faule Balkanclique pflegt einen ganz anderen Fußball. Wir stehen auf kleine Tore
ohne Torwart und spielen meist drei gegen drei oder im besten Fall vier gegen vier. Der letzte
Mann ist Torwart, darf den Ball aber nicht in die Hände nehmen. Wir führen nur ungern Ecken
aus und haben deshalb auch keine Außenlinien. Meistens wird der Ball kurz und flach gespielt.
So haben wir es auf dem Schulhof in Belgrad, Zagreb und Sarajevo gelernt.” (Herzlich
willkommenčić, 166)
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“nachvollziehen, dass viele den deutschen Pass als letzten Schritt zur Integration begreifen,” but
reiterates his persistent point that the German passport is “nicht mehr als ein Stück Papier.
Genauso wie jeder andere Pass.”474 Mastering the language of the new country is also often
viewed as the basis for successful integration. Martina Sulner states this explicitly in her article
“Deutschsprachige Literatur ist Beispiel für gelungene Integration“ as she lists authors who were
not born in Germany but write in the German language and whose literary works serve as
examples of a successful integration process.475 Rabrenović also comments on the role of
German language skills: “klar, gute Deutschkentnisse sind unverzichtbar, darüber sind sich alle
einig […]”476 However, as he continues, it is his “Alltag” and “Freundeskreis” that make him
feel “sehr wohl. […] Man kann sagen: Ich war integriert.”477 Rabrenović’s acknowledgement of
integration occurs as he completes his studies at the university in Düsseldorf and feels that this is
more than a city where he studied. This is where his life is and where he belongs. However, his
acknowledgement still shows some ambivalence. In the second part of his account, he makes a
statement in the first person. But the use of the impersonal “man kann sagen” in the first part
suggests that something is missing in order for him to feel fully integrated within his new
country. Rabrenović makes this clear by emphasizing the importance of a having a profession
and its role in one’s integration: “Richtig angekommen bin ich erst durch den Radiojob beim
WDR. […] Damit hatte ich meinen festen Platz in der Gesellschaft gefunden. Nach zehn Jahren
als Jugo in Deutschland.”478 Looking at Rabrenović’s relationship with his work at the radio
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station, it can be construed that he needed to find a space where he could combine both of his
worlds, Yugoslav and German, in order to be himself and feel at home. “[A]lles, was ich als 22jähriger in Belgrad zurücklassen musste, habe ich heute in Deutschland: Familie, Freunde,
Arbeit, Band. Kurz: eine neue Heimat.”479 Yet, even with the successful integration and with
finding what he lost due to the Yugoslav Wars, Rabrenović regularly visits his old Heimat. His
trips started in 1995, and now take place about three times a year. These regular trips suggest that
Rabrenović still has important ties to his former Heimat, and relationships he wants to nurture
(family, relatives, friends, former colleagues, and band members). The traveling also ties in with
Rabrenović’s Exil‐Theorie namely that one does not have to choose between country “A” (old
Heimat) or “B” (new Heimat) but can position himself and coordinate a life between both
worlds.
Before Rabrenović’s very first trip back home, he experiences Nostalgie and Heimweh
for quite some time during his exile in Germany, exemplifying Schlink’s notion about Heimat,
“das eigentliche Heimatgefühl ist das Heimweh.”480 Dealing with these emotions, Rabrenović
asserts that sitting with “Nenad und den anderen Jugos im Deutschkurs” helped him his
“Heimweh zu lindern.”481 This shows how being surrounded by those who shared his
experiences can be a helpful strategy in dealing with the loss of Heimat. Rabrenović turns to
writing as a way to cope with the “unspeakable”482 traumatic experiences. During the first few
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weeks and months in Germany he writes “viele Briefe an meine Belgrader Freunde […]. Briefe
voller Nostalgie und voller Liebe zu meiner Heimatstadt.”483 Rabrenović is only capable to
express himself and his feelings through writing to his family and friends.
All of these feelings of nostalgia and Heimweh change when he gets to see his city again
for the first time. Rabrenović’s reaction is “ein Schock,” “mit jedem Schritt spürte ich: Das ist
eine andere Stadt, das ist nicht mehr »mein« Belgrad. […] In Belgrad erschien mir alles dreckig,
dunkel und verkommen.”484 Even years after the Yugoslav Wars, the situation does not seem to
have improved:
Aber Milošević war noch da. Serbien stand unter Sanktionen, völlig isoliert vom Rest der
Welt, […] Viele meiner Freunde […] hatten lange studiert und lebten noch bei ihren
Eltern. Niemand hatte einen Job, niemand hatte Geld — und keiner hatte Hoffnung, dass
sich diese Situation in naher Zukunft bessern würde.485
Aber Belgrad ist nicht mehr die Stadt, in der ich groß geworden bin. Die Gesellschaft hat
sich sehr negativ entwickelt, Nationalismus und Xenophobie herrschen.486
Ultimately, there were “keine Perspektiven für die Menschen in Serbien.”487 For all these and
other reasons, Rabrenović’s “Sehnsucht ist schon lange gestorben” because what he was longing
for and felt nostalgic about no longer exists. “Damals, 1991, habe ich mich auf das Belgrad der
glücklichen 80-er Jahre bezogen, das ich kannte. Wenn ich heute in Belgrad bin, erkenne ich es
kaum wieder. Eine graue, harte Stadt in einem abgewrackten Land […].”488 This is one of the
reasons why he comes to the realization that integration in Germany is finally necessary for him
because what he lost due to the wars cannot be recaptured in post-war Serbia. Out of his
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“Kindheitsdreieck,”489 only the island in Dalmatia makes it possible for him to forget “den Krieg
und das, was er in meiner Heimat angerichtet hat, zumindest für eine Weile […]. In Belgrad
kann ich das nicht. Ebenso wenig in Zagreb […] Ähnlich wie in Serbien gehören in Kroatien
Ultra‐Nationalisten, Mafia‐ und Clanstrukturen sowie Korruption zum Alltag.”490
Still, Rabrenović admits that he travels “immer noch regelmäßig nach Serbien” and
searches “nach dem »alten Geist von Belgrad«: gegenseitiges Vertrauen und menschliche
Nähe.”491 He finds “ihn jedoch nur noch, wenn ich Freunde treffe, die ich schon ewig kenne.
Wenn wir uns treffen, ist erstmals alles wie früher. […] Doch spätestens, wenn sie mir von ihrem
Alltag erzählen, wird mir wieder bewusst, wie sehr sich Belgrad verändert hat. […] Ich genieße
das Zusammensein mit ihnen sehr, spüre aber auch, dass ich nicht mehr richtig dazugehöre.”492
He questions his belonging further by asking: “Wo wäre heute mein Platz in der serbischen
Gesellschaft? […] Was würde ich machen, wenn ich wirklich nach Belgrad zurückzöge?”493 The
outcome of all this reflection is the realization that coming home or Rückkehr in die Heimat is no
longer an option. Rabrenović’s own perception and awareness as a result of his travels back to
the former Heimat is a consequence of what Andrew Demshuk calls “Heimat transformed.”494
Due to the aftermath of the Yugoslav Wars and the living conditions and living standard in the
newly formed country, Rabrenović develops a negative image of the former Heimat that has
been transformed into a homeland that he no longer recognizes and belongs to. As Rabrenović
sums it up, “ der Krieg [hatte] Jugoslawien in Teile gerissen, und die Seiten meines
Kindheitsdreiecks verliefen auf einmal nicht mehr innerhalb eines Landes, sondern quer durch
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Serbien und Kroatien.”495 It is like being Zuhause, but that home is now die Fremde. Schlink
depicts this feeling of being a stranger at home by writing about former East Germans after die
Wende: “Immer wieder treffe ich Deutsche aus den neuen Ländern, die mir sagen, sie fühlten
sich im Exil, obwohl sie leben, wo sie immer schon lebten, wohnen, wo sie immer schon
wohnten [...]. Alles habe sich verändert und sei ihnen fremd geworden.”496 Like Rabrenović,
Bodrožić also describes the notion of die Fremde and the feeling that she does not belong as she
visits her family, relatives, and friends in Croatia before and after the wars. She describes a sense
of being alienated based on how she speaks in her first language. As a child, before the wars, she
is told that she is losing the tone and vocabulary in her mother tongue as German becomes the
language of her daily life. After the wars, her Croatian does not sound like the newly defined
language of the newly defined country. This is decidedly different from Rabrenović’s experience
as he is someone who pflegt seine Muttersprache.
These feelings of foreignness are all the more traumatic for those such as Rabrenović,
who are also Fremde in their new country where they live as exiles due to war or social
upheaval, for instance, and have to adjust to the new culture and society. Still, these feelings can
change with time, as exemplified by Rabrenović, who finds his new Heimat in his new country.
Upon his first return to his old Heimat, Rabrenović writes about other changes and challenges
besides feeling estranged from one’s own Heimat and people. In contrast, Bodrožić’s account of
her first visit is focused solely on estrangement and alienation based on language. Bodrožić does
not address the political situation and other crises in the former Heimat that resulted from the
wars. These dissimilarities between the two authors can be explained by their age differences
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when both writers moved to the new country and how much they have seen, heard, and
experienced in the former Heimat.
Despite the changes and challenges Rabrenović encounters upon his first visits to the
former Heimat after the wars, he keeps going back “immer wieder gerne,”497 and always with
“Vorfreude.”498 Even so, in the end, these visits turn into agitation “bei jedem Balkanbesuch” as
he encounters “eine Menge Dinge, über die ich mich aufrege.”499 A lot of this relates to Belgrade
and his old Heimat not being what it once was, and not striving to provide a better life and future
to its people. Beyond that, Rabrenović discusses other reasons for his decision never to go back
permanently. “Nein, in meiner alten Heimat wollte ich nicht mehr leben.”500 According to
Schlink, Germans who experienced the unification observed changes to their Heimat instigated
by others: “Mehr noch, [alles] habe sich nicht einfach verändert, sondern sei von anderen
verändert worden, ohne ihr Zutun und gegen ihren Willen, sei ihnen von anderen entfremdet
worden.”501 In Rabrenović’s narrative, changes in the former Yugoslavia were also caused by
others, by politicians. Expressing his opinion and views on the politics of the Yugoslav Wars, is
one of the key contrasts between Rabrenović and Bodrožić’s text, as she never engages with or
comments on the Yugoslav Wars and their aftermath in political terms. This highlights the
difference between their accounts and the “Third Spaces” they create — one mostly public
(Rabrenović), the other intimate and private (Bodrožić).
In his political comments and viewpoints on the Yugoslav Wars, Rabrenović critically
assesses Serbia’s involvement, and the aftermath of these wars on Yugoslavia and its people.
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Working as “Kamera-Assistent in dem Belgrader Büro des kroatischen Fernsehens HTV,”
Rabrenović finds out “aus nächster Nähe, was in der Luft lag. […] Ich war dabei, als
internationale Politiker […] nach Belgrad kamen, um Serbiens Präsident Slobodan Milošević
vom Kriegskurs abzubringen. Und ich erlebte, wie serbische Generäle nicht müde wurden zu
erklären, Kroaten und Slowenen könnten sich auf etwas gefasst machen, falls sie sich für
unabhängig erklären sollten.”502 His reaction to these hostilities and threats are expressed in an
angry tone as he remembers that at the time, he was
zweiundzwanzig Jahre alt, verbittert, verzweifelt, enttäuscht und wütend auf die ganze
Welt. Besonders wütend war ich natürlich darauf, dass die Politiker in Jugoslawien die
wichtigste Prüfung ihres Lebens nicht bestanden hatten. Ich erwartete nicht von ihnen,
das Land auf Biegen und Brechen vor dem Zerfall zu schützen. Aber den Krieg, den
hätten sie um jeden Preis verhindern müssen. Denn im Krieg gibt es nur Verlierer.503
These firsthand experiences shape Rabrenović’s strong opinions throughout his life.
Consequently, he addresses Serbia’s role in the wars, and focuses on the refusal of the Serbian
people to admit that their politicians started the war, and the need to debunk their notion of
having been victims. Rabrenović voices this firmly and without reservation:
Und dann frage ich mich, wie viele Jahre vergehen müssen, bis die Mehrheit der Serben
endlich erkennt, dass ihre Politiker einen schlimmen Krieg angefangen haben, der viel
Leid ausgelöst hat. Stattdessen reden die »Wir sind Opfer«‐Serben lieber von den 1999erLuftangriffen der NATO auf Belgrad und von internationalen Verschwörungstheorien.504
His statement elicits questions of collective guilt, collective responsibility, and collective denial,
which have been raised by many critics and human rights activists. Can an entire nation be
collectively guilty for crimes committed in its name? Or are the people rather collectively
responsible? Political science professor Franke Wilmer505 firmly believes that “all sides bear
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some responsibility for resorting to violence and for subsequently violating the rules of warfare
once violence broke out, but I reject the principle of equivalency. Responsibility must be
distributed — not necessarily evenly — among political and military leaders as well as
paramilitaries and middlemen, and to a lesser degree among those who followed them on all
sides. Perhaps only those who resisted war are completely free of responsibility.”506 Just like
Wilmer, Eric Gordy maintains that “while at some point it will be essential for citizens of all the
countries of the former Yugoslavia to generate, through discussion, debate, and research, an
account that recognizes all the crimes committed in the name of various “national” interests and
identities, a necessary condition for this to occur is that people in each of those countries reach
something like a consensus about their own responsibilities.507 A completely opposite view is
held by Peter Handke, whose writings about the Yugoslav Wars and NATO bombing of
Yugoslavia, his critique of the Western position, and his speech at Milošević’s funeral continue
to be highly controversial, especially after he was awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature in
2019. His 1996 travelogue Eine winterliche Reise zu den Flüssen Donau, Save, Morawa und
Drina oder Gerechtigkeit für Serbien (A Journey to the Rivers: Justice for Serbia) is the key text
for this controversy as Handke portrays Serbia and its people as the victims of the Yugoslav
Wars, and also blames the Western media for their bias and for distorting the reasons, effects,
and aftermath of the wars. Handke argues that “so many international magazines, from ‘Time’ to
the ‘Nouvel Observateur’, in order to bring the war to their customers, set up ‘Serbs’, far and
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near, large and small, as the evildoers and ‘the Muslims’ in general as the good ones.”508
Therefore, critics have deemed Handke a supporter and sympathizer of Serbs, who are
considered aggressors and extremists.
In contrast to Wilmer and Handke, Rabrenović takes a different stance as he expounds on
these questions of collective guilt, responsibility, and denial by looking at the role of politicians
versus the people. In his discussions on the political responsibilities for the wars, Rabrenović
places the blame squarely on the politicians and leaders of Yugoslavia, especially Serbia, i.e.,
Slobodan Milošević and his regime. Rabrenović makes the politicians collectively responsible
for the Yugoslav Wars’ atrocities and crimes. Concerning the Serbian people, he believes that
there must be collective acknowledgment and admission of their country’s leaders’ decisions,
actions, and consequences of those rather than suppression, Verdrängung, and lack of
understanding and empathy.
[...] viele Serben [...] stellen Kriegsparteien auf eine Stufe. »Es gibt doch überall
Arschlöcher!« sagen sie und vergessen oder verdrängen dabei den entscheidenden
Unterschied: Auf Sarajevo, Zadar, Split und Dubrovnik sind unzählige serbische Bomben
gefallen, auf Belgrad aber keine einzige kroatische oder bosnische. Es nervt mich sehr,
dass viele Serben weder diese schwierige Situation verstehen wollen noch die nötige
Empathie dafür aufbringen.509
According to data, Serbs exhibit collective denial towards the war crimes committed against
Croats, Muslims, and Albanians.510 Rabrenović resolutely expresses his support and sympathy
for Muslims. “Außerdem galt meine Sympathie am ehesten den Muslimen in Bosnien, die am
wenigsten auf den kommenden Krieg vorbereitet waren […].”511 He also argues that the
508
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suffering Serbia caused in Bosnia and Croatia and their own (Serbian) war experiences are not
comparable: “Aber was ist die 78-tägige Bombardierung Belgrads gegenüber der 1425-tägigen
Belagerung Sarajevos?”512 Rabrenović is very adamant about making his point that people from
Serbia are not the victims even when guests on his talk show try to use his show as a platform to
play the victims and/or express their patriotic feelings.
Einmal hatte ich einen serbischen Gast, der in einem Nebensatz die Bemerkung »Uns
mag sowieso keiner« fallen ließ. Damit spielte er auf die in Serbien kursierenden
Verschwörungstheorien an. Ich weiß genau, dass viele Hörer dieses Gejammer nicht
mehr ertragen können. Was tun? Diskutieren? Damit würde ich dem Thema eingeben. Ich
versuche, solche Situationen lieber kurz und knapp zu lösen — zum Beispiel mit einer
ironischen Bemerkung: »Jaja, ist klar. CIA, Vatikan, Mutter Theresa, Dieter Bohlen —
alle sind gegen die Serben.«513
Subsequently, another major point Rabrenović raises while commenting on the
consequences of the wars pertains to the nationalists and patriots which the Yugoslav Wars
created:
Der Vielvölkerstaat Jugoslawien brodelte, und die von einem Groß-Serbien träumenden
Nationalisten hatten die Lunte fürs Feuer längst gelegt.514
Gleichzeitig schlug die Stunde der Nationalisten. Es ist schon paradox, wie viele meiner
Landsleute von einem Tag auf den anderen den stolzen Serben oder den stolzen Kroaten
raushängen ließen.515
On one hand, Rabrenović refers to what can be labeled domestic nationalists, and on the other,
nationalists living outside of their own country whom he regularly encounters in Germany.
Writing about exile, Birgit Bock-Luna explains that the insight that exile is a “space where
strong sentiments for the nation are cultivated is drawn from the knowledge that many great
nationalist leaders of the past, going back as early as the 17th century, lived outside their
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homeland for long periods of time.”516 The common assumption is that migrants who leave their
homeland cut their ties upon their arrival in the new country. However, as Bock-Luna clarifies,
they not only continue to care for their home country many years later, but there is also the belief
that migrants are more conservative and more nationalistic than their “fellow nationals” at
home.517 In a slightly different but similar context, Benedict Anderson termed this “long‐distance
nationalism.”518
Rabrenović observes this type of long-distance nationalism along with strong patriotic
feelings in Germany among Yugoslav exiles, refugees, and migrants: “Viele Jugos wurden über
Nacht Nationalisten. Der Hass wurde zum Nationalsport.”519 Even the children of Gastarbeiter
whom he describes as “verlorene Seelen,” “sprechen die Sprache ihrer Eltern mit deutschem
Akzent und haben einen deutschen Pass — trotzdem haben sie besonders starke patriotische
Gefühle für die Heimat der Eltern entwickelt.”520 The question of “What are you?” arises
persistently because “die Nationalisten unter den Balkanesen wollten wissen, ob ich einer von
ihnen sei oder zur anderen Seite gehöre.”521 Rabrenović once again rejects these questions of
nationality and choosing sides because as a child of a mixed marriage he finds them impossible
for him to answer. He states: “durch den blutigen und schrecklichen Jugoslawien‐Krieg bin ich
mit der Zeit sogar allergisch gegen nationale Kategorien und patriotische Gefühle geworden.”522
He reasons that “hinter Patriotismus verstecken sich oft Nationalismus, Faschismus und
Fremdenfeindlichkeit.”523
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Conclusion
After discussing Bodrožić’s literary responses to her exile experience, this chapter
addressed Rabrenović’s two autobiographical books Der Balkanizer: Ein Jugo in Deutschland
and Herzlich willkommenčić: Heimatgeschichten vom Balkanizer as additional, yet distinct
examples of how those, who fled at the beginning of the Yugoslav Wars dealt with these
conflicts and their aftermath through literature. Rabrenović organizes his experiences, losses, and
new‐found insights by telling stories of his everyday life from his old Heimat Yugoslavia and his
new one, Germany. Throughout these stories, he recounts how he managed to deal with the
losses that resulted from the wars as well as how he handles his new life in exile. With regard to
the loss of identity and Heimat, Rabrenović demonstrates how someone living in exile constantly
negotiates and renegotiates the old and the new. Rabrenović also shows how the Yugoslav Wars
impacted mixed marriages, especially the children of mixed marriages who faced pressure to
choose sides between their paternal or maternal ethnicity and nationality. Furthermore,
Rabrenović’s texts disclose the unique circumstances of former Yugoslav exiles and refugees as
their varying immigration statuses in Germany add additional layers of identity prescribed to an
individual by bureaucratic institutions. Yet, the author also illustrates how exile is a space where
people of similar destinies like him and the rest of the exile and refugee Jugos bond, connect,
and unify, mostly through language, music, food, and soccer. As we have seen, Rabrenović
expresses that language, music, and food are part of his cultural identity most important to him.
He brought these to Germany, and he carries them everywhere. On the subject of language,
Rabrenović makes clear that, in contrast to Bodrožić, the role of the mother tongue is essential in
expressing emotions and personal identity. The importance of maintaining the Muttersprache as
the language of everyday life at home with the family is paramount to him. Rabrenović also
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demonstrates how significant it is to his identity as a Jugo-immigrant to Germany to provide a
space for Balkan stories, cultural exchange, and learning about the Balkans through his radio
show that serves as a “Third Space” for public discourse. The author uses his radio show to play
Balkan music that along with food and coffee represents bonding features that offer possibilities
for connecting, unifying, conversation, and enjoyment of one’s own cuisine and people.
Rabrenović points out how these are some of the aspects Jugos miss in Germany as it can never
be the same as in their own Heimat. As Rabrenović makes clear, many people from exYugoslavia cannot bring themselves to call Germany home, even those who have been living
there for many years. In contrast, Rabrenović manages to successfully integrate in Germany, and
also calls it his new Heimat. With his works, Rabrenović illustrates what contributes to
successful integration, namely a combination of both experiences between the old and the new
Heimat. For Rabrenović, the most important phase of integration is his professional integration,
his work on the radio that combines both of his worlds, German and Jugo. As far as the old home
country, he comes to the realization that a permanent Rückkehr is not possible. For one thing,
Rabrenović lived in Yugoslavia longer than many of the children of the Gastarbeiter Jugos and
also well into the beginning of the wars. He experienced in person what led to the wars, how
everything was handled by the Yugoslav leaders and politicians, especially in Belgrade, his
hometown. Secondly, going back regularly makes him realize and accept that Belgrade is not his
hometown and Heimat he left behind, and it is not where he wants to live anymore. One of the
main reasons for this, as Rabrenović discusses, are the Yugoslav Wars and their aftermath, which
can still be felt, heard, and seen all throughout the former Yugoslavia, and where one cannot see
or expect any improvement and a better future. Nonetheless, Rabrenović also acknowledges that
“mit der Flucht nach Deutschland blieb mir aber Einiges erspart, was der Krieg mit sich
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brachte,” which is why it is perhaps not appropriate “aus meiner Position heraus groß über den
Balkan und die Balkanesen zu predigen.” But, as he continues, “mir bleibt nur die Hoffnung,
dass bessere Zeiten für meinen Balkan kommen. Dass die Jugos sowohl in Belgrad, Zagreb und
Sarajevo, als auch in Wien, Chicago oder Sydney noch stärker ihre Gemeinsamkeiten pflegen.
Dass irgendwann wieder die schönen Dinge das Balkan-Bild dominieren.”524 In order to
accomplish this, his autobiographical texts show that Rabrenović tries to do what he can for his
people, his old Heimat, and the Balkans. Therefore, he stays where he can be der Balkanizer and
where he is always herzlich willkommenčić.
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CHAPTER 3
It Is All Just a “Zufall” in Saša Stanišić’s Semi‐Autobiographical Work Herkunft:
Combing Through the Yugoslav Past and Finding a New Heimat in Germany
The Author Saša Stanišić: His Life, Work, and Achievements
In March 2008, sixteen years after his arrival in Germany as a war refugee, Saša Stanišić
“musste […] zum Erlangen der deutschen Staatsbürgerschaft unter anderem einen
handgeschriebenen Lebenslauf bei der Ausländerbehörde einreichen. Riesenstress! Beim ersten
Versuch brachte ich nichts zu Papier, außer, dass ich am 7. März 1978 geboren worden war.”525
Finally, he writes: “Hier ist eine Reihe von Dingen, die ich hatte,”526 and lists people, places,
favorite teachers, pets, childhood memories, health problems, soccer games he watched with his
father, and his scarf representing his favorite soccer team.527 As he states, he had “eine Kindheit
in einer kleinen Stadt an der Drina.”528 Stanišić was born in Višegrad on the river Drina in
Bosnia and Herzegovina, in the former Yugoslavia. Višegrad was, according to, Stanišić
“Mutters Erzählung von einem Krankenhaus im Regen, war Gerenne durch die Straßen als
Räuber und Gendarmen, war, zwischen den Fingern, die Weichheit der Fichtennadeln, war das
Treppenhaus bei Großmutter mit unzähligen Geräuschen, war Schlittenfahren, war Schule, war
Krieg, war gewesen.”529 He is a child from a mixed marriage, with a Serb father and a Bosniak
(Muslim) mother. After experiencing the initial tensions leading up to the Yugoslav Wars,
Stanišić spent several months in his hometown during the war in Bosnia and Herzegovina before
fleeing to Germany with his mother, where later his father and his maternal grandparents joined
them.
Stanišić, Saša. Herkunft. München, Luchterhand, 2019, p. 6.
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On August 24, 1992, Stanišić and his mother arrived in Heidelberg, Germany, a city
where he spent some years as a war refugee. Stanišić attended the Internationale Gesamtschule
Heidelberg and during this time he started writing and publishing poems, essays, and short
stories. Years later, when asked in an interview if he always wanted to be an author, Stanišić
replied:
Ich wollte das, seit ich zehn bin. Aber meistens gab es auch einen zweiten Plan, einen
sichereren, so glaubte ich. Auch hat mir das Unterrichten Spaß gebracht, also dachte ich
wirklich, ich orientiere mich ganz und gar akademisch. Eine Zeit lang wollte ich sogar
promovieren. Aber je länger ich an der Uni war, desto weniger wollte ich das wirklich.
Ich habe mich manchmal in den Seminaren doch sehr gelangweilt, so dass ich zu
schreiben begann. Die Prüfungen waren nicht wirklich schwierig, jedenfalls brauchte
man, um sie zu bestehen, die Veranstaltungen oft gar nicht zu besuchen. Aus dieser
Unterforderung heraus entstanden aber eben immer mehr literarische Texte und der
Kindheitstraum vom “nur Schreiben” wurde größer und größer.530
This childhood dream never changed, as Stanišić confirms when he received his
Aufenthaltserlaubnis. He states that this residency permit limited the type of work he could do:
“Ich durfte nichts sonst arbeiten. Das passte gut. Ich wollte auch nichts anderes arbeiten.”531
Stanišić graduated high school in 1997 and studied German as a foreign language and Slavic
Studies at the University of Heidelberg until 2004. After that, he studied at the Deutsche
Literaturinstitut Leipzig.532
Today, as Stanišić states, “ich lebe in Hamburg. Ich habe einen deutschen Pass. Mein
Geburtsort liegt hinter fremden Bergen. An der vertrauten Elbe gehe ich zweimal die Woche
laufen, eine App zählt die zurückgelegten Kilometer. Ich kann mir kaum vorstellen, wie das ist,
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sich zu verlaufen.”533 Stanišić is a highly regarded ex‐Yugoslav author who received many
awards throughout the years. While studying, Stanišić was already recognized for some of his
work. He received the Jürgen Fritzenschaft Prize of the University of Heidelberg for his master’s
thesis on Wolf Haas in 2004 and was represented at the Ingeborg Bachmann Prize with his work
Was wir im Keller spielen … in 2005, for which he received the Kelag Audience Award in the
same year. With his debut novel Wie der Soldat das Grammofon repariert, Stanišić was
extremely successful with critics and readers. The text was translated into 31 different languages
and received the promotion prize for the City of Bremen’s Literature Prize in 2007. Then, in
2008, Stanišić received the Adelbert von Chamisso Prize, the Lydia Eymann Scholarship and the
Heimito von Doderer Prize for Literature. Other awards include: Alfred Döblin Prize (2013), the
Hohenemser Literature Prize (2013), the Leipzig Book Fair Prize (2014), the Rheingau Literature
Prize (2016), and the Schubart Literature Prize (2017). He was nominated for the Deutscher
Buchpreis twice, in 2006 with his debut novel Wie der Soldat das Grammofon repariert and in
2014 for his second novel Vor dem Fest before winning the award in 2019 for his most recent
book Herkunft.
Herkunft is Stanišić’s most personal work and based on his and his family’s history.
Bodrožić and Rabrenović, the authors discussed in the previous chapters, wrote autobiographies;
Stanišić’s book could be defined as autobiographical, i.e., the author is on a search for clues and
answers to “who” and “where” questions as he wanders through the memories of the past.
Because Stanišić also uses phantasy and fictitious stories at times, reviewers acknowledge that it
is not an autobiography but a mix of “Autobiografie und Roman,” “Essay,” “autobiografischer
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Bericht,” or “autobiografische Prosaminiaturen.”534 As Stefan Kiser argues, “es hat sich in den
letzten Jahren der Begriff des Memoir für Bücher durchgesetzt, die ihren Gegenstand im eigenen
Leben finden. Was Stanisic schreibt, weigert sich, unter den Begriff einer Gattung oder Mode
gebeugt zu werden.”535 In an interview, Stanišić himself answers the question about genre by
stating:
Meine Bücher sind sowohl eine Aufarbeitung von persönlich Erlebtem und daraus
Erzähltem als auch natürlich immer auch Versuche gesellschaftliche Bereiche
erzählerisch zu betreten und daraus Themen für mein Schreiben zu gewinnen. Nicht jede
Geschichte, die ich erzähle, hat diesen intimen, persönlichen, familiären Kern. Sehr viele
sind einfach erfunden, andere sind mir erzählt worden, die verwandle ich dann in meine
Sprache. Aber man kann schon sagen, dass für dieses Projekt und eben das Thema
Herkunft ich mich vor allen Dingen auf die Vergangenheit meiner Familie beziehe. Es
geht so weit, dass ich auch in die Leben meiner Vorfahren von beiden Seiten der Familie
hineintauche.536
He then continues on his latest book elaborating:
Herkunft ist ein Buch über meine Heimaten, in der Erinnerung und der Erfindung. Ein
Buch über Sprache, Schwarzarbeit, die Stafette der Jugend und viele Sommer. Den
Sommer, als mein Großvater meiner Großmutter beim Tanzen derart auf den Fuß trat,
dass ich beinahe nie geboren worden wäre. Den Sommer, als ich fast ertrank. Den
Sommer, in dem die Bundesregierung die Grenzen nicht schloss und der dem Sommer
ähnlich war, als ich über viele Grenzen nach Deutschland floh. Herkunft ist ein Abschied
von meiner dementen Großmutter. Während ich Erinnerungen sammle, verliert sie
ihre.537
Asked about his motivation for writing the book, Stanišić states that he decided to write the book
Herkunft because of personal reasons and because time and again he is confronted with
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“Herkommen, Herkunft, Heimat.” The question about belonging always arises due to “lauter
Verschiebungen und Neudefinierungen dessen, was ich bin und woher ich herkomme,“ as
Stanišić explains. Therefore, he continues, “gehe ich meiner Familie auf die Spur.”538
Before delving into a reading of the text, what is at first notable in comparison to the
other works discussed in this dissertation is the single word title of Stanišić’s book, Herkunft.
This seems “simple” and straightforward. However, in comparison with the book titles from the
previous two chapters that provide a narrative context and reveal several themes in the books, the
German word Herkunft is thought‐provoking and also carries a lot of meaning. This title presents
a complex notion of where one comes from and where one belongs, which are the main
questions in Stanišić’s book.
One of the reasons, I have chosen to analyze and discuss this particular work is because
of the way Stanišić considers and answers these questions on Herkunft, Heimat, belonging, and
identity. His writing style combines his own story with stories of others in order to find himself
and identify what he lost due to the Yugoslav Wars, and to depict how these wars affected
people’s lives in so many ways, from material losses to physical and mental trauma and, for
some individuals and families, to finding refuge in another country. With this latest book
Herkunft, Stanišić offers a unique approach and style in the way he deals with the difficult,
emotional, and traumatic topic of the Yugoslav Wars and their aftermath in literature.
German and Serbokroatisch: The “Working” and the Emotional Roles of Languages
Throughout Stanišić’s Life
Scholars and critics of migrant literature have commented extensively on Saša Stanišić’s
writing style, and language starting with his acclaimed debut Wie der Soldat das Grammofon
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repariert (2006). The text Herkunft shares certain themes with this first novel as it also
thematizes war, flight, memories, soccer, and imagination. In a review of Stanišić’s Wie der
Soldat das Grammofon repariert, writer and journalist Carolin Emcke calls Stanišić “a true
sorcerer of narrative” with “the magic of storytelling.”539 These qualities have also been widely
recognized by other scholars, who according to Špela Virant, acclaim Stanišić’s diction and style
as “glänzend, anschaulich, sinnlich, üppig, prall, farbig, farbenprächtig, bunt und
ausdrucksstark.”540 As Helena Da Silva Gonçalves emphasizes, Stanišić’s work is permeated
with optimism despite his writing about traumatic war memory.541 Brigid Haines also discusses
more optimistic language to narrate trauma in the context of Stanišić’s work. However, contrary
to Da Silva Gonçalves, Haines closely analyzes Stanišić’s specific language usage as well as the
themes in his book Wie der Soldat das Grammofon repariert. She concludes that by employing a
specific narrative form that uses sport as theme and metaphor, as well as intertextuality and
humor, Stanišić manages to write about “sad things positively” in spite of the fact that he writes
about the “death of Yugoslavia.”542 In Herkunft, Stanišić uses soccer as well in order to create
parallels between the times before and during the war, and to metaphorically discuss the
Yugoslav Wars.543 He also incorporates humor and irony. As Haines asserts, certain authors
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represent the war, displacement, and the related trauma without submitting to misery and
hopelessness. The focus on positivness discussed by Haines is expanded upon in Lene Rock’s
article on Stanišić. Rock shows how specific articulation practices are employed among migrant
authors in order to discuss the past. Applying LaCapra’s process of “working-through,”544 Rock
demonstrates how Balkan authors can deal with the past and yet still be able to distinguish
between past (the memory of trauma), present, and future.545 In Stanišić’s work, for example,
LaCapra’s process resonates in his “sprachliches Erwachsenwerden,”546 and is reflected in the
child‐like narrative in the first part of Stanišić’s novel Wie der Soldat das Grammofon repariert.
This child‐like narrative is also present in his work Herkunft thorough Stanišić’s use of the
imagination, which he applies in order to process his own traumas of war and flight as well as to
deal with his grandmother’s memory loss through dementia. As Sabine Sürder writes in her
review of Herkunft, “er erzählt und fabuliert, was wahr oder erfunden ist, verschwimmt,”547
while Olivera Stajić states that Stanišić “wahre Fabeln erzählt.”548

“In the working-through, the person tries to gain critical distance on a problem, to be able to
distinguish between past, present and future. For the victim, this means his ability to say to
himself: Yes, that happened to me back then. It was distressing, overwhelming, perhaps I can’t
entirely disengage myself from it, but I’m existing here and now, and this is different from back
then.” (Interview with Professor Dominick LaCapra, Cornell University, 9 June 1998,
www.yadvashem.org).; See also, Arnaudova, Svetlana. “Vergangenheitsbewältigung und
Identitätskonstruktion im Roman von Saša Stanišić Wie der Soldat das Grammofon repariert.”
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Examining the use of specific national languages, Virant states that migrants turn to the
language of their exile country in order to be able to talk about their trauma. However, she
argues that they do not write in the German of the German‐language literary tradition.549 Instead,
as Virant demonstrates in her analysis of Stanišić’s Wie der Soldat das Grammofon repariert,
these writers develop their own, at times idiosyncratic ways to express themselves, employing
specific narrative and stylistic choices as they recount their stories. The discussion of Stanišić’s
use of German and his writing style in Wie der Soldat das Grammofon repariert is picked up in
very similar reviews of Herkunft where his Sprache is described as “voller Lebensfreude, z.T.
auch melancholisch, dann wieder amüsiert und hingerissen, frisch und lebendig, sein Ton klingt
bei der Ernsthaftigkeit des Themas heiter.”550 With his relaxed but also vivid and stirring
language, Stanišić takes the readers to his city of Višegrad again and again, but at the same time
also lets them take part in his life in Germany.
Another conspicuous feature in Stanišić’s texts is that they are episodically narrated, with
the episodes alternating between different locations and timeframes. An author with the
Südwestrundfunk, Ulrich Rüdenauer, describes this feature of Stanišić’s writing style aptly as
follows: “Schreiben selbst ist in Bewegung. Einen festen Ort gibt es weder für den Autor noch
für die Figuren in den bisher erschienenen Büchern. Sie sind auf der Flucht.”551 Sürder describes
this style as “Erzählsprünge vom Dort und Damals zu Hier und Jetzt und umgekehrt.”552 This
characteristic non-linear form, this “movement between different worlds and different times”553
549
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as Michele Simeon calls it, invites the reader’s continued interest. Stanišić continually “jumps”
between episodes set in the past in the former Yugoslavia, and the present that includes events in
the newly founded state of Bosnia and Herzegovina as well as his new home country, Germany.
Overall, Stanišić’s text Herkunft has received positive reviews for his writing style and
language, with reviewers calling it “multiperspektivisch mit Hang zum Fabulieren,” “schön
flirrend, poetisch und märchenhaft,” “verspielt mit den Sätzen dribbelnd, dabei Reflexion und
Gefühl nicht aussparend.”554 Stanišić excels in combining past and present, important anecdotes
from family life, political upheaval in Yugoslavia, and from his imagination. How did Stanišić
achieve this level of writing in German and became one of the most acknowledged and
recognized ex‐Yugoslav migrant authors? In Herkunft, Stanišić describes his language learning
process with a “Sprache, die einen Kern hatte, hart wie der einer Pflaume.”555
When reflecting on his experience of adapting to life in this new country in the 1990s,
the language of his new country becomes a central issue: “niemand verstand uns, wir verstanden
niemanden. Das Einzige, was ich auf Deutsch sagen konnte, war Lothar Matthäus,”556 states
Stanišić. While Bodrožić was acquainted with some German words from her Gastarbeiter
parents and Rabrenović from TV films, Stanišić confesses to a total lack of familiarity with
German besides the name of a famous German soccer player. He thus indicates that his only
relation to German is through soccer, a sport that has played a major role in his life as a child in
former Yugoslavia and as a teenager in Germany. Stanišić starts learning his new language and
describes the process similarly to Bodrožić and Rabrenović by listing the difficulties he faced in
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everyday life and school. He writes about his first day of school reflecting foremost on the
language: “Du stehst vor der Tür und liest: Ziehen. Das ist eine Tür. Das sind Buchstaben. Das
ist Z. Das ist I. Das ist E. Das ist H. Das ist E. Das ist N. Ziehen. Willkommen an der Tür zur
deutschen Sprache. Und du drückst. Es ist der 20. September 1992. Du bist seit einem Monat in
Deutschland. Die Tür gehört zu deiner Schule, heute ist dein erster Schultag.”557 In the class,
“niemand […] ist von hier. Niemand spricht Deutsch.”558
Stanišić uses the metaphor of “Gepäck” to demonstrate how he learned German and
developed his German skills, and what role German plays in his life. He combines this metaphor
with the use of the personal “du,”559 where the impersonal “man” might have been used. To
depict the language learning process, he employs a metaphor for the German language at the
beginning of his narration: “Die neue Sprache lässt sich einigermaßen gut packen, aber ganz
schlecht transportieren. Du verstehst mehr als du sagen kannst. An den Gepäckbändern der
Deklinationen vergisst du Endungen, die deutschen Wörter sind zu sperrig, die Fälle geraten
durcheinander und die Aussprache guckt immer raus, ganz egal, wie du die Sätze
zusammenlegst.”560
This initial account is followed by a step‐by‐step demonstration of the learning
progression where he starts with certain vocabulary before moving into more complex grammar
and language forms. Stanišić’s language development, his move from private to public
discourses can be understood as a move towards developing advanced literacy. Literacy, as
defined by James Paul Gee, is “control of secondary uses of language, (i.e. uses of language in
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secondary discourses).”561 Gee’s distinction between primary and secondary discourses can be
conceptualized as beginning with the oral language use of familiar interactions and gradually
moving into public, institutional, and professional settings. As Stanišić shows, a person’s life
stages, like forming friendships, falling in love, working as a teenager as well as daily
responsibilities and activities like school and watching television play a vital role while learning
a new language. He also links various new vocabulary and grammatical concepts such as tense,
pronouns, indirect speech, etc. with particular life experiences. These newly acquired words and
linguistic features either gain significance as Stanišić goes through different phases in life and
experiences different situations or through being the expressive modes for what and how Stanišić
feels and thinks. This learning process is not linear and in Stanišić’s telling, he faced many
obstacles during the process of language acquisition.
Die Wochentage und Monate hast du längst gepackt, es vergehen allerdings einige, bis du
Freunde hast. Sie sind mit geteilter Sprache leichter zu finden. Du verstehst, welche
Fußballmannschaft sie mögen. […] Sein Vater nimmt euch zu einem Spiel nach
Karlsruhe. […] Du lernst die Vokabeln »Duwichserdu«. […] Du singst mit: »Hamburger
Jungs, Hamburger Jungs, wir sind alle Hamburger Jungs. « […] Zum Fußballspielen
brauchst du wenig Sprache.562
Plötzlich das: Du verliebst dich ein bisschen. […] Dein Deutsch ist noch schlecht, um
wirklich ehrlich verliebt zu sein. Wie soll man erzählen? Man zuckt mit den Schultern,
wenn eine Frage gestellt wird, und hält Händchen. Du lernst »Händchen halten« und
»Abschiedskuss«.563
Verbpräfixe. Du austrägst Zeitungen. Du lernst die Nachbarn kennen und die Vokabel
»Trinkgeld«. Sechs Monate später laufen dir noch immer Fehler bei der Verbtrennung
unter […]564
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Indirekte Rede. Sie sagt, es sei [...], dass ihr Herz koche.565
Du kannst deinen ersten Witz auf Deutsch erzählen. Es lacht bloß keiner, außer Pekka,
aber es liegt inzwischen eindeutig nicht an der Sprache […]566
Relativpronomen. Ein Land, dessen Sprache man versteht […]567
Ihr besitzt einen kleinen Fernseher. […] Du schaltest um: »Stirb langsam« mit Bruce
Willis. Bruce Willis spricht Deutsch. Du verstehst Bruce Willis ganz okay.568
Plusquamperfekt. Geschichte bei Herrn Gebhard, Thema Nationalsozialismus.569
Futur. Politikunterricht. Du sagst: »Kapitalismus wird sich selbst fressen.«570
Stanišić ends his exposition portraying how much he has learned since the first day of school
when he opened the “Tür zur deutschen Sprache:”571 “Du stehst wieder vor der Tür. Du nimmst
nicht mehr wahr, dass da Ziehen steht. Etwas können ist das Beste. Der Koffer aus Sprache ist
mit mehr Gepäck leichter geworden.”572 The successful outcome of learning German, Stanišić
continues, opened a new avenue and led to storywriting: “Die vielen Vokabeln und Regeln und
Fertigkeiten schicken dich auf eine neue Reise: Du beginnst Geschichten zu schreiben.”573
Thus, Stanišić’s newly acquired language plays an important role for him as an author. He states
that once he acquired the new language, when “speaking German, he ’fitted in’ and was
not.especially noticed.”574 As he did not want to remain invisible, Stanišić started writing in
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German, which resulted in his widely popular first novel Wie der Soldat das Grammofon
repariert.575
Before this public success as an adult, Stanišić was writing already at a young age in
Yugoslavia before the wars. Similar to Bodrožić, he started with poems: “Ich lernte Gedichte
auswendig und schrieb selbst welche [...].”576 Once in Germany, Stanišić keeps writing and when
he gets caught by a German teacher during a class period, he is asked to write the poems in
German. With the encouragement from his teacher in Germany, Stanišić begins a new writing
process in which he translates initially from Serbo-Croatian to German: “Zuerst übersetzte ich
aus dem Serbokroatischen, dann schrieb ich, von ihm ermutigt, die ersten Verse direkt auf
Deutsch.”577 German becomes his language of choice for his writing even though it is not his
native language. Stanišić underscores, “die Sprache ist das einzige Land ohne Grenzen. Jeder
kann (und sollte) von dem Privileg Gebrauch machen, eine Sprache größer und schöner zu
machen, indem er dort einen Wortbaum pflanzt, einen noch nie zuvor gezüchteten.”578 Stanišić
rejects the category of “migrant writer” and argues that “immigrant literatures are not an isle in
the sea of national literature, but a component, both in the depths, where the archaic squids of
tradition live, and on the surface, where pop‐cultural waves hit the shore.”579 He also strongly
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suggests that “writing itself is a foreign language.”580 As Stanišić explains, “for every story, for
every play, for every new creation, I have to learn a new language: I have to find the narrator’s
voice, I have to decide on my figure’s specific verbal characteristics and I have to learn and keep
the rhythm and flow of the whole.”581
For Stanišić, the German language plays a very specific role as Alltagssprache, which is
similar to the role German plays for Rabrenović. German is the practical language because it is
the language of everyday communication of their new country, and it allows subsistence. It is
what another ex‐Yugoslav author, Slavenka Drakulić, calls the “working” language.582 German
takes on this particular function for Stanišić and Rabrenović in their writing. This is very
different from the main role German plays for Bodrožić, who uses German to tell her stories
because that is the only language that allows her to convey and express her emotions, and to deal
with the aftermath and losses of the Yugoslav Wars. In comparison to Bodrožić, Stanišić does
not foreground his emotional attachment to German but rather underlines its importance in terms
of his work, his Arbeit: “Dass ich heute noch mit Sprache arbeiten, dass ich literarisch schreiben
kann, ist ein Privileg. Ich weiß noch, wie es sich anfühlt, für etwas keine Sprache zu haben.”583
“Etwas” can be specified as one’s work and career, and Stanišić illustrates in his text how
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differently (keine) Sprache affects younger and older generations of refugees, migrants, and
immigrants:
Der ältere [Sohn seines Onkels] ist Spielervermittler in Deutschland […]584
Der jüngere [Sohn seines Onkels] hat Germanistik studiert, um in Bosnien in einem
deutschen Call‐Center zu arbeiten. Inzwischen hat er selbst ein Call‐Center geöffnet. 585
Kommst du vom Balkan, bist geflüchtet und sprichst die Landessprache nicht, sind das
deine eigentlichen Qualifikationen und Referenzen. Mutter, die Politologin, landete in
einer Großwäscherei. Fünfeinhalb Jahre fasste sie in heiße Handtücher. Vater, den
Betriebswirt, verschlug es in den Bau.586
Vater bewarb sich anfangs auf alle mögliche Stellen […]. Er wurde selten zum Gespräch
eingeladen.587
Onkel dachte darüber nach, was er als vierunddreißigjähriger Schauspieler im fremden
Land und ohne Landessprache spielen könnte. Die Theater hatten kein Interesse an ihm,
Agenturen keine Hoffnungen für ihn. Also spielte er ein Jahr lang das Austragen von
Zeitungen, bis ihm doch eine Rolle einfiel, die Sprache nicht braucht. Jugos buchen keine
Clowns, die Kindergärten und österreichische Immobilienbranchen lieben sie aber.588
These examples demonstrate that the language of the new country and its acquisition
have a major impact on both generations but in different ways. Stanišić shows that language
proficiency is the “key driver” for integration and occupational success. Refugees themselves
have pointed out how essential language learning is for adapting to the new culture, environment,
and way of life of a new country.589 As Stanišić demonstrates with his examples, failing to
achieve language proficiency leads to difficulties with participation in the labor market, and
immigrants and refugees face barriers with engagement in social interactions, finding a job,
progressing in the job, and having easier access to better‐paying jobs. According to Stanišić, one
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of the main components and decisive factors affecting immigrants’ and refugees’ ability to learn
the new language is the age at which they arrive in the new country. He exemplifies this in his
work as he writes about the different generations and Arbeit. While older refugees face greater
impediments to learning the new language, younger people learn faster, with greater ease, less
effort, and more proficient outcomes. Because the younger people acquire the new language and
adapt faster, they also find jobs more quickly, are better suited for getting a position or
establishing a career, and have more workplace choices, as Stanišić reveals with examples of his
war refugee family members in Germany. At the same time, the older generation has to settle for
whatever can be done without language skills, which often means menial labor that is frequently
accompanied by physical pain.
As the children acquire German more quickly, they become mediators between their
parents and their new environment. The mediator role is embodied in Stanišić, who gains a very
specific position in the family as a translator and interpreter in the new country, for example,
during an interview: “Klappte es mal, bat er [Vater] mich mitzukommen, damit ich übersetzen
könnte, falls er etwas nicht verstand.”590 Yet, beyond that, Stanišić also portrays how this
mediator role can make him feel ashamed and embarrassed. “Beim Einkaufen mit Großvater an
der Edeka‐Kasse, ein Gespräch in der Schlange: Es ging darum, dass die Salami in Folie
eingepackt war […]. »Eine Salami muss frei sein!«, rief Großvater und reckte die Salami über
den Kopf […]. [Wir] verpassten den Augenblick, da die Schlange sich weiterbewegte. »Ey,
Kanacken, wird’s heute noch?« Ich habe meinem Großvater nicht gedolmetscht. Ich habe mich
umgedreht und mich entschuldigt.”591 On one hand, Stanišić depicts his particular role as a
translator and Dolmetscher for the family in public with these examples. On the other hand, he
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also illustrates that the older generation did not acquire the language skills to perform well in
different public settings, ranging from an important interview to a (rather silly or close to
offensive) comment or complaint at the supermarket. According to Ibrahim Özkan and Maria
Belz, speaking the language of the host country means that migrant children “gain more
powerful positions in the family than their parents depending on how much help they receive.”592
As children gain these “powerful positions,” Özkan and Belz argue that the loss of control “can
be a factor in the genesis of mental health problems in the parents.”593 Also the “loss of worker
identity” among the parents can lead to “confusion and depression,” as Daphne Berdahl
stresses.594 While Özkan and Belz exclusively discuss mental health outcomes, Stanišić
demonstrates the mental strains but also the physical effects of not being able to speak the
language of the country one lives in as he describes the impact on his parents. “Waren die beiden
in Deutschland glücklich? Ja, manchmal. Und ja, zu selten.”595
Anders als mich in der Schule führte die Arbeit meiner Eltern an die Ränder des sozialen
und des körperlichen ertragbaren Lebens. Vater verbrachte seines auf Baustellen […]. Er
machte sich den Rücken kaputt und war nur an den Wochenenden zu Hause.596
Mutter starb tausende heiße Tode in der Wäscherei. Als nicht‐deutsche Frau, vom Balkan
gar, stand sie auf der untersten Stufe der Beschäftigungstrittleiter, und das ließ man sie
auch spüren.597
Sie [die Mutter] arbeitet in einer großen Wäscherei. Sie sagt, es sei dort so heiß, dass ihr
das Herz koche.598
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Speaking about himself, it becomes clear that Stanišić needs German for his literary
existence in spite of the fact that he has never really been without language599 as he has his native
language. His “Muttersprache”600 is “Serbokroatisch,”601 two terms which he uses a few times in
his book when he writes about his mother tongue. Nevertheless, his own Muttersprache does not
play a role in the writing process for Stanišić. In contrast to Bodrožić, Stanišić shows emotional
attachment to his native language rather than German although he hardly writes anything in his
Muttersprache. For the most part, whenever Stanišić writes something in his mother tongue, he
also provides a translation in German. Though he does not utilize his Muttersprache much, like
Bodrožić and Rabrenović, he shows a pattern by using it for food and meals,602 as well as words
associated with his childhood, his grandparents, the lost home, city, region, and country.
Examples are the use of poskok603 (nose‐horned viper, a type of snake symbolic for the village of
his ancestors, which he also relates to his Kindheit as well as his Angst, mahala604 (Balkan word
for “neighbourhood” or “quarter,” brought to the area through Ottoman Turkish mahalle), vila605
(the good fairy, which is how he describes his grandmother). In regard to his own child, unlike
Rabrenović, Stanišić does not elaborate why it is important to him that his child speaks his
Muttersprache. In the one sentence Stanišić devotes to this topic, he writes: “Mein Sohn ist in
Hamburg geboren. Er weiß, dass Kirschen einen Kern haben und Kern auch Košpica heißt und
Kirsche auch Trešnja.”606 Although this is just one example, the actual vocabulary that Stanišić
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decides to emphasize highlights his son’s knowledge of Serbokroatisch, as these are not words of
everyday discourse. The very lack of details and explanations after this single statement by
Stanišić leads the reader to make particular assumptions, i.e., that he is teaching his son his
Muttersprache Serbokroatisch and that his son is growing up bilingually.
The Questions of Who and Where: Searching for Identity, Heimat, and Belonging Through
Memories, People, and Places
Serbokroatisch also plays a central role for Stanišić’s conversations in his Muttersprache
with his grandmother, who is suffering from dementia and slowly losing her memory: “»Hab ich
dir schon mal erzählt, wie ich deinen Opa kennengelernt habe?« Ja hatte sie. Zwei oder drei Mal
in dieser Woche allein.”607 While Serbokroatisch is extremely important because of the
grandmother, it must be highlighted that the language Stanišić uses to tell his grandmother’s
stories is German. In Stanišić’s writing process, it is notable that he turns oral speech in one
language (Serbo‐Croatian) into translated written speech in another (German). The role of
Stanišić’s grandmother and their communication are the most prominent themes in the book.
According to Rüdenauer, “ein Fixpunkt in diesem Selbstvergewisserungsbuch […] ist die
Großmutter. Ihrem Andenken ist dieses Buch auf gewisse Weise gewidmet. Ihr Versinken in der
Demenz versucht der Enkel aufzuhalten durch Sprache, immer wieder setzt er an, reiht
Geschichte an Geschichte, Ende an Ende.”608 This approach resembles Stanišić’s first novel Wie
der Soldat das Grammofon repariert. Analyzing this particular novel, Svetlana Arnaudova
concludes that “das Unfertige den Erzähler überwältigt und beherrscht.”609 This notion of das
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Unfertige and how it affects him is also illustrated in his text Herkunft. It is his grandmother’s
unfinished Geschichten about his family, their past, and origin that Stanišić is trying to hear and
talk about while he still can in order to complete his own story of who he is and where he is
from. Stanišić also makes sure to have everything on paper that his grandmother is relating to
him about his family and his family’s Herkunft and past, while also ensuring that he writes down
everything about her. As she ends up in the hospital, “statt die Krankheit zum Anlass für einen
Besuch zu nehmen, blieb ich in Hamburg und schrieb über sie. […] Heute ist der 7. März 2018
[…].”610 His grandmother’s illness leads to “all die kurzen Besuche nach dem Krieg bei ihr” as
well as many phone calls. However, “mit jedem Mal waren wir uns ein Stück fremder, das
Vertraute war das Vergangene,” as Stanišić notes.611 Consequently, “als meine Großmutter
Kristina Erinnerungen zu verlieren begann, begann ich Erinnerungen zu sammeln.”612
In the process of Stanišić’s grandmother’s losing her memory, he is “collecting” her
memories through their conversations in order to find his identity, belonging, and Herkunft.613
This is one of the key differences between Stanišić and the first two authors, Bodrožić and
Rabrenović, as they did not turn to these family talks and other family members’ and relatives’
memories to find what they have lost. As Stanišić exemplifies, these memories are formed
through communication and the Familiengedächtnis is reflected in the form of the
kommunikativen Gedächtnisses which, per Aleida Assmann, “in einem Milieu räumlicher Nähe,
regelmäßiger Interaktion, gemeinsamer Lebensformen und geteilter Erfahrungen entstehen.”614
During these interactions, Stanišić’s quest for his Herkunft and his family’s history requires that
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his grandmother revisits her past life and experiences as she tells Stanišić her stories. A theme of
temporal and spatial movement is reflected here as well as between different places and
timeframes. As Karl Schlögel points out, “alles, was geschieht, findet nicht nur in der Zeit statt,
sondern auch im Raum.”615 The grandmother’s storytelling is at times affected by her dementia
and Stanišić demonstrates how this temporal and spatial movement can also have unrestricted
impacts, where a person is in more than one space and time simultaneously:
Großmutter hat ein Mädchen auf der Straße gesehen. Sie ruft ihm zu vom Balkon, es
solle keine Angst haben, sie werde es holen. Rühr dich nicht! Großmutter steigt auf
Strümpfen drei Stockwerke hinunter […] und als sie dort ankommt, wo das Mädchen
gestanden hat, ist das Mädchen fort. Sie ruft es, ruft nach dem Mädchen. Autos bremsen,
umkurven meine Großmutter […], [...] die Großmutter ruft ihren eigenen Namen:
Kristina! Es ist der 7. März 2018 in Višegrad, Bosnien und Herzegowina. Großmutter ist
siebenundachtzig Jahre alt und elf Jahre alt.616
»Tito ist tot!« […] »Vielleicht frag ich Andrej.« »Welchen Andrej?« »Deinen Nachbarn.
Den Polizisten?« »Hier gibt es keinen Polizisten.« Großmutter winkte ab. Ich begriff:
»Hier« war nicht heute. Großmutter befand sich in Titos Todesjahr, 1980.617
Besides the conversations with his grandmother, Stanišić looks for other ways to fill the
Leerstellen in his own memory. These Leerstellen or memory gaps “can haunt the person and
make them psychologically troubled” and this disturbance ensues from gaps in their knowledge
and/or from someone else’s secrets.618 In addition to the oral recollections from his grandmother,
Stanišić also has access to artifacts. Troubled by the realization that he does not know his
grandfather, his Herkunft, and who he is, Stanišić hopes that he can also find some answers in his
grandmother’s collection of photos, documents, and his grandfather’s belongings. Hedvig Turai
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calls this type of collecting “scientific archiving: to keep what is significant, what is to be
preserved for posterity, and to dispose of what is not valuable and not needed.”619 Maria Mayr
identifies these collections as “unmediated testimonies like those found in an archive as defined
by Assmann.”620 Going through his grandmother’s collection, Stanišić highlights this scientific
archiving as “Großmutter hatte bestimmt nicht die Absicht, ihrem Mann ein Denkmal zu
errichten. Sie hat einfach ein paar Sachen, die sie wichtig fand, nicht weggeworfen.”621 As
Friederike Eigler argues about Generationenromane, communication does not only occur
through Gespräche; rather, “die stummen Überbleibsel der familiären Vergangenheit” play an
important role in memory discourse as well.622 These “stummen Überbleibsel” also play a
significant role in Stanišić’s book, something that differentiates his work from that of Bodrožić
and Rabrenović. This kommunikative Gedächtnis among different generations and composed of
different parts — communication, storytelling, oral history, photos, objects — is then turned into
the kollektives Gedächtnis. Here, Stanišić focuses on and highlights the collective memory of his
family specifically through photos and other items that can serve for coming to terms with the
past when confronted by those objects. By collecting objects, as Assmann declares, one
preserves memories, which again constitutes soziales or kollektives Gedächtnis.623 “The photo is
material proof, it is authentic, and as Roland Barthes says, it has the power to establish facts.”624
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Analyzing family photos and their role, Lieve Willekens states that they are essential for memory
and “bear an important conclusive force” as the “remnants of private life” that enable people to
shape their family memories and eternize family narrative.625
Looking through some photographs from the time before the wars, Stanišić first describes
them in detail and then comments on them as follows:
Ich blicke wieder nach vorn und Großmutter drückte ab, machte ein Foto von mir in
Oskoruša. […] Ein junger Mann im Hügelland. Das Haar verschwitzt, klebt an der Stirn.
Ein Schaf liegt da. Der Berg ragt über seine Schulter auf. Große Vögel kreisen um den
Gipfel. Der Himmel ist rigoros blau.626
Heute ist der 7. Februar 2018. Es sind fast neun Jahre vergangen seit das Foto
aufgenommen wurde. Lebt noch jemand dort oben? Warum auch nicht?627
Es gibt ein Foto von meinen Cousinen und mir, aufgenommen zwei Jahre vor
Kriegsbeginn. Wir sitzen auf einer Treppe. Ich habe die Arme um die jüngere gelegt, die
ältere lehnt den Kopf an meine Schulter. Wir tragen Trainingsanzüge. Schielen gegen die
Sonne, lächeln für die Kamera.628
Wenn wir629 heute einander besuchen, unternehmen wir etwas, das Aufmerksamkeit
verlangt. Sprechen über das, was wir gerade erleben. Über das zu sprechen, was gewesen
ist, bräuchte es Ruhe und Zuwendung und vor allem den Mut, nachzufragen. Über
Višegrad sprechen wir seit Višegrad nicht mehr.630
The interpretation of old images occurs among individuals who have suffered horrifying
experiences and dramatic changes in everyday life, as Willekens explains.631 For Stanišić this is
the Yugoslav Wars, the flight, the aftermath of the wars, and the new life he had to start in
Germany. In her collection of essays On Photography, Susan Sontag defines a photograph as a
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“token of absence” and contends that photographs can “evoke the sense of the unattainable.”632
Commenting on the photographs he found, Stanišić reflects Sontag’s definitions as he either
wonders about his Heimat from afar or avoids talking about certain parts of his past at all as they
represent something that no longer exists and is out of his reach. This attitude can again be tied
to Stanišić’s war and flight experiences and the fact that, for him, nothing is the same in the
aftermath of the Yugoslav Wars. In connection with one’s past, Stijn Vervaet explains that
“photographs not only help us to recall the past, they can also act as substitutes for past
experiences.”633 As Michael Roth observes, photographs “seem to offer the possibility of re‐
experiencing the past.”634 However, Stanišić actually reveals the opposite of Roth’s observation
on photographs. For him, certain parts of his past captured in photographs are constant reminders
of what he has lost, such as, for example, his Heimat. Therefore, because of the traumatic events
he experienced, Stanišić does not have the desire to re‐experience what no longer exists.
Another role of family photographs is that they “have a melancholic story in which we
are looking for our past, our roots […],” as Turai posits.635 Stanišić goes beyond that and stresses
how the photos, the documents, and certain items found in shoe boxes and drawers represent the
facts and the only honest memory of him and his grandfather. As he only knows about his
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grandfather through stories by others and his own imagination, these material items serve to fill
his memory’s Leerstellen about his grandfather.
Die Anzeige begleitet ein Foto des riesigen Trauerzugs.636 […] Auch das, mein Fehlen in
dem Trauerzug, hat mich hierhergebracht, zu diesen Schuhkartons. Hier ist meine einzige
ehrliche Erinnerung an das Bauernkind, an den Partisanenkämpfer, an den
Parteifunktionär: ein alter Mann und ein Junge, gebeugt über ein Kreuzworträtsel. Der
alte Mann gibt Hinweise verpackt in einfache Fragen, bis der Junge, scheinbar allein, auf
den gesuchten Begriff kommt. Der Junge schreibt die Buchstaben in die Kästchen mit
einem dicken Vierfarb‐Kugelschreiber.637
Großvater war eine Leerstelle in meiner Erinnerung, die durch fremde Anekdoten und
eigene Erfindungen überbrückt worden war. Ich wollte nun so etwas wie eine Begegnung
mit ihm in Tatsachen. In Ausweisen und Stromrechnungen auf seinem Namen. […] Peter
»Pero« Stanišić liegt in Schuhkartons, in Schubladen, er ist in Folien eingeschweißt. […]
Ich fand auch einen Einkaufszettel (Brot, Milch, Äpfel, Mehl, Salami) und blätterte in
einem fettigen Heftchen mit Kinderliedern.638
Stanišić summarizes the findings about his grandfather in a list: “Heute ist der 18. Juli 2018. Ich
finde keinen anderen Weg, um zu präsentieren, was ich über meinen Großvater erfahren habe,
als die Funde aufzulisten wie Zutaten im Rezept für eine Biografie. Der große Großvater‐
Erzähler ist eine angestaubte Liste.”639 Listing is a specific strategy used by Stanišić that Annette
Bühler-Dietrich and Vladimir Biti analyze in Stanišić’s novel Wie der Soldat das Grammofon
repariert, emphasizing how the ones who are searching turn to “listing,” “a well‐established
technique of commemorating the traumatically lost past,” which “belongs to the standard
repertory of exile writing.”640 Listing allows exiles and migrants to compare the past with the
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present, specifically with regard to the country and the city compared before and after the war
regarding homes, buildings, infrastructure, and people, how things were and how they are now.
As Biti points out investigating Wie der Soldat das Grammofon repariert, Stanišić composes lists
and accumulates “catalogues” throughout his novel in order to remember the devastated past.641
In his book Herkunft, on the other hand, Stanišić uses the accumulation of personal objects and
official documents from his grandfather in order to learn about him and to fill his own memory
gaps. Thus, listing takes on a different role for Stanišić in his most recent book. It provides
Stanišić with relevant context, helps him navigate through and learn about his ancestry, his
grandfather, and his roots in the course of his quest of self‐discovery and questions about his
Herkunft. Stanišić lists the artifacts and documents pertaining to his grandfather in chronological
order:
Urkunde der staatlichen Volksschule Rudo
Foto: Großvater in Schwarzweiß als etwa Sechzehnjähriger
Dienstausweis der Jugoslawischen Armee (JA)
Lobesurkunde
Parteiausweis BH 01 456416
Etui (darin eine Uhr vom Haus der Gesundheit)
Foto: Familienfest in Schwarzweiß
Befund der Klinik für kardiovaskuläre und rheumatische Erkrankungen in Banja Vrućica,
Nr. 3605 für Stanišić, Petar642
Foto: Großmutter, Großvater und ich am Esstisch in Farbe
Die Todesanzeige aus der Lokalzeitung vom 24.07.1986.643
The kind of information which Stanišić is not able to get from his grandmother due to her
dementia, he learns from the lists he keeps jotting down. In between all the conversations with
her and all of his discoveries, Stanišić makes sure to write down notes:
Ich lege ihr die Hand an die Wange. Ich wünsche meiner Großmutter eine gute Nacht. Ich
warte, bis sie eingeschlafen ist. Ich setze mich in den Gemeinschaftsraum. In der Voliere
ein Kanarienvogel. Ich öffne die Datei HERKUNFT.doc. Ich schreibe:
641
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Ich lege ihr die Hand an die Wange. Ich wünsche meiner Großmutter eine gute Nacht. Ich
warte, bis sie eingeschlafen ist. Ich setze mich in den Gemeinschaftsraum. In der Voliere
ein Kanarienvogel. Ich öffne die Datei HERKUNFT.doc.”644
By making sure to mark everything down as it happens or right after, Stanišić documents his
quest in real time.
Nevertheless, even after making these discoveries, Stanišić’s acts of uncovering end in a
question that remains after his grandmother’s death: “Ein geliebter Mensch stirbt. Ist gestorben.
»Bin ich das?«, war Großmutters letzter Satz […] Das frage ich mich seit zwei Jahren in diesem
Text: Bin das ich? Sohn meiner Eltern, Enkelsohn meiner Großeltern, Urenkel meiner
Urgroßeltern, Kind Jugoslawiens, Geflüchteter vor einem Krieg, zufällig nach Deutschland,
Vater, Schriftsteller, Figur. Bin das alles ich?”645 Stanišić’s process of collecting memories
illustrates and underscores the significance of personal and family history, of Herkunft, and the
link between our identities with others’ identities, especially parents and grandparents. The
cognizance of relation between memory and identity dates back to the 17th century. In a way,
Stanišić participates in a longstanding dispute that goes back to John Locke’s critique of
Descartes’s Cogito, ergo sum in his 1690 An Essay Concerning Human Understanding, in which
he claims that the substance of human identity lies in what we are able to remember of our
past.646
In terms of his past, Stanišić remembers how his identity was affected before the war in
Bosnia and Herzegovina started. Enforced ethnic/religious self‐identification began in 1991, 647
including among children in schools,648 when they were told to write down in the appropriate
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column if they were Moslem, Serbe or Kroate. Among the children, as Stanišić remembers, this
caused hesitation, aggravation, and anger, resulting in the children adding their own rubrics:
Weiß nicht, Jugoslawe, Fickt euch alle.649 Three aspects stand out in this scenario. First, the
children’s reactions and their own choices, which can be interpreted as them not knowing
because the question of ethnic identity was never a topic at their home. Second, Stanišić stresses
the fact that even children were asked to publicly identify their ethnic and subsequently religious
affiliation. Then, as Tone R. Bringa explains, in the former Yugoslavia as well as in the newly
established countries, religious identity corresponds with ethnic or national identity for all three
groups.650 Thus, Croats observe Catholicism, Serbs Orthodoxy, and Muslims Islam. As Ted Gurr
asserts: “religion is salient to ethnicity if it is a defining trait that sets a group apart in its own
eyes or in the eyes of others.”651 More specifically addressing the context of Yugoslavia, Michael
B. Petrovich points out that “religion was not so much a matter of private conscience as of one’s
public identity.”652 Third, the choices for one’s identification provided to the school children in
Stanišić’s book was an option between two ethnicities (Serbs, Croats) and a religion (Muslim).
Stanišić demonstrates in his novel the multiethnic, multireligious, and multicultural Bosnia and
Herzegovina, and also that ‘Muslim’ was a religious as well as ethnic and national identity,653
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denoting the strong historical force of religion in the Balkan societies that has defined identities.
This role of religion is also heavily discussed in research on the Yugoslav Wars, which overall
establishes that there is a religious dimension to the conflicts in the former Yugoslavia. Gerard
Powers proclaims that this particular conflict is “merely the most recent in a long history of
conflict between three major cultures, which are distinguished primarily by religion.”654 The
differences in religion have led to violent conflicts over territory, populations, and policy,
according to Powers.655 Henry Kissinger also argues that “the conflict is about religion, not
ethnicity since all the groups are of the same ethnic stock [Slavs].”656 Likewise, Samuel
Huntington contends that religion represents a central factor in a conflict of the Balkan
cultures.657 As Ivan Iveković summarizes it, “religion has always been used and abused for
political ends, even in the most advanced liberal democratic countries. They are apparently the
most enduring means to the legitimation of political power.”658
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The political power Stanišić highlights in two different encounters in 2018, over 20 years
after the Yugoslav Wars ended, revealing what this power can lead to when regions within one
country are divided and governed by different ethnic and religious groups.659 In the first
encounter, he and his mother are walking through the woods towards the village of Oskoruša in
the mountains about 25 miles from his city of Višegrad660 when “[ein Mann] ruft: “»Wer irrt
denn da durch meinen Wald?«“ Die Mutter sagt leise: »Nennt mich Marija.« Ein serbischer
Name ist ihrer Skepsis lieber als der eigene. [...] »Woher sind die Deinen, Marija?« »Višegrad,
immer Višegrad« [...] und spricht weiter, muss ablenken, damit sie nicht noch nach dem
Stammbaum befragt wird [...].”661 With this conversation Stanišić shows how even a person’s
first name can reveal one’s ethnicity and religion in the former Yugoslavia. This especially
applies to Bosnia and Herzegovina because the three ethnicities/religions are equally present
there and citizens are automatically categorized by ethnicity/religion according to their first
name. Stanišić brings this to light when writing about his mother’s circumstances: “Sie hat, als
Wilmer, Franke. “What Happened in Yugoslavia?” The Social Construction of Man, the State
and War: Identity, Conflict, and Violence in Former Yugoslavia. New York and London,
Routledge, 2002, pp. 25–55.
The structural solution negotiated at the cessation of violence in Bosnia in 1995 involved
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and eastern areas of Bosnia under the control of Bosnian Serbs [Republika Srpska – Republic of
Srpska] and another “entity” in the region contiguous to Croatia and controlled by the MuslimCroat Federation in the western and central areas of Bosnia. The grayest issues lay in the status
of border areas between Croatia and Herzegovina, where Bosnian Croats had proclaimed “The
Croatian Community of Herzeg-Bosna” in 1992, in the “Brčko corridor” in western Slavonia, on
the front line between Bosnia and Croatia, and in eastern Slavonia, the area of Croatia on the
eastern border with Serbia, where, as the Dayton talks opened, the Serbs maintained control
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Frau und aus einem nicht‐akademischen Umfeld stammend, als einziges der drei Kinder studiert.
1990, als das noch üblich war, machte sie sich selbständig. Die ethnische Herkunft allerdings
hing ihr wegen ihres Namens an wie ein hartnäckiges Gerücht.”662 Stanišić continues by showing
how the encounter in the woods affected his mother. Out of fear rooted in her experiences of the
Yugoslav Wars and their consequences, she uses a different name and avoids talking about her
ancestors and their Herkunft beyond a certain city and region. As Wilmer argues, “the ways in
which two people are different, like religion and cultural affinity, are not as imperative as how
those differences structure their social relations.”663 He expands by explaining: “If identity is the
way we answer the question “Who am I?” then we may answer the question differently
depending on who is asking, when it is being asked, for what purpose the question has been
asked, our own purposes in responding to the question, and so on.”664 Stanišić illustrates
Wilmer’s argument on identity in the encounter with the man in the woods and his mother’s
responses and reaction. Stanišić’s (Muslim) mother answers the questions in a certain way
because of the person who is asking (a stranger), the location (a Serb-governed region of Bosnia
and Herzegovina), the time period (after the wars and the division of the country), and the
unknown purpose of the questions (there is an assertion of ownership in the possessive pronoun
used in the question that should be noted “mein Wald”). Stanišić not only emphasizes the
dependency of identity and Herkunft on the situation and the social context but he also reflects
what Sari Pietikäinen and Anne Mäntynen explicate, namely that identity is a linguistic‐social
Stanišić commented on the names even in his novel Wie der Soldat das Grammofon repariert,
and Erika Hammer addresses this stating, “mit dem Krieg tritt eine neue Ordnung in Kraft, auf
einmal sind die Namen wichtig, dass man einen “guten” oder “richtigen Namen” hat […].”
Hammer, Erica. “Suche nach einem Heim in Unheimlichen: Ordnungssuche in einer chaotischen
Welt bei Saša Stanišić und Melinda Nadj Abonji.” Wendepunkt in der Kultur und Geschichte
Mitteleuropas, 2015, pp. 251–262 (p. 256).
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process and that, depending on the situation, people are confronted with their different
alternative versions of their identity.665 However, Stanišić expands this further to demonstrate
and stress that people in war-torn countries like the former Yugoslavia sometimes must take
additional measures and precautions when asked about their identity. Thus, choosing an
alternative or different identity becomes a result of anxiety, fear or worry. Faced with a specific
situation, Stanišić’s mother decides to disguise her true identity by using a different first name.
This illustrates how the aftermath of the Yugoslav Wars affects the identity in the public sphere
and how the mother’s identity is realized in a very distinct way due to the social context
described by Stanišić.
In the second encounter, Stanišić and his parents are driving in a particular region of
Bosnia and Herzegovina and are stopped by a policeman. Stanišić writes: “Die hiesigen
Verkehrspolizisten nehmen ihren Beruf ernst. Das kroatische Wappen am Kennzeichen seines
Wagens666 garantiert, dass wir auf serbischem Territorium angehalten werden […].”667 Stanišić
highlights the same issue on another drive: “Um acht sind wir unterwegs. Die Strecke führt durch
den Osten Bosniens, der als Hochburg serbischer Nationalisten gilt. Das kroatische Kennzeichen
ist wieder Thema: »Hier sollten wir eigentlich nicht unbewaffnet durch«, witzelt Vater.”668 Once
again, Stanišić illustrates the role of identity and how one has to be careful depending on where
one finds oneself in the former Yugoslavia. He expands on Wilmer’s question “Who am I?” and
possible answers (depending on whom we are talking to, the reason for the question, when the
question is being asked) by pointing out the visibility and discernibility of identity based on, for
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example, das kroatische Autokennzeichen. Stanišić underlines how there are instances when
one’s identity is not a matter of question but assumption and shows that assumptions based on
these visible signs can be incorrect. After stopping the car with the Croatian license tag and
hearing Stanišić’s parents speak, the police officer asks: “»Wo kommt ihr her? Ich kann doch
hören, ihr seid gar keine Kroaten.«”669
As Stanišić illustrates, language can also lead to questions about identity and Herkunft.
The strong relationship between language and identity has often been discussed. Carmen Llamas
and Dominic Watt, for example, state that
language not only reflects who we are but in some sense it is who we are, and its use
defines us both, directly and indirectly. We use language in a direct way to denote and
describe who a person is through use of naming and kinship terms, description based on
appearance, behavior, background, and so on, and we use language to assign identities
indirectly when we base our judgements of who people are on the way they speak.670
Like Llama’s and Watt’s examined, Stanišić’s brief anecdote of the encounter with the
policeman also signifies and underscores the connection between language and identity. His
family is judged by the police officer based on their dialect, which reveals that they are not from
Croatia. This recognition based on the way Stanišić’s parents speak leads to a reaction similar to
his mother’s in the woods, that is one of anxiety, fear, and worry: “[…] Jetzt kann jede Antwort
die falsche sein.”671
Overall, the school-administered questionnaire on identity before the war and the two
encounters Stanišić describes in the aftermath of the Yugoslav Wars reveal how ethnicity,
nationality, and religion impact ex‐Yugoslavs’ identity. People refuse to answer questions about
identity, they choose alternatives, or they avoid revealing their true identities by making up
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something that fits the social context, surroundings, and regions. This indicates the major
aftereffects and consequences of the Yugoslav Wars where the different ethnic and religious
groups fought in armed combats, which led to newly formed countries and regions that are
predominantly occupied by specific ethnic and religious group. Subsequently, this can lead to
hesitation, concern, and angst when a person finds themselves in a particular area where one is a
minority. Beyond that, Stanišić also highlights how common and ordinary it is to be asked about
your identity throughout the former Yugoslavia, especially after the Yugoslav Wars. As
Petrovich states, certain religious identities are a public matter rather than a private one in the
former Yugoslavia and the newly defined countries that succeeded it.672
Stanišić remembers other instances in his life in the former Heimat and Germany when
he had to deal with identity. One particular situation described in the book stands out as Stanišić
remembers the time people in Bosnia and Herzegovina are asked to give “Blutspenden kurz vor
dem Krieg.”673 Stanišić identifies himself as “Halbblut,”674 a term which cannot only be tied to
his own mixed family background but also to all of Bosnia and Herzegovina with its different
ethnicities and religions living together. The phrase “Halbblut” can be interpreted to mean that
Stanišić’s blood is only good for half of the people at any time, depending on which
ethnicity/religion is in need of the blood.675 This memory about “Blutspenden” also illustrates
that the identification with a certain ethnicity does not come from the private but rather the
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public sphere and the edict from officials to self‐identify with one of the following provided
options: Croat, Muslim, Serb. Yet, Stanišić strongly emphasizes that he never knew what it
means to be a Muslim: “Ich dachte eine Zeitlang, ohne Witz, Moslem sei man, weil man
Schweinefleisch nicht aß — einfach also jemand mit einer speziellen Diät.”676 He adds that his
“Großmutter war nie politisch gewesen.”677 The unawareness about what it means to be a
Muslim that Stanišić describes can be linked to his ethnically and religiously mixed family,
underlining how children in these types of ex‐Yugoslav families are not aware of what it means
to belong to a certain religion or that they are not exposed to it by their family members.
Being a child from a mixed marriage, the question “Who are you?” is not easily answered
by Stanišić, just like with Bodrožić and Rabrenović. As all three authors show, children of mixed
marriages or mixed families most commonly do not define their identity at all in terms of
ethnicity, nationality, and religion, as in Bodrožić’s case, or identify as “Jugoslawe” like
Rabrenović and Stanišić.678 This self-identification as Yugoslav among children of mixed
marriages could be used to evade choosing between parents’ opposing national identities and to
defend one’s identity against assertions made by others, thus preventing potential conflicts.
Stanišić makes clear that “das Land, in dem ich geboren wurde, gibt es heute nicht mehr.
Solange es das Land noch gab, begriff ich mich als Jugoslawe. Wie meine Eltern, die aus einer
serbischen (Vater) bzw. einer bosniakisch‐muslimischen Familie stammten (Mutter).”679 As with
the other two authors, Stanišić’s identity is fluid and situation‐dependent. Stanišić portrays this,
for instance, when he first comes to Germany. At that time, he did not want to identify with
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“Jugo” and “Geflüchteter,” and lied about where he was from and why he was living in Germany
because he did not want to be seen as an “Opfer:”680
Zu neuen Bekanntschaften sagte ich also dann und wann, ich käme aus Slowenien. Die
Alpenrepublik war am wenigsten in den Schlagzeilen gewesen, ich würde eher als
Skifahrer denn als Opfer gesehen, hoffte ich. Auf die Frage, warum ich in Deutschland
sei, sagte ich etwas im Sinne von: »Mein Vater hat ein mega Angebot von BASF
bekommen, da haben wir nicht nein sagen können.« Ich seufzte und sagte: »Ich vermisse
die Alpen.« Das Vermissen der Alpen, lernte ich, kommt in Deutschland extrem gut
an.681
Once this initial phase of shame, humiliation, and discomfort in the new country passed, Stanišić
identifies as “Ausländer,”682 “Bosnier,”683 “Geflüchteter,“684 and most often “Jugo,“685
illustrating once again the fluidity and versatility of identity.
Besides the question “Who are you?,” leaving his Heimat and living in a new country
leads to additional question from others: “Woher kommst du, Junge?”686 This question about
Herkunft and where he is from first plays a role during Stanišić’s initial visit to his ancestors’
village Oskoruša in 2009. Until then, he was “bloß Tourist gewesen [in Oskoruša] mit kurzer
Hose. Einer, der Schnaps trank unter dem Stammobstbäumchen seiner Ahnen. Der die
Landschaft unfassbar schön und die Ruinen unfassbar fand. Der sich fragte: Was waren das für
Leute, meine Leute? Auch die, die noch am Leben waren […].”687 As Stanišić is taken to visit
his family’s cemetery by his relative Gavrilo, he illustrates how his role as a tourist starts to
change: “Ich habe mir nach dem Besuch des Friedhofs tatsächlich Gedanken gemacht, irrsinning
und irrelevant, dass ich der letzte männliche Stanišić sei. Dass ich die Sackgasse sein könnte,
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sollte ich kinderlos bleiben. Ich began mich mit meiner Herkunft zu beschäftigen, gab es aber
lange nicht zu.”688 This realization about being the last male in the family and carrying on the
family name did not occur to him prior to this cemetery visit. As Stanišić reveals, “bevor ich den
Friedhof von Oskoruša sah, hatte ich mir aus Herkunft im Sinne familiärer Abstammung nichts
gemacht.”689 In part, this was due to the fact that “meine Großeltern waren einfach da.”690 Now,
three of his grandparents have passed away and one grandmother suffers from dementia.
The “access” to family stories and histories in order to learn about his Herkunft is
reduced to a grandmother, who is losing her memory. Hence, Stanišić decides to learn more
about his family, heritage, and roots during this particular visit in Oskoruša. As he continues,
“dann las ich aber auf dem Friedhof von Oskoruša meinen Nachnamen auf jedem zweiten
Grabstein. Und habe mir aus dem, was mit Herkunft zu tun hatte, aus meiner unbekannten
Verwandschaft und meinen unbekannten Orten, gleich mal mehr gemacht.”691 It is evident that
Stanišić ties Herkunft to places and people, but it is also in connection with the Yugoslav Wars
that separated the family whose members now live scattered around the world: “Meine Familie
lebt über die ganze Welt verstreut. Wir sind mit Jugoslawien auseinandergebrochen und haben
uns nicht mehr zusammensetzen können.”692 The family’s separation and diaspora prompts
Stanišić to research and learn about his roots: “Was ich über Herkunft erzählen möchte, hat auch
zu tun mit dieser Disparatheit, die über Jahre mitbestimmt hat, wo ich bin: so gut wie niemals
dort, wo Familie ist.”693 As the French pilosopher Simone Weil wrote: “To be rooted is perhaps
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the most important and least recognized need of the human soul.”694 As Stanišić shows, for him,
rootedness and Herkunft are not notions he thinks about until he is faced with the loss of family
members and relatives by looking at their graveyards as well as thinking about the aftermath of
the war. At this time, Stanišić realizes that he will not have anyone to narrate his family’s past
and provide him with details about his family background. At first, Stanišić states how curious
he is to learn about his ancestors, unknown relatives, and places. Also, his relatives, whom he
visits in Oskoruša, most certainly tie Herkunft to ancestors and a place:
Er [Gavrilo] brach das Brot und reichte mir die Kante. Dann sagte er: »Von hier. Du
kommst von hier.« Ich biss in das Brot. Wartete, dass er erklärte. Von hier? Was von
hier? Wegen der Urgroßeltern? [Er] rief: »Von hier. Du kommst von hier. Wirst es sehen.
Kommst du mit?«695
»Dein Urgroßvater ist in Oskoruša geboren«, sagte sie. »Das alles war sein Land. Und
dort oben, schau hin, dort hatte er sein Haus gebaut.«696
According to Liisa Malkki, having roots means having intimate linkages between people and
places.697 However, in Stanišić’s case, he links Herkunft not only to people and places but also to
particular memories, stages of life, experiences, and feelings. First, for Stanišić, the question by
his relative Gavrilo, “[…] und das war der Augenblick, da Gavrilo mich fragte, woher ich
käme,” elicits the following answer:
Also doch, Herkunft, wie immer, dachte ich und legte los: Komplexe Frage! Zuerst
müsse geklärt werden, worauf das Woher ziele. Auf die geografische Lage des Hügels,
auf dem der Kreißsaal sich befand? Auf die Landesgrenzen des Staates zum Zeitpunkt
der letzten Wehe? Provenienz der Eltern? Gene, Ahnen, Dialekt? Wie man es dreht,
Herkunft bleibt doch ein Konstrukt! Eine Art Kostüm, das man ewig tragen soll […].698
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Stanišić initially addresses this complex question in terms of “das Woher” and lists different
places but argues that Herkunft is actually a construct and something that can be changed like a
costume but is expected to be worn forever. Then, Stanišić expands his answer on Herkunft by
adding specifics relating to his family members, childhood memories, life experiences, and
feelings:
Herkunft ist Großmutter. Und auch das Mädchen auf der Straße, das nur Großmutter
sieht, ist Herkunft. Herkunft ist Gavrilo, der zum Abschied darauf besteht, dass ich eines
seiner Ferkel nach Deutschland mitnehme. Herkunft ist in Hamburg der Junge mit
meinem Nachnamen. Er spielt mit einem Flugzeug. […] Herkunft ist Nana. Meine
Mutter, seine Großmutter. […] Herkunft sind die süß‐bitteren Zufälle, die uns hierhin,
dorthin getragen haben. Sie ist Zugehörigkeit, zu der man nichts beigesteuert hat. Die
unbekannte Familie in der sauren Erde von Oskoruša, das unbekannte Kind,699 dort in
Montpellier. Herkunft ist Krieg. Das war er für uns […].700
Stanišić is somewhat ambivalent in his elaboration on the concept of Herkunft as his particular
definition could also be used to describe Heimat, which is discussed by all three authors as a
fluid notion that relates to places, people, feelings, relationships, memories, etc. However,
Herkunft in comparison to Heimat is not deterritorialized, as Stanišić still shows his need to
know where exactly he is from and who his ancestors are. His characterization of Herkunft can
be tied to the fact that his access to information and learning about his ancestors and roots is
inhibited by his grandmother’s suffering from dementia as well as diaspora, as the author himself
states. Because he is losing the possibility to find out all the information about his Herkunft and
he, his family, and relatives are scattered all over the world, away from the ancestral homeland,
Stanišić considers Herkunft more than just a place-bound concept.
Finally, Stanišić concludes with his grandmother’s advice: “Begreif das endlich. Es zählt
nicht, wo was ist. Oder woher man ist. Es zählt, wohin du gehst. Und am Ende zählt nicht mal
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das. Schau mich an: Ich weiß weder, woher ich komme, noch wohin ich gehe. Und ich kann dir
sagen: Manchmal ist das gar nicht so schlecht.”701 This grandmother’s advice stands in stark
contradistinction to Weil’s statement on roots quoted earlier. It is also in opposition to Stanišić’s
family members, who regard the place of the ancestors and great-grandparents as the only
answer to the question “Woher kommst du?” Stanišić’s grandmother provides a different and
more forward‐looking view on the notions of roots and Herkunft to stress that one’s future
destination is more important than where one comes from. Considering her battle with dementia,
it does not come as a surprise, though, that as a final point, the grandmother makes clear that
even if one does not know woher one comes and wohin one is going, the not knowing is at times
not bad at all and that in the end, it all becomes irrelevant.
This statement by Stanišić’s grandmother can be correlated with Malkki’s reference to
prominent scholars who wrote on the topic of rootedness. As Malkki sums up, many scholars
such as Arjun Appadurai, Edward Said, James Clifford, Renato Rosaldo, Ulf Hannerz, Dick
Hebdige, Jennifer Robertson and others have suggested that “notions of nativeness and native
places become very complex as more and more people identify themselves, or are categorized, in
reference to deterritorialized ’homelands,’ ’cultures,’ and ’origins.’”702 “There has emerged a
new awareness of the global social fact that, now more than perhaps ever before, people are
chronically mobile and routinely displaced, and invent homes and homelands in absence of
territorial, national bases—not in situ, but through memories of, and claims on, places that they
can or will no longer corporeally inhabit.”703 This invention of homes and homelands through
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memories is also discussed by Andrew Demshuk as “Heimat of memory,”704 which can be
described as a nostalgic version of the lost Heimat that allows those not living in their country
any longer to maintain a sense of “continuity via an idealized home that resided in memory.”705
Stanišić’s grandmother’s suggestions on home and homeland and the not knowing with regard to
the questions of woher and wohin is most certainly applicable to immigrants, migrants and (war)
refugees like Stanišić, who experience various losses, one of them being their Heimat.
Due to this loss of Heimat, Stanišić, like Bodrožić and Rabrenović, writes about the
“Land, das es nicht mehr gibt” and “Jugoslawen, die es nicht mehr gibt.”706 While Bodrožić and
Rabrenović focus on collective and cultural memories they share with other former Yugoslavs as
they get together either in their private or professional lives, for example, through language,
music, food, and soccer, Stanišić highlights a particular annual commemoration, when “für einen
Tag und eine Nacht lassen sie [die ehemaligen Jugoslawen] Jugoslawien auferstehen mit
Vollpension.”707 Reflecting on the times after the Yugoslav Wars, Stanišić details a specific day
in a year he witnessed, when a number of ex‐Yugoslavs gather to remember and celebrate their
former country and the lives they once had, “am 29. November, dem Tag der Sozialistischen
Föderativen Republik Jugoslawien.”708 Describing this gathering, Stanišić highlights the
individual, collective, and political dimensions of remembering. It is striking how the three
authors’ personal experiences shape how they write about memory and who is gathering to
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remember and commemorate Yugoslavia. As a Gastarbeiterkind bonding with Yugoslav war
refugees, Bodrožić focuses on the young people (she, her siblings, and their friends). In
Rabrenović’s book, he talks about his radio show, which serves as a platform for all former
Yugoslav people. Stanišić focuses on a yearly celebration that takes place after the Yugoslav
Wars, where he sees “alte Männer und alte Frauen mit Tränen in den Augen singen.”709 He adds
that “alle Anwesenden […] sind noch in Jugoslawien geboren und aufgewachsen.”710 These
former Yugoslavs experienced their whole life there, from childhood to education, marriage,
work and now, “das Einzige, was sie in Jugoslawien nicht mehr können: sterben. Der Erde ist
das gleich, ihnen nicht.”711
To highlight the former Yugoslavia, Stanišić points out identifiable things from the
gathering that represent the lost Heimat: the anthem, the flag, and the red star found on the flag
and the pioneers’ hats. Within his recount of the gathering and celebration, Stanišić emphasizes
not only the different cities and places where the remembrances and tributes have taken place
over the years but also that people from all over the former Yugoslavia arrive to be a part of it:
Einmal kam man an der Neretva zusammen. Ein anderes Mal grillte
man Lämmer auf dem Igman. Ljubljana, Belgrad und Jajce waren ebenfalls schon
dran.712
Jugoslawien tanzt in die Morgendämmerung. Einer aus Split träumt auf dem Stuhl. Einer
aus Ljubljana geht auf sein Zimmer. Einer aus Tuzla verabschiedet sich mit einer aus
Titograd nach oben. Einer aus Novi Sad döst weg auf dem Klo. Einer aus Skopje stellt
den Wecker auf dreizehn Uhr.713
This description of the celebration also indicates what Breda Luthar and Maruša Pušnik label
“inclusive unofficial celebration” with picnics, concerts, drinking, eating, dancing, and
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socializing.714 Yet, Stanišić emphasizes the “official” ceremonies even more. They include
“Festredner, Dia‐Show (auch mal Powerpoint) mit Fotos aus den Fünfizgern und Sechizgern, die
Waghlasigen zeigen auch die Achtziger.”715 With the photographs or the “arsenal of memory” as
Hanno Hardt describes them, Stanišić shows a “source of information, emotions, and
nostalgia.”716 “Viewing photographs is always an act of mourning the irretrievable, the mythical
homeland, Heimat or fatherland. Nostalgia as a historical emotion recovers the idea of
Yugoslavia as a cultural experience.”717 According to Hardt, the photographs are not only
“evidence of a lost era, but at the same time, an invitation to utopian visions of life under Tito’s
socialism.”718
The former president Tito plays a more conspicuous role in Stanišić’s work than in
Bodrožić’s and Rabrenović’s. As Stanišić devotes a big part of his book to his grandmother and
their communication, the time of Tito’s rule is discussed more often in the text. His grandfather
was the one who had “Titos Porträt an die Wand gehängt,”719 and that portrait “hängt heute noch
in der Wohnung meiner Großmutter.”720 His grandparents belonged to the Tito generation who
lived through all the years of his regime and Stanišić’s conversations with his grandmother
involve this time and also this dominant figure of Yugoslav history. In terms of nostalgia among
the ex‐Yugoslavs longing for their past lives under Tito, Stanišić underlines the so-called
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phenomenon of Titostalgia, which Maja Maksimović characterizes as “nostalgia for the
leadership qualities, personal charisma, and perceived political accomplishments of Yugoslavia’s
president, Josip Broz Tito:”721 “Unter Fahnen mit dem Stern stehen sie auf, der Chor intoniert die
Hymne [...]. Singen alle mit. Hand auf dem Herzen, Kinder des Sozialismus, Geschwister der
Völker. [...] Die Jahre unter Tito waren ihre besten. Sie glauben, dass das für andere auch wahr
sei. Die Gegenwart ist die Hölle nach dem Paradies.”722 As Sabine Mecking summarizes in the
Metzler Handbuch Sound, “Lieder und Gesang gehören bei offiziellen Anlässen zum Protokoll,
sie sind ein Teil eines politischen und gesellschaftlichen Ritus [...]. Musik darf bei
staatpolitischen Empfängen ebenso wenig fehlen wie bei offiziellen Gedenkfeiern [...].”723
Stanišić highlights the anthem as part of a commemoration and emphasizes how at these
gatherings, the former Yugoslavs express their feelings and respect toward the former Heimat
through collective singing. According to Mecking, “Hymnen gelten als Ausdruck individueller
Gefühle wie auch als eine Form öffentlicher Inszenierungen von Emotionen und Macht.
Entsprechend werden sie sowohl im Zuge spontaner Erregung als auch ritualisiert zu feierlichen
Anlässen gesungen.”724 With the term Sozialismus, Stanišić refers to the former Yugoslav
socialist system under Tito’s regime. He also underscores Tito’s doctrine with the slogan
bratstvo i jedinstvo (brotherhood and unity) by using very distinctive vocabulary like “Kinder
des Sozialismus,”725 “Geschwister der Völker,”726 “Genossen,”727 “Pionierenschwur.”728 Stanišić
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reveals that these former Yugoslavs consider their times and lives under Tito to be their best as
they actively engage with the past and juxtapose it with the present. Using the stark contrast
between hell and paradise, as these ex‐Yugoslavs compare their present with their past, Stanišić
calls attention to and heightens the emphasis on this comparison. As the former Yugoslavs
contrast “there” (former Yugoslavia) and “here” (newly established countries), “then” (before the
Yugoslav Wars) and “now” (after the Yugoslav Wars), the absent past is valued as the best times
and best lives they ever had in terms of quality of life, accomplishments, harmony, and unity
among and between ex‐Yugoslav people in comparison to the alternative in the present, the
separation and diaspora.
In his book, Stanišić makes clear that although the people at the celebration know
Yugoslavia no longer exists, they are not ready to completely come to terms with that fact: “Sie
können schlecht abschließen mit dieser Pointe der Geschichte. Also abschließen schon, man ist
realistisch. Jugoslawien ist vorbei. Sie aber eben noch nicht.”729 Recalling this particular yearly
commemoration, Stanišić foregrounds Tito’s leadership qualities and political achievements as
he elaborates on how these former Yugoslavs think, feel, and what they long for. Not only do
they exhibit Titostalgia but also so‐called Yugonostalgia, which is defined as “idealistic longing
for a time before the war in the Balkans,”730 “yearning for a particular quality or feeling of
life,”731 and “longing for and romanticizing of Tito’s Yugoslavia of ‘brotherhood and unity.’”732
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Stanišić’s portrayals can be understood as examples of Svetlana Boym’s restorative and
reflective nostalgia.733 As the group expresses its desire “to stay true to past forms and
reconstruct the lost home,” they are also “self‐reflexive and acknowledge uprootedness, the
impermanence of home, and the fragmented nature of the past.”734 Nonetheless, as these former
Yugoslavs remember the past, they not only firmly state their identity, ancestry, and roots, “Wir
sind Jugoslawen. Das ist unsere Herkunft,” but also add “[das ist] unsere Zukunft.”735 According
to Aleksandar Bošković, Boym and Janover contend that “in remembering the past, we also
remember what could have been and, through recognizing these unrealized paths, we can affect
the present.”736 Stanišić shows how ex‐Yugoslavs remember what was and recognize their
realized paths with Tito, which they long for in the present and see as their future. This would
qualify as restorative nostalgia in contrast to reflective, as defined by Boym.
Stanišić himself also considers Jugoslawien his Heimat, a term he uses most often in his
book as he writes about his home country Yugoslavia.737 But like the previous two authors,
Stanišić expands his definition of Heimat and also considers the Balkans as his homeland.738 His
writing exemplifies that Heimat is a fluid concept that is not confined to one place, space, city, or
country: “Der Geographielehrer fragt mich, was die Hauptstadt meines Heimatlandes sei, und ich
sage: »Belgrad und Sarajevo und Berlin.«”739 This answer refers to the former capital of the
733
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dissolved Yugoslavia, the current capital of the newly established state of Bosnia and
Herzegovina, and the capital of his new country, Germany. With this answer, Stanišić indicates
the changes in life that occurred as the Yugoslav Wars led to the break‐up of Yugoslavia.
Furthermore, it implies movement and Stanišić’s life trajectory from one country to the next
although he did not physically move from Belgrade to Sarajevo, only to Germany. However, the
conjunction “und” signifies that Stanišić still considers all three to be die Hauptstädte of his
three Heimatländer. This can be tied to him being a child of parents in a mixed marriage and his
status as a refugee, where he does not want to decide between his parents and also between his
former and new Heimaten. Like Rabrenović, Stanišić goes beyond the spatial and adds that
“Heimat, sage ich, ist das, worüber ich gerade schreibe. Großmutter.”740 As Stanišić summarizes,
the different versions of what he deems Heimat include people, relationships, memories,
interactions, and moments:
Fragt mich jemand, was Heimat für mich bedeutet, erzähle ich von Dr. Heimat, dem
Vater meiner ersten Amalgam‐Füllung. […].”741 “Fragt mich jemand, was Heimat für
mich bedeutet, erzähle ich vom freundlichen Grüßen eines Nachbarn über die Straße
hinweg. Ich erzähle, wie Dr. Heimat meinen Großvater und mich zum Angeln an den
Neckar eingeladen hat. Wie er Angelscheine für uns besorgt hat. Wie er Brote geschmiert
und sowohl Saft als auch Bier dabeihatte, weil man ja nie weiß. Wie wir Stunden
nebeneinander am Neckar standen, ein Zahnarzt aus Schlesien, ein alter Bremser aus
Jugoslawien und ein fünfzehnjähriger Schüler ohne Karies, und wie wir alle drei ein paar
Stunden lang vor nichts auf der Welt Angst hatten.742
Similar to the previously discussed authors, Stanišić concludes his definitions of Heimat with a
realization that Heimat can be anywhere. Bodrožić declares that she is a “Weltmensch” and her
Heimat can be anywhere on Earth. Rabrenović is der Balkanizer whose Heimat is wherever he
wants it to be and where he is herzlich willkommenčić. Stanišić’s statement reflects the one made
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by Rabrenović as he writes: “Ich war für das Dazugehören. Überall, wo man mich haben und wo
ich sein wollte.”743 Compared to one’s Herkunft that is still tied to where the ancestors and roots
reside, Heimat, as these authors show, is changeable and not bound to any particular place.
Growing up in Germany after fleeing from the war in Bosnia and Herzegovina, one place
where Stanišić feels that he belongs, is his second German “Zuhause […] im Süden von
Heidelberg in einem Viertel namens Emmertsgrund:”744
Im Emmertsgrund wohnten besonders viele Migranten. Das ist in Deutschland überall
gleich: Migranten wohnen meistens irgendwo im Besondersviel.745
Im Emmertsgrund reichen einander die Hand: Bosnier und Türken, Griechen und
Italiener, Russendeutsche, Polendeutsche, Deutschlands Deutsche. Dann und wann
tauchten plötzlich größere Mengen dürrer, schweigsamer Schwarzer auf mit diesen
blutunterlaufenen Augen, und da wusste man sofort: In Afrika hat es mal wieder
irgendwo geknallt. Wir waren Nachbarn, Schulfreunde, Kollegen. Die
Supermarktschlange sprach sieben Sprachen.746
Living in this Migrantenviertel as war refugees, Stanišić’s group of friends differs from
Bodrožić’s, for example. While she connected with young refugees from different areas of the
former Yugoslavia, Stanišić bonds with migrants from many different countries. Their space is
the ARAL Tankstelle. Stanišić calls it “Heidelbergs innere Schweiz” because it is “neutraler
Grund, auf dem die Herkunft selten einen Konflikt wert war.”747 Here, Stanišić meets with his
“ARAL‐Clique” and enjoys “den Leichtsinn, das gelegentliche Abenteuer und die
Kameradschaft.”748 Noticeable is that unlike the other two authors in the previous chapters,
Stanišić does not use the notion of “we, us, our” but rather the specific term “Jugos” to describe
and discuss the former Yugoslav people. Because Stanišić was always in groups of migrants
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from various different countries growing up in Germany, the conjecture is that he used the term
“Jugos” to differentiate between the various migrant groups. Still, he also makes a distinction
amongst people from the former Yugoslavia, which distinguishes him from Bodrožić, for
example, who did not discuss if she had any experiences like Stanišić with former Yugoslavs she
befriended. Stanišić states that on one hand he “kannte Jugos, die Balkan‐Klischees bedienten
(leicht aggro, leicht assi, leicht zu provozieren). […] An die ARAL kamen solche nur zum
Tanken.” On the other hand, “von den Jugos in der ARAL‐Crew überhöhte keiner den Wert der
Herkunft. Ein Witz hier, ein Witz dort. […] Die ARAL‐Jugos galten als findig, fingerfertig und
ein bisschen faul.”749 Meeting with his migrant friends, Stanišić illustrates in several examples
how this group spends most of their time at ARAL:
Wir tranken aus, löschten das Feuer, packten zusammen und fuhren zur ARAL.750
Der Fahrer übersieht ihn, schert aus — oder Piero überschätzt sich, rutscht weg, egal.
Piero wollte zur ARAL, das zählt.751
Am nächsten Tag verkündeten es alle Anrufbeantworter: Piero wurde umgenietet.
Versammlung an der ARAL.752
Die ARAL brach geschlossen auf zu Piero ins Mehrbettzimmer.753
To Stanišić and his migrant friends, the ARAL Tankstelle was “Jugendzentrum,
Getränkelieferant, Tanzfläche, Toilette. Kulturen vereint in Neonlicht und Benzingeruch. Auf
dem Parkplatz lernten wir voneinander falsches Deutsch und wie man Autoradios wieder
einbaut. Die einzige Regel: In der Nähe von Zapfsäulen — Rauchen verboten.”754 Thus, the
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ARAL Tankstelle can be characterized as the “Third Space”755 and Stanišić and his group of
migrant friends as an “imagined community,”756 both of which are also created by Bodrožić (at
the Sammelplatz with her ex-Yugoslav refugee friends) and Rabrenović (on his Radioshow with
other Balkans). The ARAL Tankstelle represents a space where young migrants meet, bond,
connect, have fun together, and create their own assimilation space. As Stanišić states, the ARAL
Tankstelle served as “die soziale Einrichtung, die sich für unsere Integration am stärksten
einsetzte.”757 Although the “Third Space” represents an “in‐between space,” it is not a complete
“disjuncture” or “enunciative split,” as Bhabha makes clear.758 Despite having their own space
and seeing it as the only place where they can feel integrated, migrants like Stanišić are still
shown in the text to be part of mainstream German society, as exemplified by the school where
he finds friendships with Germans. Stanišić builds different kinds of bonds and relationships
with different groups. He notes that he “traf [s]ich zum Rumhängen lieber mit der ARAL, zum
Lernen lieber mit den Deutschen.”759 These different relations and associations with his German
friends can be tied to Stanišić’s very different life experiences and life stories as a war refugee in
comparison with his friends born and raised in Germany, who do not come from war zones and
are not “die Traumatisierten.”760 In their “Third Space,” Stanišić and his group of friends enjoy
telling many different Geschichten and through those stories, they feel the sense of belonging
and “Dazugehören:”
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Ob vom Balkan, aus Schlesien, ob Türke aus Leimen oder Michel aus Holland — die
Legende all derer, die vom ARAL Parkplatz die Sonne über Frankreich untergehen
sahen, lautete, wir erzählen gern. Jugend ohne Smartphone, versammelt unter der blauen
Neonflamme in Erwartung der nächsten Geschichte. Sie musste lediglich hervorragend
sein. Wer erzählte, gehörte dazu. Und es wurde unfassbar viel gespuckt dabei.761
Here, Stanišić emphasizes the role of storytelling in creating community. The previous two
authors also bond, connect, remember, and share in their own “Third Space” with other people,
but in Bodrožić’s case, it is through language and music, and in Rabrenović’s through music,
food, and soccer. Food and soccer also play a distinctive, if very different role in Stanišić’s
novel. This will be the topic of the next section.
Dort and damals, hier and jetzt: Experiences With and Memories of War, Flight, and
Refugee Life
As discussed in the second chapter, Rabrenović writes Alltagsgeschichten and provides
details about his daily life, including the way in which food and soccer served as bonding
elements between former Yugoslavs in Germany. His recollections are written in a positive tone
and show fond memories of eating, drinking, playing, gathering, and celebrating together.
Stanišić, too, writes about his positive memories from before the Yugoslav Wars. Yet, he
juxtaposes these pleasant memories with terrible and distressing ones and includes horrifying and
gruesome facts about the wars and their aftermath. As he states: “[ich] beschreibe das Leben vor
und nach der Erschütterung.”762 One prominent way in which Stanišić discusses memories is in
relation to food and places.
The first example that I will discuss involves a particular homemade meal of stuffed
peppers made by his grandmother and mother, and his grandmother’s home. During
Rabrenović’s visit to his grandmother in Bosnia and Herzegovina in 2009, the smell of his
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grandmother’s stuffed peppers serves as an emotional reminder of the past, including both good
and bad childhood memories. As the smell permeates his grandmother’s home, Stanišić writes
that “die gefüllten Paprika rochen nach einem schneereichen Tag im Winter 1984. In Sarajevo
fand gerade die Olympiade statt, und ich tat auf meinem Schlitten so, als sei ich Wintersportler
wie unsere slowenischen Helden [...].”763 He continues,
auf die Paprika wartend sehe ich jetzt am Hang das Haus von den Kupus‘, seit dem Krieg
zerschossen und leer. Als ich mit den Schlitten damals zu Großmutter nach Hause
gekommen war, tischte sie die Paprika auf. Meine Finger juckten fürchterlich, sie hielt
meine Hände fest und wärmte sie, und im Fernsehen fuhr Jure Franko im Riesenslalom
die Silbermedaille ein. Nicht einmal Paprikagemüse kommt ohne Erinnerungsfußnote in
dieser Stadt.764
Stanišić corroborates here the role of olfaction and the way in which a distinct smell can evoke
memories and arouse feelings and mental pictures, reiterating what the Russian‐American
novelist Vladimir Nabokov once remarked: “As we know, memory can restore to life everything
except smells, although nothing revives the past so completely as a smell that was once
associated with it.”765 Regarding his past, Stanišić associates the smell from the stuffed peppers
with different events in different time periods. He remembers his childhood fondly during the
snowy wintertime and the Sarajevo Winter Olympics in 1984. These memories disclose that his
grandmother’s house represented a place of happiness and joy during his upbringing, and
Stanišić expresses topophilia towards this particular place, a strong attachment to, connection
with, and love of his grandmother’s home.
Eight years later in 2018, during another visit at his grandmother’s house, Stanišić
portrays once again how smells can bring back memories: “Mutter hat gefüllte Paprika gekocht,
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ich kann die Soße bereits im Treppenhaus riechen. Das Treppenhaus hortet auch vergangene
Gerüche. Manchmal ist auch der Geruch der Soldaten hier, eine Mischung aus Benzin, Metall
und Geschrei.”766 But now, the pleasant pepper smell reminds him that there are also other
smells connected to this exact same stairwell. Because of the stuffed pepper smell and this
specific place, Stanišić is taken back to another time as he recalls the soldiers and the Yugoslav
Wars. Nabokov’s remarks are reflected in Stanišić’s illustration of how well smells can revive
the past. Yet for Stanišić, it is not only specific smells but also specific places that can
completely and vividly restore past memories. Das Treppenhaus, where he experienced certain
parts of the war, elicits his traumatic memories of this time. Even though Stanišić does not smell
the “Benzin” and “Metall” at that particular moment in the “Treppenhaus,” he recalls that there
were these particular smells of gasoline and metal at this specific place, and he can also see the
soldiers, and hear the screaming (“Geschrei”) of that past moment. Stanišić demonstrates that
some memories are so deeply engraved and certain experiences leave one with lifelong
trauma(s), where the memories and trauma(s) can be triggered by smells and places at different
times (in Stanišić’s case, 26 years after the war), and a person can relive their trauma(s) through
all five senses.
In the second example, Stanišić shows what role a particular public place plays in his
experiences and memories about his childhood and the war. He describes a family gathering and
how they were grilling in a public place: “Wir haben am 1. Mai 1990 ein Lamm gegrillt auf einer
Waldlichtung am Višegrader Kurbad.” There was “Lamm, Brot, Salate.”767 As he reminisces
about this day, Stanišić also details fondly what they did together throughout the day:
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Ich kickte den Ball ins Feuer. Ein bißchen absichtlich. Vater holte ihn raus und sagte,
ganz schön große Kartoffel. Niemand war sauer auf den Ball oder auf mich.768
Jemand rief: Wie unbegabt ist diese Familie denn! Niemand spielt ein Instrument! Wir
summten die Internationale. Ich nahm mir vor, Gitarre zu lernen.769
Wir spielten Verstecken, auch die Erwachsenen. Ich lief in den Wald, bis ich nichts mehr
hörte, außer den Wald und mich selbst.770
Auf dem Weg zurück entdeckte ich Mutter und die Frau meines Onkels hinter einem
Felsen. Sie kicherten eine Weinflasche an. Ich belauschte sie ungesehen.771
These joyful memories are followed by Stanišić revealing shocking facts about the Yugoslav
Wars and horrific war crimes which, as he learns after the wars, happened at the exact same
place where he spent a beautiful day grilling and having fun with his family: “Im Višegrader
Kurbad werden zwei Jahre später dutzende muslimische Frauen verschleppt, vergewaltigt,
getötet. […] Ich kenne Gerichtsurteile zu den Ereignissen der Kriegsjahre in der Gegend. Ich
habe von den Schmerzen gelesen, die mit Fingernägeln in Wände geritzt wurden, den Nägeln
jener Frauen, die hier im Kurhotel festgehalten wurden.”772 It is because of this knowledge that
“unbeschwert ist an Višegrad für mich kaum ein Ort mehr. Kaum eine Erinnerung nur
persönlich.”773 His personal happy memories are overshadowed by the Yugoslav Wars, the
atrocities, and their aftermath and “kaum [eine Erinnerung] kommt ohne Nachtrag, ohne eine
Fußnote von Tätern und Opfern und Gräueltaten, die sich dort abgespielt haben.”774 In this way,
Stanišić’s individual memories become dominated by the facts of the Yugoslav Wars and what
he reads and learns about the specific place of the Kurbad. For him personally, this place actually
also holds joyous memories. Yet, as Stanišić elucidates, because of the acquired knowledge of
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what happened at the Kurbad in his hometown, he is not capable remembering the wonderful
past times and the special moments in his childhood without connecting them with the public
evidence of war crimes. As he states, “was ich einmal empfunden habe, ist vermengt mit dem,
was ich über den Ort weiß.”775 Stanišić’s recollections of the Višegrader Kurbad speak of a place
which has been reclaimed after the war but will always carry heavy emotional and mental
traumas for so many. This echoes Richard Mills’ comments about the sports stadium Grbavica in
Sarajevo: “While the physical space has since been reclaimed, the emotional scars linger on
[…].”776
Another example where Stanišić juxtaposes good and bad memories is his writing about
soccer. This is not surprising as he stresses what an avid soccer fan he has been since his
childhood and how he had a dream to become a professional soccer player one day. As he
remembers watching a soccer game on TV at his home in Višegrad with his dad, Stanišić talks
about the game and at the same time about the news reports on the unrest, at this point in
Slovenia and Croatia: “Vater und ich verfolgten das Hinspiel wieder gemeinsam im Fernsehen.
In der Halbzeitpause wurde von Unruhen in Slowenien und Kroatien berichtet. Schüsse waren
gefallen. Roter Stern schoss zwei Tore, die Bayern eins.”777 Writing about this memory, the use
of the sentence “Schüsse waren gefallen” has a double meaning with both positive and negative
connotations. Stanišić is talking about the beginning of the Yugoslav Wars through a soccer
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game metaphor. Using this particular expression, Stanišić discloses on the one hand that the
unrests had become more violent as shots were fired. On the other, there is the more direct
meaning related to goals achieved in the soccer game: “Roter Stern schoss zwei Tore, die Bayern
eins.” Stanišić shows and underscores the different experiences of Yugoslavs as the wars were
developing. While people in Bosnia and Herzegovina were still living their normal lives, other
parts of Yugoslavia were already in turmoil as people were dealing with rising tensions and
unrest followed by shootings.
With these different examples from his childhood and adulthood, Stanišić demonstrates
how good memories can turn into bad memories and how food, soccer, and places can represent
and be tied to good and bad memories at the same time. As discussed in Part II of this chapter,
many academics and critics who analyzed Stanišić’s Wie der Soldat das Grammofon repariert
commented on his optimism and optimistic language when writing about traumatic events and
experiences of the Yugoslav Wars. They also commented on the way in which he applies a
particular narrative form that uses soccer as theme and metaphor. This optimistic language and
writing style also shine through in Stanišić’s text Herkunft. Stanišić once again uses soccer, food,
and a family gathering to write about the atrocities and his traumatic experiences of the Yugoslav
Wars. Yet, in the examples presented here, Stanišić employs a different narrative approach.
Stanišić starts with good memories and ends with bad ones. It is an abrupt transition from best to
worst, which he uses to build up the intensity surrounding the horrors of the wars and to describe
how life can change in an instant. It also illustrates what people are capable of and how quickly
positive experiences and a wonderful childhood and life can turn into something horrific.
While writing about his memories, Stanišić shifts between three different time periods —
before, during, and after the Yugoslav Wars — separated by years but connected through
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memories prompted by a particular smell or a specific place. These explicit places in Stanišić’s
book are the Višegrader Kurbad, his grandmother’s home, and his family home. They are lieux
de mémoire in Pierre Nora’s sense. Whereas in Bodrožić’s and Rabrenović’s texts, language,
music, and food are intangible lieux de mémoire, in Stanišić’s work, there are material places of
individual and collective memory that embody Nora’s concept. As Stanišić makes evident, the
spatial dimension plays a huge role in these lieux de mémoire, where “memory clings to places,
like history to events.”778 Being a site of atrocities and war crimes during the war in Bosnia and
Herzegovina, the Višegrader Kurbad became a “symbolic element of the memorial heritage”779
of the Višegrader community and has a major significance in its collective memory. By adding
facts about the Yugoslav Wars pertaining to the Kurbad, his grandmother’s home and his
family’s home immediately after sharing his happy childhood memories of the exact same
places, Stanišić shows that lieux de mémoire are created when memories are linked to specific
places, and their role is to convey the stories, linking the past and the present. In the literary
reproduction of memories, according to Dorothea Kliche-Behnke, this means the following: “Sie
ver-orten erinnerte Szenen und erhohen den Authenzititätsgehalt.”780 It is at these particular
topoi, according to Nora, where individual or social-cultural memories crystallize,781 something
that Stanišić underlines as he remembers specific places and times in his life.
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One of the most impactful time periods of Stanišić’s life are the Yugoslav Wars and their
aftermath. Stanišić reflects on and discusses the “undenkbaren Krieg,”782 as he calls it, in a
distinct way by using diverse methods to tell the stories about the war. Like Bodrožić and
Rabrenović, he hears and sees news on television, but he also hears war-related vocabulary from
his father, who is reading the newspaper and uses Stanišić as his audience:
Vater las und schwitzte, seine Nackenhaare klebten. Er rief mich, um mir etwas
vorzulesen. Er war schon wieder wütend. Er wollte die Wut vielleicht teilen […]
Irgendwelche Leute von irgendeiner Akademie in Serbien hatten irgendwas geschrieben.
Ich verstand nicht alles. Ich verstand zum Beispiel Memorandum nicht. Ich verstand
große Krise, aber nicht, was die Krise war. Ich kannte das Wort Genozid aus der Schule,
hier ging es aber nicht um Jasenovac, sondern um Kosovo. Protest und Kundgebungen
verstand ich so halb, und auch unter Versammlungsverbot konnte ich mir etwas
vorstellen. Bloß warum das Verkünden und Versammeln verboten wurde, und ob Vater
das gut oder schlecht fand, verstand ich nicht. Ich verstand Tumulte.783
In comparison to Bodrožić and Rabrenović, Stanišić not only writes about personal experiences
but also adds details and stories he hears from others about the wars and their aftermath. For
example, he writes about his mother’s and grandmother’s experiences:
Als Mutter mit fünfunddreißig ihr Leben in Višegrad aufgeben musste, verließ und verlor
sie einen Ort, der bereits voll war mit guten Erinnerungen, Erfolg und persönlichem
Glück.784
Als der Polizist ihr im April 1992 nahelegte, aus Višegrad zu verschwinden, weil es den
Muslimen bald an den Kragen ginge, lautete ihre Antwort in einem Leben, das ich für sie
geschrieben hätte: »Wer hat entschieden, dass ich eine Muslima bin?« Mutter hat nichts
dergleichen gesagt. Und das war klug. Sie hat sich für die Auskunft bedankt. Sie hat mich
von Großmutter abgeholt und den Vater von der Arbeit. Während wir packten — was
würden wir am ehesten brauchen? — gingen in den Bergen die ersten muslimischen
Häuser in Flammen auf.785
Ziemlich genau ein Jahr nach unserer Show wird ein serbischer Soldat in der Wohnung
meiner Großmutter Kristina nach meiner Mutter suchen. Er wird alle Türen öffnen und
sogar nachschauen, dass sie nicht am Balkon hängt. Er wird sich ein Glas Milch
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einschenken und meine Großmutter fragen, wie sie zulassen konnte, dass ihr Sohn eine
»Türkin« heiratet.786
As he tries to learn more about his maternal grandfather, his mother tells him stories about his
grandfather and Stanišić comments that “die vielleicht beste Beschreibung seines Wesens kommt
aus dem Krieg:”787
Großvater verließ Višegrad mit einem Hilfskonvoi. Außerhalb der Stadt wurde der
Konvoi angehalten. Bewaffnete stürmten die Busse und befahlen allen auszusteigen.
Unter den Soldaten waren zwei Männer aus Višegrad, die Großvater kannte. Er lächelte,
gab ihnen die Hand und fragte sie nach ihrem Befinden. Diesen Halt überlebten alle.
1995 gelang es uns, Nena und ihn zu uns nach Heidelberg zu holen.788
On one hand, this powerful scene demonstrates and highlights the complexities of the Yugoslav
Wars, where friends, acquaintances, and neighbors ended up fighting and killing each other. On
the other hand, it also shows how these, for some lifelong relationships, saved lives. Stanišić also
includes his uncle’s story of being captured and how he managed to flee as well as another
family member’s story about killings, destruction, and the role of religion in the war:
Meinen Onkel, den Bruder meiner Mutter, zerrten im August 1992 serbische Freischärler
in eine Toilette und wollten ihn zwingen, dass er sich auszog, damit sie sehen konnten, ob
er beschnitten war. Er erzählte und machte und tat, schindete Zeit. […] Er sollte sich von
nun an täglich in der Polizeiwache melden. Leute, die sich täglich in der Polizeiwachte
meldeten, verschwanden beim vierten oder fünften Mal. In Višegrad sagte man dazu:
»Die Dunkelheit hat sie verschluckt.« Mein Onkel und seine Familie entkamen der
Dunkelheit. Sie waren Monate unterwegs und fanden in Salzburg ein neues Zuhause.789
»In den Siebzigern war Čajniče ein Luftkurort. Hotel Orient. Kamst ohne Krawatte nicht
rein. Heute ist Čajniče ein Loch. Der Krieg hat es erledigt. Neunundvierzig Prozent
Muslime waren da früher, heute wären es hundert Prozent, wenn es Kornjača und seine
Truppe nicht gegeben hätte, das sag ich euch ganz ehrlich. Am besten aber, den Krieg
hätte es gar nicht gegeben. Ich war Soldat, das will ich nicht verschweigen. Privat hab ich
nie nach Religionen getrennt, nie! Ich bin, was ich bin,« sagt Sretoje […].790
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Writing about the war by using stories from others, Stanišić provides a broader picture of the
Yugoslav Wars and their aftermath from multiple perspectives. By including these different
voices, he offers more representations of traumatic experiences. Subsequently, this also provides
a more vivid and powerful depiction of the enormous impact the Yugoslav Wars had on so many
people.
Stanišić’s own story of war and flight includes details of how it all started, but he
intertwines his account with soccer stories while detailing his childhood experiences. He starts
with a soccer story, which took place “am 24.04.1991,” when his father and he drove to a
“Rückspiel nach Belgrad” and he let his “rot‐weißen Schal aus dem Fenster hängen, weil man
das im Fernsehen so machte als richtiger Fan.”791 Then, Stanišić moves on to another story as he
jumps a few months forward when “am 27.6.1991 fanden in Slowenien die ersten
Kriegshandlungen statt. Die Alpenrepublik erklärte sich für unabhängig von Jugoslawien. Es
folgten Scharmützel in Kroatien, Horror in Kroatien, dann die kroatische
Unabhängigkeitserklärung.”792 Immediately following this description, Stanišić goes back to the
April 24 soccer story, stating that “am 24.4.1991 hatte der serbische Abwehrspieler Siniša
Mihajlović, Roten Stern mit einem Freistoßtor in Führung gebracht.”793 He then continues to
describe this soccer match in great detail before once again moving ahead in time to “ziemlich
genau ein Jahr später” when his father asked him
[…] welche Gegenstände mir so wichtig sind, dass ich ohne sie nicht sein kann auf einer
womöglich langen Reise. Mit der langen Reise meinte er die Flucht aus unserer besetzten
Heimatstadt, wo betrunkene Soldaten ihre Lieder sangen, als feuerten sie eine
Mannschaft an. Mein rot‐weißer Schal fiel mir als Erstes ein. Ich wusste, es gab
Wichtigeres. Nahm ihn trotzdem mit.794
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Stanišić once again juxtaposes good and bad memories as he discusses the Yugoslav Wars and
connects his war experiences and memories with his favorite sport, soccer. As the last quotation
shows, though, here it reads like a continuous story, not as abrupt as the examples discussed
earlier and without the horrific details about war atrocities and crimes. Therefore, this story
sounds less intense and shocking and reflects more of the optimistic writing style and language
discussed in the scholarship on this text as Stanišić employs narrative and stylistic choices that
allow him to write about sad and traumatic experiences in a more positive way. Continuing his
story about his family’s flight, Stanišić summarizes that “Vater hatte uns über die serbische
Grenze gebracht und kehrte nach Višegrad zurück, um bei seiner Mutter zu bleiben.”795 “Mutter
und ich flohen über Serbien, Ungarn und Kroatien nach Deutschland. Am 24. August 1992
kamen wir in Heidelberg an.”796 With another parallel to highlight the realities of war, he reveals
that “in Bosnien hat es geschossen am 24. August 1992, in Heidelberg hat es geregnet.”797
Stanišić’s initial time in Heidelberg revolves mostly around the war in his former country
because his father and other members of his family are still in Višegrad. Stanišić describes the
everyday struggle, stress, fear, and worry trying to reach anyone:
Mutter und ich verbrachten Stunden in der Telefonzelle am Bahnhof. Wenn ein anderer
telefonieren wollte, gingen wir raus, Mutter rauchte eine. Wir versuchten, meist
vergeblich, irgendwen — Mann, Vater, Bruder, Großmutter — zu erreichen. Wochenlang
kamen wir nicht durch, wochenlang wussten wir nicht, ob derjenige, den wir sprechen
wollten, noch sprechen konnte.798
As Stanišić and his mother spend “Stunden in der Telefonzelle mit dem Besetztzeichen. Vaters
Stimme ist gelöchert von Räuspern und Pausen. Auf die wichtigste Frage hat er keine Antwort:
Wann kannst du zu uns kommen? Du ritzt deinen Namen und das Datum in das
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Telefonzellengelb. 1.10.1992.”799 His father finally managed to flee the war and “er kam ein
halbes Jahr später nach und brachte mit: einen braunen Koffer, eine Schlaflosigkeit und eine
Narbe am Oberschenkel.”800
Visiting his former Heimat in 2018, Stanišić is reminded about his personal experiences
with the flight from war as he and his parents stop on a drive. Once again, Stanišić portrays two
different stories that happened to him at the exact same place, during and after the war in Bosnia
and Herzegovina: “Es ist der 17. August 1992. Mutter stieg in den Bus, ich folgte. Es ist der 27.
April 2018. Mutter löscht die Zigarette und steigt wieder ein. Wir fahren weiter.”801 This
particular spot where they get on the bus in 1992 or stop with the car in 2018 is another example
of lieux de mémoire for Stanišić, where his individual memories manifest themselves and where
he is reminded of his traumatic experiences 26 years later. Still, with this juxtaposition, Stanišić
also provides evidence of a happy outcome from the uncertainty of the Einstieg in den Bus as he
and his mother managed to flee and survive. Fleeing the former Yugoslavia to Germany and
coming back to revisit his old Heimat several times since the wars ended indicates movement
very common among ex‐Yugoslav refugees, migrants, and Gastarbeitern. These regular types of
“return” visits are also applicable to Rabrenović and Bodrožić. Another movement is that of
driving. The fact that their drive continues as they “fahren weiter” indicates that life has moved
on and their journey has not come to an end, showing an onward movement and anticipative
outlook despite their traumatic war experiences.
During another visit in his former Heimat, Stanišić observes the following: “Heute ist der
25. April 2018. Ein serbischer Motorradclub besucht die Stadt. Ich sitze mit Großmutter in einem
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Café, Lederwesten stolzieren durch die Straßen. Četnik‐Aufnäher. […] Machen Selfies vor der
Brücke. (Manche wurden auf der Brücke getötet, manche in den Fluss geworfen und von der
Brücke erschossen.)”802 Describing the club in reference to nationality (Serb) and the chetnik
patches, which advertise their allegiance to a Yugoslav royalist and Serbian
nationalist movement and guerrilla force, Stanišić underlines their pride as they walk through the
streets. Commenting on the bridge as the club members take selfies, Stanišić highlights the role
of the bridge during the war as a place of horror where people were shot and killed. Even though
Stanišić does not explicitly state who “manche” are, by using the word chetnik, it is evident that
the victims were non‐Serbs.
The role of perpetrators and victims is also emphasized in a conversation with his
grandmother as Stanišić comments on the city of Rogatica, where his grandmother lives:
Rogatica ist noch trister als Višegrad. […] In den Kriegsjahren wurde am Stadtrand ein
Bauernhof zum Konzentrationslager für die nicht‐serbische Bevölkerung. Am 15. August
1992 brachte die Einheit von Dragoje Paunović Špiro siebenundzwanzig Insassen als
menschliche Schutzschilde an die Front. Sie überlebten die Schlacht und wurden
anschließend von Špiros Männern erschossen. Armin Baždar war fünfzehn Jahre alt und
überlebte mit zwei Kugeln im Arm.803
Like Rabrenović, with these examples, Stanišić acknowledges Muslims as the victims of the war
in Bosnia and Herzgovina because “allmählich wurde das Ausmaß der Gewalt gegen die
muslimische Bevölkerung bekannt.”804
On the topic of those, who committed war crimes, Stanišić makes observations and
remarks that are similar to Rabrenović’s. In his two works, Der Balkanizer: Ein Jugo in
Deutschland and Herzlich willkommenčić: Heimatgeschichten vom Balkanizer, Rabrenović
comments on the Yugoslav Wars and their aftermath in political terms and also discusses the
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collective guilt of politicians. Stanišić makes political comments as well, but he starts with
experiences in the private sphere and then moves on to the public sphere. In his commentary,
Stanišić begins with a reference to “Kriegsverbrecher an der Wand und in der Vitrine”805 in his
family member’s home. How he feels about this is vocalized by Stanišić as he expresses his
disbelief and shock:
Auf dem Gehäuse Häkelhandwerk und auf dem Häkelhandwerk zwei gerahmte Fotos von
den Kriegsverbrechern Radovan Karadžić und, in Uniform, Ratko Mladić. Ich musste
mich setzen.806
Vielleicht meinte sie die Dalmatiner aus Porzellan neben den Verbrechern im Regal:
Mehr Erschütterung gefällig?807
Comparing the politicians of the 1990s with Tito, Stanišić declares that “der Kitt der
multiethnischen Idee hielt dem zersetzenden Potenzial der Nationalismen nicht länger stand. Tito
als die wichtigste Erzählstimme des jugoslawischen Einheitsplots war nicht zu ersetzen. […] Die
neuen Erzähler hießen Milošević, Izetbegović, Tuđman.”808 These politicians’ agenda on the
“Lesereise zu ihrem Volk”809 is told through Stanišić’s eyes in a unique way as he divides it into:
”Genre, Rahmen, Sujet, Hauptfiguren, Erzählte Zeit, Stil, Perspektive, Botschaft,
Argumentationslinie, Rezipienten.”810 Stanišić sums it up stating that “die neuen Stimmen” were
“verlogen und verroht” and “ihre Manifeste lesen sich wie Anleitungen zum Völkerhass.”811 Just
like Rabrenović, Stanišić illuminates the role of all three politicians of the 1990s (President of
Serbia, Milošević, President of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Izetbegović, and President of Croatia,
Tuđman) in the time leading up to the tensions and uprisings and finally violence and the
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Yugoslav Wars. He stresses these politicians’ scheme that led to the wars and their nationalistic
goals that destroyed the multiethnicity of Yugoslavia. All of the politicians’ appeals to the
Yugoslav people caused hate among the different ethnicities and nationalities and consequently
resulted in the Volk killing each other. Stanišić’s political criticism, similarly to Rabrenović’s,
point to the collective guilt of former Yugoslav politicians in connection with the Yugoslav
Wars. Although Stanišić makes austere political comments, his critiques do not appear as direct
as those of Rabrenović, who not only blames the politicians but also calls on the Serbian people
to collectively admit their leaders’ responsibility for the atrocities and crimes of the Yugoslav
Wars. Stanišić voices his views about the politicians as well. However, he expresses stronger
emotions in terms of how he feels about the politicians’ roles in the Yugoslav Wars and his
incredulity that people display pictures of these politicians in their homes. Despite everything he
is aware of and has heard and seen, Stanišić states how it is still unbelievable and
incomprehensible that the wars happened “ausgerechnet hier! Auf diesem Balkan, Mann! An der
Kreuzung zwischen Orient und Okzident! Alle sind hier irgendwann marschiert, alle!”812
As Stanišić elucidates in his text, the Yugoslav Wars also left a devastating aftermath in
various ways. His writings differ from from Rabrenović’s, as Stanišić provides secondary
accounts of others’ experiences and how the traumatic experiences affected them even in the new
country. With a story about his father’s colleague and his friend Dedo, Stanišić takes the
discussion of the wars’ aftermath further as he sheds light on post‐traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD) among the ex‐Yugoslavs in Germany:
Olja ist Serbe aus der Krajina, ehemaliger Förster. Er dient im gleichen Rohrtrupp wie
Vater. Aus dem Krieg kommend, landete er in Ludwigshafen und fünf Tage die Woche in
Schwarzheide. In Schwarzheide erzählte Olja vom ersten Tag an denselben Witz, gern
auch mehrmals hintereinander. Schwieg aber auch mal, konnte auch ganz normal mit dir
reden. […] Olja schreckte nachts aus dem Schlaf auf und erzählte seinen Witz der
812
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Dunkelheit in der Baracke, weckte all. Wütend auf Olja war keener, wie sollte man? […]
Eines Montags kam er nicht. Am Montag darauf fing ein anderer an und übernahm Oljas
Aufgaben. Vater weiß nicht, was mit Olja weiter war.813
Dedo aus der Förderklasse war auf einem Traktoranhänger aus seiner Heimatstadt in
Zentralbosnien geflohen. Der Traktor fuhr über einen Acker. Der Anhänger schaukelte
heftig. Dort, wo sie von dem Acker abfuhren, warnte ein Stück Tuch, gespannt zwischen
zwei Stöcken, vor MINEN auf dem Acker. Seit dem Tag kann Dedo nur dann
einschlafen, wenn er den Kopf schnell schaukelt, hin und her, hin und her, bis er vor
Schwindel quasi ohnmächtig wird.814
Dedo hatte keine Fragen mehr. Dedo lernte kaum Deutsch. In sich gekehrt und auch im
Unterricht abwesend. […] Allen, die mit ihm zu tun hatten, war klar, dass Dedo etwas
aus der Vergangenheit mit sich schleppte, das größer und wichtiger war als die
Gegenwart. Wir wussten von dem Traktor und dem Minenfeld. Vielleicht war es ja nur
das: so überlebt zu haben.815
Furthermore, like Rabrenović, Stanišić sees his Heimatstadt after the war as a city he
does not recognize anymore. “1996, bei meinem ersten Besuch in Višegrad nach Kriegsende,
war die Stadt voll und verzweifelt, aggressiv und arbeitslos.”816 This mirrors Rabrenović’s shock
during his first visit after the Yugoslav Wars when he does not recognize his Heimatstadt
Belgrade and he finds everything to be “dreckig, dunkel und verkommen.”817 Even for Stanišić’s
mother, her hometown Višegrad is not the city that it once was:
Mutter hat Višegrad losgelassen am Tag, als ihr Leben dort in Gefahr geriet. Sie findet in
der Stadt Unterkunft, aber keine Rast. Sie kommt nur noch her, weil ihre
Schwiegermutter sie braucht. Sie sieht: das Lustlose, das Kaputte, das Halberledigte, den
Nepotismus, den Verfall, das ewig Dämmrige, das ewig Gestrige. Sie hasst, dass der
letzte Inhaber von Albos eines Morgens mit Plastiktüten voller Bargeld sein Büro verließ,
zwei Mal zurückkehrte, um weitere Tüten wegzuschaffen, vorbei an den schweigenden
Arbeitern an ihren schweigenden Nähmaschinen. Nichts, sagten sie später, hätte was
geändert. Diese Stadt wird niemals mehr das sein, was sie einmal war.818
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As Stanišić makes clear, Višegrad does not feel like the city he was born and grew up in and he
describes the changes in apocalyptic, dystopian terms. Like Rabrenović, he portrays Demshuk’s
“Heimat transformed,”819 as his former home is no longer what it used to be as a consequence of
the Yugoslav Wars. Stanišić recognizes that the present-day spaces of his former hometown have
changed to a point of no return as it is not his city anymore. He stresses that “[…] auch für mich
ist dieses Višegrad nicht mein Višegrad,”820 which is exactly what Rabrenović states about his
hometown: Belgrade is “nicht mehr »mein« Belgrad.”821 Stanišić emphasizes how he feels
removed from his Heimatstadt, and concludes by stating: “Ich kam nicht zurück, ich kam an
einem neuen Ort zum ersten Mal an.”822 Stanišić’s impossible “Rückkehr in die Heimat” is
typical for literary works by and depictions of refugees, migrants, and exiles because nothing is
the way it used to be.823 Analyzing Wie der Soldat das Grammofon repariert, Erika Hammer
states that Stanišić illustrates the “transitorische Nicht‐Orte” in his new country, Germany, to
which he as a displaced refugee cannot find any connection.824 Yet, Stanišić takes this further in
his latest book by demonstrating that his own Heimatstadt is also a “Nichtort,” where nothing is
the way it used to be before the Yugoslav Wars.
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In addition, every time Stanišić visits his former hometown, he has a guilty conscience:
In Višegrad hatte ich permanent ein schlechtes Gewissen. Wenn ich ehemalige
Schulkameraden traf, die hier ausgeharrt hatten, während ich in Heidelberg in einem
Freibad Kanu fuhr in der Nacht. Wenn ich meine deutschen Mark wechselte. Wenn
Rahim etwas über die Stadt wissen wollte und ich ihm keine Antwort geben konnte.
Wenn fast jeder davon sprach, wie schlecht es ging, und ich dachte: Mir geht es gut.825
Managing to flee the war with his mother, Stanišić is a survivor. It may seem that he is
exhibiting “survivor guilt syndrome,” the most common reaction to traumatic events among
survivors, which occurs when a person feels guilty for surviving a life‐threatening situation when
others did not.826 Yet, his guilty conscience is not about the wartime and coming out alive.
Rather, he describes how he feels guilty towards former school friends in his hometown in the
aftermath of the Yugoslav Wars. While his friends have to persevere in the face of the
challenging and grueling life in postwar Bosnia and Herzegovina, beset by problems of poverty,
unemployment, grief, and destruction, Stanišić enjoys his good life in Germany. Therefore,
Stanišić actually exhibits what can be described as “aftermath guilt” rather than “survivor guilt.”
Stanišić reveals how his flight to Germany and being able to stay there even after the war ended
gave him the opportunity to build a new life. Living in Germany also allows him to enjoy his
time in the former Heimat with the deutsche Mark. As he parallels his life with that of his
friends, who are living in a war‐torn country with their daily struggles, Stanišić highlights two
points. First, he demonstrates the horrific consequences and difficulties of everyday life that the
Yugoslav Wars left behind. Second, he shows how those who fled and never returned
permanently feel “schlechtes Gewissen.”827 Finally, these differences in lifestyles and
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opportunities between Stanišić and his friends can also lead to “othering” of those like Stanišić,
who do not live any longer in the former Heimat and Heimatstadt. Living in Germany, Stanišić
belongs to those who left their Heimat and found another one. Consequently, he might be
considered the “other” in his former country and city as his old friends can no longer identify
with him considering their different experiences and lives.
Yet, Stanišić is possibly also a traumatized victim, who spent a few months in the war
before the dangerous flight with his mother. Anthropologist Anders H. Steffanson writes that
“returnees” he interviewed emphasize how they have also “been exposed to more or less
prolonged stays in war zones, and that expulsion or flight involved physical, economic, and
psychological risks and hardships, since they had to cross enemy territory and leave behind
property and jobs in exchange for an uncertain destiny as refugees in foreign countries.”828 This
is perhaps the reason why, in spite of his guilty conscience and the recognition of his better life
and comfort, Stanišić expresses strongly that he does not owe anyone any explanation or
apology: “Ich brauche niemandem zu erklären, warum ich dort, wo ich herkomme, nicht mehr
bin. Es kommt mir vor, als würde ich genau das aber immerfort tun. Fast entschuldigend auch.
Auch mir selbst gegenüber. Es kommt mir vor, als stünde ich wegen der Geschichte dieser Stadt,
Višegrad, und wegen des Glücks meiner Kindheit in einer Schuld, die ich mit Geschichten
begleichen muss.”829 Stanišić does not elaborate on his statement.
Stanišić’s visits to his former Heimatstadt are not a homecoming or a permanent return
but rather (yearly) visits which, according to Steffanson, are common among the Bosnian
refugees because they want to retain the opportunities afforded by the permanent residence
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rights, and sometimes citizenship, that they have acquired in their host countries.830 Yet exile
also has its costs. Edward Said characterized it as “the unhealable rift forced between a human
being and a native place.”831 Stanišić takes this definition one step further by pointing to a rift
between those who stayed and those who fled. The different destinies, choices, and life in the
aftermath of the conflicts lead to distance, antagonism, and acrimony between the refugees and
those who experienced the entire war. As Stanišić states, it was das Glück seiner Kindheit that he
was on the flight to Germany in the midst of the war, also implying that he was a child and had
no decision-making power in this regard. The decision not to permanently return to his former
Heimat is his own as an adult, but as Stanišić argues, he does not need to justify this decision to
anyone. As Stanišić points out, “die Welt ist voller Jugoslawen. Fragmente wie sie [seine Eltern]
oder ich es sind. Die Kinder der Geflüchteten haben längst eigene Kinder, die Schweden sind
oder Neuseeländer oder Türken,”832 emphasizing that he is one of the many, who come back to
the former Heimat to only visit.
The reason for only visiting and not returning permanently is that Germany is one of the
places outside of his home country where Stanišić also feels at home, a country that at first
became a refuge for him at the time of the Yugoslav Wars and later his new Heimat. Yet, when
Stanišić is asked by Germans about being zuhause in Germany, his answers vary: “Man will
gelegentlich von mir wissen, ob ich in Deutschland zu Hause sei. Ich sage abwechselnd ja und
nein.”833 He continues by showing how he tries to avoid providing an answer and states: “Ich
sage: Ich komme aus … undsoweiter. Dann sage ich: »Ist das Axl Rose von Guns N’ Roses
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dahinten?« Wenn sich der Gesprächspartner umsieht, verwandle ich mich in einen deutschen
Schmetterling und fächle davon.”834
How Stanišić deals with these difficult questions has to do with his status as someone
living outside of their own Heimat. Just like with Herkunft, Stanišić believes that Zuhause is
Zufall. For him, the common experiences of war refugees are that “jedes Zuhause ist ein
zufälliges. Dort wirst du geboren, hierhin vertrieben [...] Glück hat, wer den Zufall beeinflussen
kann. Wer sein Zuhause nicht verlässt, weil er muss, sondern weil er will.”835 The latter
sentiment can be tied to Stanišić’s earlier statement on being lucky in his childhood because he
and his mother were able to flee from the war after a few months. Stanišić is emphatic that on the
one hand, it was the Glück seiner Kindheit that they did not have to suffer through the entire war,
but on the other, they did not have Glück because they did not want to leave their own Zuhause
but had to. As he writes about Germany, Stanišić stresses that with the war situation, his new
home, Heidelberg, was for him “eine zufällige Stadt.”836 Ich war vierzehn und hatte von ihr nie
gehört, geschweige denn geahnt, wie gut sich am Neckar später mit einer Studentin der
Philosophie spazieren lassen würde.”837 For Stanišić and his family, the “Aufenthalt” in this new
Zuhause in Germany “war als kurzzeitige Rettung gedacht aus der wirklich gewordenen
Unwirklichkeit des Krieges.”838 “Mutter glaubte, der Krieg werde bald vorbei sein und wir
könnten nach Hause zurück.”839 That was not the case, however.
As the wars continue and spread in their Heimat, Stanišić’s and his family’s stay in
Germany keeps being extended and during their time in this new country, they are constantly
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dealing with bureaucracy. Stanišić demonstrates the various difficulties they confronted as
refugees and the emotional and psychological toll it took on them. The biggest concern was
deportation. In 1997, deportation lingers over him, affecting and disrupting his customs,
amusement, and enjoyment: “Bei mir war wegen der drohenden Abschiebung zu viel los, ich
hatte keinen Kopf für Bergankünfte in den Alpen.”840 His parents had to leave Germany in 1998:
“Um der Abschiebung ins ethnisch gesäuberte Višegrad zuvorzukommen, wanderten sie nach
Florida aus.”841 In the same year, “Nena Merjema und Großvater Muhamed sollten dann auch
abgeschoben werden. Ihr Heimatland brauche Kräfte für den Wiederaufbau, hieß es. Nach
Višegrad konnten sie nicht zurück. Sie schlossen sich der Familie ihrer Tochter an, meiner Tante
Lula, und bezogen in der Nähe eine winzige Wohnung in Zavidovići.”842
Stanišić’s demonstration of the effects of regulations in Germany is typical of the way
Germany handled the huge influx of war refugees from Bosnia and Herzegovina, who were
expected to return back home soon.843 Much of the research focuses specifically on Bosnian
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refugees like Stanišić and his family. While Germany opened its borders, it was still “enforcing
exclusionary asylum policies,” so that the majority of the Bosnians, like Stanišić’s family, were
only offered Duldung (Temporary Protection Status).844 How this temporary status results in
Abschiebung is clearly presented by Stanišić through the examples of his parents and
grandparents. By 2005, as Joelle Hageboutros specifies, around 75% of Bosnian refugees in
Germany had been repatriated.
Still, even though these bureaucratic battles over the course of his years in Germany are
part of Stanišić’s life, for him, the fight to stay in Germany permanently actually ends
successfully:
Ich wurde 1998 nicht abgeschoben, weil der Sachbearbeiter in der Ausländerbehörde
mehr als nur Dienst nach Vorschrift tat. Er hörte mir zu und merkte auf, als ich sagte, ich
würde gern in Heidelberg studieren. […] Ich durfte in Deutschland weitersehen. Erst mal
nur so lange ich studierte. Danach brauchte ich einen Job, der mit dem Studium zu tun
hatte. Ich wollte Schriftsteller werden, musste also nachweisen, dass
Literaturwissenschaft mit Schriftstellern zu tun hat. Als Nächstes, dass Schriftsteller
überhaupt ein Beruf ist. Und schließlich, dass dieser Beruf einen erwachsenen Menschen
ernähren kann.845
Then, a “Sachbearbeiterin der Ausländerbehörde Leipzig” tells Stanišić that she needs
“»Verträge.« […] »Besorgen Sie mir Verträge. Das Gesetz braucht Belege dafür, dass Ihnen
jemand Geld geben möchte für das, was Sie tun. Je mehr Geld, desto besser.”846 Stanišić was
ready to provide this documentation a few months later:
Ein paar Monate später hatte ich den Vertrag für meinen ersten Roman geschlossen. Ich
rief die Sachbearbeiterin an, las ihr die vereinbarte Summe vor. Sie lachte. Ich sagte:
concerns by emphasizing the principle that Yugoslavian refugees would not be able to
permanently remain in Germany. (Whitney, 1994)” “Since there was no change in mentality
regarding the temporary stay of the Bosnian migrants in Germany, there were no efforts made by
the government to integrate Bosnian populations into German society.” (Hageboutros, 56)
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»Das ist jetzt aber nicht nett.« Sie sagte: »Oder ist das für ein [sic] Monat?« »Falls alle
das Buch kaufen, bin ich reich!«, sagte ich. »Das Einwanderungsgesetz«, sagte sie,
»kennt kein falls.« Und nach einer Pause: »Ach, bringen Sie das mal vorbei.« Das »Ach«
war es! Ein paar Wochen später durfte ich mein Visum abholen.
AUFENTHALTSERLAUBNIS Erlischt mit Beendigung der selbstständigen Tätigkeit als
Schriftsteller und der damit verbundenen Aktivitäten.847
By recounting his own story, as well as his parents’ and grandparents’, of how they had to face
the temporary status policies as war refugees in Germany, Stanišić portrays what so many former
Yugoslav war refugees had to deal with. He writes about three different generations, illustrating
how the regulations in Germany applied to and affected everyone, no matter the age and what
was waiting for them back home. Providing the particular details about his family members, he
shows the different decisions people make pertaining to their Rückkehr after Abschiebung,
depending on their personal situation. Consequently, Stanišić adds to the overall narrative of ex‐
Yugoslav war refugees in Germany by providing additional unique stories of the Bosnian war
refugees confronted with enforced deportation and the outcomes of that expulsion. Stanišić also
expands on this narrative by imparting how even his positive outcome of being able to remain in
Germany comes with certain prejudices even years later:
Wir tragen Häkchen im Namen. Jemand, der mich gern hatte, nannte meine mal
»Schmuck«. Ich empfand sie in Deutschland oft eher als Hindernis. Sie stimmten
Beamten und Vermieter skeptisch, und an den Grenzen dauerte die Passkontrolle länger
als bei Petra vor und Ingo hinter dir.848
Am Frankfurter Flughafen, vor einer Reise in die USA, wo ich als Lehrassistent für
Deutsch antreten sollte, ließ sich ein Grenzer derart genüsslich viel Zeit mit meinem Pass,
dass die Schlange hinter mir schon die Lage der Notausgänge sondierte.849
In meinem Pass war außerdem zwölf Semester lang vermerkt, dass mein Aufenthalt in
Deutschland ausschließlich zum Zweck eines Studiums erlaubt sei. Also befragten mich
die emsigsten unter den Grenzschützern nach meinen Studienfächern. Die waren
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ebenfalls angeführt, sie fragten trotzdem. Es war ein Test: Wenn man die Antwort nicht
kannte, war das Visum womöglich gefälscht.850
Before receiving the student visa and later the Aufenthaltserlaubnis, Stanišić addresses
other obstacles and struggles of his life as a refugee in Germany. Compared to Bodrožić and
Rabrenović, Stanišić’s descriptions of life as refugee are significantly more detailed. This can be
attributed to his different experiences from the other two authors as he had to live in
Migrantenheimen with many others:
Unser erstes deutsches Zuhause lag in einem Gewerbegebiet […]. Es lebten sechs weitere
Flüchtlingsfamilien in dem Haus. Alle waren permanent enttäuscht. Von den Behörden,
von den Preisen, davon, dass nur zwei Herdplatten heiß wurden […] Alle warteten auf
gute Nachrichten und ein besseres Leben, es musste nicht mal gut sein. Gut war, noch am
Leben zu sein. Wir Kinder durften fernsehen, so lange wir wollten. Wir sahen Wrestling
und Softpornos und rauften auf alten Matratzen im Hof. Die Matratzen rochen nicht gut.
Sie trugen die Träume und die Hautschuppen ihrer Vorbesitzer. […] Der Sperrmüll war
für die meisten von uns eine Riesenattraktion. Dass Leute einfach so ihr Zeug
rausstellten! Ich ekelte mich sehr. Wir hatten aber keine Möbel und kein Geld und damit
auch keine Wahl.851
In unserem ersten deutschen Zuhause teilten wir uns mit anderen Geflüchteten das Bad
und den Fernseher und jede Türklinke. Wir teilten uns mit Fremden ein fremdes Leben in
der Fremde. Uns allein gehörten drei braune Koffer.852
During this time, Stanišić also reports on other random “rules” alluded to by random Germans on
the street, reminding him and his family that they are not at home:
Wir wurden auch oft daran erinnert, dass man sich in Deutschland an »die Regeln« zu
halten habe. Als seien Regeln anderswo völlig unbekannt. »Do reddä märr Daidsch« an
meinen Cousin und mich in der Straßenbahn gerichtet, war keine Ernst zu nehmende
Regel natürlich, der Spruch allerdings durchaus ernst gemeint.853
Meine Eltern unterhielten sich im öffentlichen Raum auf Serbokroatisch ohnehin schon
vorbeugend leise. Wer sich an Regeln hielt, auch an solche, die gar keine waren, dem
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könnte man, so unser Eindruck, das Migrantendasein eher verzeihen. Und mit jeder
Regel, an die man uns erinnerte, erinnerte man uns auch daran: Ihr seid fremd hier.854
Stanišić exemplifies what Joscha Klueppel discusses in his article on Stanišić’s book, namely
that the migrants and refugees depicted in it are being characterized as “fremd” and as something
“Unerwünschtes.”855 This “Entfremdung” by the “Mehrheitsgesellschaft,” as Klueppel describes
it, “stets verdeutlicht, dass Migranten nicht dazugehören, dass sie keinen Platz in der
Gesellschaft finden können, ja dies sogar nicht sollen.”856 As Klueppel concludes, “dann wird
das von den Ausgegrenzten verinnerlicht,” which Stanišić reflects by stating how he and his
family feel as they are confronted with these Regeln and prejudices in public that lead to the
feeling of Fremdheit. Yet beyond what Klueppel examines, Stanišić also highlights the role of
language in the public sphere and how speaking the language of the host country is viewed as a
“must” by Germans. Over time, as Stanišić points out, “kannten wir die Vorurteile und lernten,
gemeint zu sein, ohne so zu sein. Aggressiv und primitiv und illegal. […] Ausgewandert, um zu
unterwandern. Im Grunde betrieben wir Aufklärungsarbeit, indem wir uns verhielten, wie wir
uns überall verhalten hätten: als Menschen, die zufällig nicht da sein konnten, wo sie lieber
wären.”857
The discussion on Fremdheit is taken even further by Stanišić as he writes about the
Ausländerhass in Germany over the span of 26 years, specifically on how he experienced the
attacks on foreigners that occurred during this time, and how it affected him:
Am 24. August 1992 werfen Neonazis Molotow‐Cocktails in ein Wohnheim für
vietnamesische Vertragsarbeiter in Rostock. Es gibt Zuschauer. Rostocker Bürger.
Zugereiste Hasstouristen. Polizei. »Wir räuchern sie aus!« »Hängt sie!« »Sieg Heil!«
Stanišić, 151.
Klueppel, Joscha. “Emotionale Landschaften der Migration: Von unsichtbaren Grenzen,
Nicht-Ankommen und dem Tod in Stanišičs Herkunft und Varatharajahs Vor der Zunahme der
Zeichen.” Transit, vol. 12, no. 2, 2020, pp. 1–22 (p. 12).
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Brandsätze werden in den unteren Stockwerken platziert. […] Man holt sich ein Bier und
eine Wurst und guckt in die Flammen. Feuerwehr kommt, man hat die Zufahrten
versperrt. Ein deutscher Pogromjahrmarkt.858
In der Schulbibliothek lagen Zeitungen aus. Ich mache es mir zur Gewohnheit, sie in der
Mittagspause durchzublättern. […] Am 29. Mai 1993 starben bei einem rechtsextremen
Brandanschlag in Solingen fünf Menschen. […] 2017 wurden zwischen 264 und 1387
Angriffe auf Flüchtlingsunterkünfte erfasst (die Zahl variiert je nach Quelle).859
Heute ist der 29. August 2018. In den letzten Tagen haben tausende in Chemnitz gegen
die offene Gesellschaft in Deutschland demonstriert. Migranten wurden angefeindet, der
Hitler‐Gruß hing über der Gegenwart.860
There was a lot of media coverage pertaining to these many violent attacks and assaults on
foreigners.861 However, for Stanišić, these attacks are not just news but rather very personal as he
identifies as an Ausländer as well and feels how this violence is geared toward all foreigners:
Knapp drei Monate später, an einem Montag in November, brachte ein Lehrer
Zeitungsausschnitte über Lichtenhagen in den Sprachunterricht. Wortschatzarbeit. Mutet
zynisch an, war ihm aber ein Anliegen: mit uns Ausländern über Ausländerhass sprechen.
Wir lasen stumm und blieben stumm nach dem Lesen. Sonst meldete sich immer gleich
jemand, weil etwas nicht begriffen worden war. Diesmal hatten das Wesentliche wohl
alle begriffen. Diesmal waren wir gemeint.862
Yet, even though he feels personally affected as an Ausländer and exhibits a sense of
experiencing a common threat, Stanišić also distances himself out of fear and begins to contrast
Jugos and Vietnamese: “Was haben wir Jugos mit Vietnamesen gemein? Und schon war ich
dabei, in dem bisschen Wissen über Vietnam […] nach dem zu suchen, was an dem Land und
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seinen Leuten hassenswert sein könnte.”863 As he continues, he admits to his own unpleasant
surprise, “der eigentliche Horror: ich wägte ab, worin ich als Jugoslawe anders, worin besser sei,
um mich gewissermaßen zu versichern, dass uns, den Guten, nichts Derartiges widerfahren
könne.”864 Trying to draw comparisons in order to find how Yugoslavs differ in a good way from
Vietnamese and how they are better people, places Yugoslavs above Vietnamese creating the
notion of “others.” This “othering,” for example, is also discussed by Rabrenović but on the topic
of East versus West, in terms of Yugoslavia being the “other” in comparison with western
countries like Germany. In spite of the numerous incidents of Ausländerhass and also the daily
difficulties and struggles in his refugee life in Germany, on which Stanišić elaborates in his text,
this new country became his new Heimat.
Writing about his arrival in Germany, Stanišić stresses how he felt safe and secure after
his flight, just like Rabrenović, who managed to escape the military draft and combat. For
Bodrožić the feeling of comfort and security is the German language in which she writes about
her experiences with her life as a Gastarbeiterkind and relates how she dealt with the loss of her
former Heimat. In contrast to Bodrožić, Stanišić describes his Ankunft and his “erste Freude in
Deutschland,” which was “eine touristische Attraktion,” ein Schloss.865 Although, as Stanišić
elaborates, “im Nachhinein weiß ich, dass die Freude kam, weil wir uns zum ersten Mal nach der
Flucht sicher fühlten. Hier waren wir fremd, aber die Fremde war nicht bedrohlich, der Regen
einfach nur Wetter, die Sonne nur sie.”866 In his new city, Stanišić experiences his youth, many
of his “firsts,” and a new beginning because “Heidelberg war Flucht und Neubeginn, war das
Prekäre und die Pubertät, erste Polizeikontrolle und erste Liebe, Sperrmüllmöbel und
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Studium.”867 In the same way as for many migrant and refugee children and youth, Stanišić
experiences that having a special place where he feels safe and feels that he belongs can lead to a
feeling of normalcy after fleeing the war:
Die IGH868 war Schutzraum, Raum für Spracherwerb, Alltäglichkeit, war Plastiktabletts
mit den immer zu weichen Mensa‐Pommes drauf. Ich stand in der Raucherecke, ohne
geraucht zu haben, und unterhielt mich über Grunge‐Musik. Ich spielte Basketball,
alberte herum. Dort und dann war es bisweilen so, als sei man als migrantischer
Jugendlicher ein komplett normaler Jugendlicher in einer komplett normalen Zeit in einer
komplett normalen Stadt. Also wurde ich selbstbewusster. Schrieb gute Noten. Die
Schule bezahlte mir ein Jahr lang Gitarrenunterricht.869
Even after moving away from Heidelberg, every time he goes back Stanišić makes sure
to revisit old places where he lived and spent time as a war refugee either alone or with old
friends. As Stanišić underscores, “man hatte inzwischen feste Jobs und Familien gegründet,
erzählte aber vor allem von früher, von der ARAL, vom Jungsein.”870 He demonstrates how this
time in Emmertsgrund, spent among many different migrant friends remains a constant and
important episode in his life. Overall, Stanišić expresses what Heidelberg means to him and how
his arrival is a lucky Zufall. At the same time though, his statement denotes a successful Ankunft
in Germany:
»Jede Stadt«, schrieb der englische Schriftsteller John Berger, »hat ein Geschlecht und
ein Alter, die nichts mit ihrer Demographie zu tun haben. Rom ist feminin. Paris ist ein
Mann in den Zwanzigern, verliebt in eine ältere Frau.« Heidelberg ist ein Junge aus
Bosnien, der sich in den Weinbergen am Emmertsgrund von einem Mädchen Deutsch
beibringen lässt. Der sich erst viel später des Zufalls bewusst werden wird, ausgerechnet
ein Heidelberger Junge geworden zu sein. Der diesen Zufall Glück nennt und diese Stadt:
mein Heidelberg.871
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Conclusion
This final chapter addressed Saša Stanišić’s latest semi‐autobiographical book Herkunft,
which provides another specific example of a literary response to and discussion of the Yugoslav
Wars and their aftermath as well as elucidating how he deals with traumas and loss. Due to
Stanišić’s age at the time of the war, his direct exposure to combat and trauma, and the questions
about his identity and belonging he would like to answer, he chooses a unique manner in his
writing. Not only does Stanišić write about his own memories and stories but he also includes
those of others (family members, relatives, friends, acquaintances, his father’s co‐worker) and
also those tied to specific places of his childhood in his hometown (family home, grandmother’s
home, Višegrad Kurbad) and the village of his ancestors (great‐grandfather’s home, cemetery).
This inclusion of all these different sources helps Stanišić find some answers on his Suche nach
dem eigenen Selbst. More specifically, on this search, he turns to oral speech and memories
(through conversations with his grandmother) and artifacts (photos, objects, and official and
unofficial documents from his grandfather) in order to learn about his Herkunft and ancestors and
in return also about who he is and where he comes from. Just like Bodrožić and Rabrenović,
Stanišić concludes by showing that identity and Heimat are fluid concepts. Stanišić‘s identity and
Heimat are both constantly renegotiated as he states that his home can be anywhere where he
wants to be and where he is welcome. Like the other two authors, Stanišić demonstrated how
identity is affected by politics and ethnically mixed marriages and families in the former
Yugoslavia and how even one’s name could create uncomfortable and fearful situations shortly
before the Yugoslav Wars started and also after they ended. Overall, Stanišić illuminates the role
of ethnicity, nationality, and religion in the former Yugoslavia and newly established countries
and underscores the way in which they impact identity in the public sphere. In reference to
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Heimat, Stanišić also addresses Yugonostalgia and Titostalgia for the lost home and the life that
his family had under President Tito in the 1980s. In her article on the topic of nostalgia,
Magdalena Rekść acknowledges “there is more than one memory about Yugoslavia” and “that
on the one hand there are many supporters of the south‐Slavic idea of unity and closeness, but
then the hatred towards SFRY872 is so strong […].”873 In his book, Stanišić presents the
supporters’ side by demonstrating how former Yugoslavs gather, remember, commemorate, and
celebrate a country that no longer exists and the lives they no longer have. Unlike Bodrožić and
Rabrenović, Stanišić discusses certain aspects like food and soccer and connects particular
smells of homemade food, his favorite sport soccer, and specific places with both good and bad
memories in his life. On one hand, he addresses his childhood memories before the Yugoslav
Wars and on the other, the horrific personal war experiences and traumas as well as atrocities
and crimes suffered by others. Like Rabrenović, Stanišić also voices his opinion in political
terms and comments on the role of the politicians of the former Yugoslav republics. According
to Stanišić, their inadequate leadership and nationalistic schemes led to the hatred between the
multiethnic and multireligious Volk of the former Yugoslavia, which resulted in the Yugoslav
Wars that lasted over 10 years.
Furthermore, Stanišić provides a detailed account of the Yugoslav Wars’ aftermath that
illustrates how the country and the people have been affected and have suffered. For one, he
exemplifies the consequences on the population’s mental health by writing about PTSD episodes
experienced by his and his family’s friends. In addition, like Rabrenović, Stanišić determines that
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while he is visiting his former Heimat after the war, there is no possibility of a Rückkehr, as his
city Višegrad is not the same any longer. Having a much better life in Germany in comparison to
his old friends in Višegrad, Stanišić also constantly has a guilty conscience. However, as he
notes, before this established life in his new country, Stanišić was confronted with daily
hardships, different obstacles and struggles as a war refugee that he describes in detail. He writes
about aspects of the lives of refugees and migrants in the Emmertsgrund Migrantenviertel in
Heidelberg, which, for example, included shared housing, used clothes, and picking up thrown‐
out furniture. Stanišić also depicts the importance of learning the language of the new country by
demonstrating the consequences when one does not speak German, for instance, for integration
and on the job market. Stanišić also emphasizes that those who had a job like his parents worked
in positions that were physically extremely strenuous. Arriving in Germany at the age of 14,
Stanišić himself dealt with learning the new language in school and trying to integrate in the new
culture and society along with his other refugee and migrant friends. Besides the everyday
difficulties, former Yugoslav refugees dealt with the bureaucracy, special visas, and battles to
avoid the Abschiebung and stay in Germany permanently. Consequently, Stanišić adds to the
overall narrative by providing unique stories of the ex-Yugoslav war refugees in Germany
confronted with deportation and the outcomes of that expulsion. Finally, Stanišić discusses
feeling fremd because of the occasional poor treatment by Germans in public. Reading and
learning about the Ausländerhass through numerous incidents and attacks on foreigners in
Germany throughout the years, he feels personally affected and understands the reality of his
status, as one of his identities is that of an Ausländer. Nevertheless, in spite of all the hurdles and
hardships, Stanišić writes that Germany offered much-needed safety and security after fleeing
from the war. It is evident how Stanišić develops a special connection to “his” Heidelberg, as he
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calls it, and especially to Emmertsgrund, which he always visits whenever he is in that area. Just
like for Bodrožić and Rabrenović, Germany becomes an additional Heimat for Stanišić, where he
experiences a successful Ankunft and where he feels like he belongs. Throughout his book,
Stanišić writes about his own accounts, experiences, and memories but also about those of others
like his parents, grandparents, other family members and relatives, his own and family friends,
acquaintances, and his father’s coworkers. Using this range of different, unique, and individual
stories, Stanišić provides a pluralistic approach to the experiences, memories, and traumas of the
Yugoslav Wars. This allows for a vital, critical, and productive commemoration of the past as
well as the approach to dealing with the aftermath even today. Being able to tell stories about
others, who they are and where they are from, comes from the willingness and eagerness of
people to tell and narrate about themselves: “Menschen erzählen gern über diesen ersten Zufall
unseres Lebens, dass wir von irgendjemanden zufällig an einem zufälligen Ort geboren sind und
dass das uns dann eben so definiert. Das spielt im Leben der Menschen eine immense Rolle.”874
Thus, the main theme in the book is “Herkunft” and a recurring one, i.e., “Zufall,” which mirrors
Stanišić’s remark that “Herkunft ist ein Buch über den ersten Zufall unserer Biografie: irgendwo
geboren werden. Und was danach kommt.”875
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CONCLUSION
In my dissertation, I examined literary responses to the Yugoslav Wars of the 1990s and
their aftermath by migrant authors from the former Yugoslavia who write in German. The exYugoslav authors Marica Bodrožić, Danko Rabrenović, and Saša Stanišić tell their personal
stories but also those of others. Their works support the theory of Cathy Caruth that literature
serves to overcome the “unspeakable” and to speak of that, which is unknown, unspoken, and
unheard in terms of trauma. Looking at the wars and the calamities they caused, the question
arises of how the authors dealt with trauma, traumatic experiences, and loss. Can a person who
has spent time away from Yugoslavia or who has been an exile even before the wars be affected
by the uprising and clashes across Yugoslavia? The works under analysis offer unique and
multifaceted individual and collective representations and assessments of this topic, illustrating
the intricacy of the Yugoslav Wars and their effects. The study shows that no matter how long
one lived in the former Yugoslavia and how much or how little of the wars one experienced,
Yugoslavs everywhere were affected in some way. As the comparisons reveal, all three authors
address several identical themes throughout their texts, and as they write about these themes,
their works show how the authors are affected and how they deal with these issues. Because of
their age at the time of arrival in Germany and their direct or indirect exposure to the Yugoslav
Wars, Bodrožić, Rabrenović, and Stanišić demonstrate following similarities and differences in
their experiences in the former Yugoslavia and their new home, Germany.
First, throughout the works of all three authors, there is a constant renegotiation of
identity and Heimat, which demonstrates on one hand the fluidity of both concepts and on the
other the common struggle of those not living in their home country, as refugees and migrants, to
find a sense of Heimat. Because the Yugoslav Wars resulted in a loss of the home country for
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these authors, they are even more deeply affected trying to find what they have lost. Both
identity and Heimat are linked to several places (city of birth, city where they grew up, other
cities and regions with particular meaning like regular vacation spots or relatives’ hometowns;
Yugoslavia, Balkan). Besides places, the definition of what Heimat is extends to family, friends,
relationships, former Yugoslav people, language, culture, work, interactions, food, music,
memories, and moments, illuminating and emphasizing the complexity of this particular concept.
Due to the loss of their home country, in the end, the narrators become multilingual and
multicultural citizens of the world with a Heimat that can be anywhere, where family and friends
are and where one is welcome.
Second, the texts highlight the additional effects on those individuals who are children
from an ethnically or religiously mixed marriage. These intermarriages were under scrutiny
already shortly before the Yugoslav Wars and consequently during and after the conflicts,
leading to a refusal among the children to identify with either side of their mixed family. As the
option to be a Yugoslav does not exist anymore, these children cannot avoid the identity being
imposed upon them by others (for example, by other former Yugoslavs, by newly established
states after the break-up of Yugoslavia, and by Germans). Subsequently, after several stages of
negotiations, they detach themselves from the newly defined states and choose to identify
themselves without any national affiliations.
Due to the newly defined states, the notion of “we,” “us,” and “our” and the use of
“Jugos” become very prominent among a number of former Yugoslavs, as they not only refuse to
accept their newly imposed identities but also still consider each other as coming from one
country and one nation. By using “Jugos” and the particular terms for country (our country),
people (we, us, our people), and language (our language), the authors firmly state that they stand
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for one community. Without recognizing the new nationalities, ethnicities, and languages,
“Jugos” and the non-descriptive definitions (we, us, our) represent a medium of belonging
without a distinction and separation among the ex-Yugoslavs to whom it does not matter what
former republic or region everyone is from and what language or dialect they speak.
That nationality, ethnicity, and religion among ex-Yugoslavs in Germany does not play a
role becomes evident as the authors write about their friendships, gatherings, and workplaces.
Stanišić further adds that among his friends, only those former Yugoslavs who did not care about
each other’s Herkunft could be a part of the group. The way(s) in which the former Yugoslavs
create “Third Spaces” and “imagined communities” is illustrated in all four books either in
personal or professional settings. Thus, a “Sammelplatz” with Gastarbeiterkindern and war
refugees, a radio show with a host and callers, and an ARAL Tankstelle with migrant friends
become spaces where ex-Yugoslavs meet, connect, and remember. All three authors foreground
the power of tangible places of memory that are deeply inscribed with personal meaning and
individual and collective memories, such as family and grandparents’ homes in the former
Yugoslavia, cities or regions where one was born and raised, vacation spots on the Adria as well
as soccer stadiums. Throughout their texts, the authors Bodrožić and Rabrenović demonstrate
that the most common ways to bond are through intangible lieux de mémoires such as language,
music, food, and soccer. Rabrenović also underscores a different side of music as he illuminates
how Turbofolk is used for politics, spreading of ideologies, and war propaganda. Due to his
direct exposure to the war, Stanišić depicts how some lieux de mémoires (food, soccer, and
specific places like his hometown’s Kurbad) can at the same time represent good and bad
memories. While on one hand these lieux de mémoires stand for blissful individual childhood
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and adulthood memories, on the other they are reminders of horrifying personal war experiences
and traumas, and war crimes and atrocities committed and suffered by others.
In all the works analyzed here, the experience of the loss of Yugoslavia as it was before
these wars and massacres is depicted as “Yugonostalgia” and longing. Because the authors left or
fled Yugoslavia at different ages (Bodrožić at 10, Stanišić at 14, Rabrenović at 22) and due to
their different experiences with the wars and their aftermath, they discuss Yugonostalgia in
distinct ways. While Bodrožić and Rabrenović express longing for different phases of their lives
(childhood and young adulthood) and parts of their former Heimat (grandfather’s home, the
Adriatic coast in Croatia, language, people (artists) for Bodrožić; Belgrade before the Yugoslav
Wars, language, food, music for Rabrenović), Stanišić, who relies on the conversations with his
grandmother, addresses Yugonostalgia and Titostalgia among the older generation who yearn for
their past life during Tito’s regime. As the authors show, as loss of the homeland is inevitable,
nostalgia and longing impacted so many former Yugoslavs in Germany and in the former home
country and these feelings occupy a spectrum from reflective to restorative nostalgia.
With the loss of Yugoslavia, the authors who experienced initial tensions and armed
clashes like Rabrenović and war and flight like Stanišić also convey their personal opinion and
political commentary on the Yugoslav Wars and politicians. Bodrožić, though, who left
Yugoslavia at a very young age several years before the Yugoslav Wars does not discuss the
wars in political terms, but rather in connection with people’s personal experience of anguish,
suffering, and loss. With a different set of experiences in comparison to Bodrožić, Rabrenović
and Stanišić show how close experiences with the war or the political arena (Rabrenović was a
camera assistant for the Croatian television HTV in Belgrade) lead to questions about the
politicians and their role in the wars as well as questions of (collective) guilt and (collective)
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responsibility among politicians and the people. Both authors raise questions and address the
subject of guilt and responsibility in connection with the private and public sphere. Stanišić is
appalled that his relatives have pictures of Kriegsverbrecher in their home. Growing up and
living in Belgrade, Serbia, Rabrenović calls for Serbian people to acknowledge and admit their
former president’s and leaders’ responsibility. The authors’ consensus is that the political leaders
of the 1990s encouraged and caused the Yugoslav Wars and the authors’ sympathy goes mostly
to Muslims as, according to Rabrenović and Stanišić, they suffered the most. In addition, being
from multiethnic and multireligious Bosnia and Herzegovina, which had the highest number of
people killed and the most widespread destruction, Stanišić also addresses the connection
between ethnicity and religion. Because religious identity corresponds with ethnic or national
identity for all three groups, Stanišić demonstrates how the aftermath of the Yugoslav Wars and
the division of Bosnia and Herzegovina affects the people, especially those living in a region or
territory of the opposite ethnicity and religion. In those instances, as the study shows, even one’s
first name in many cases, especially for Muslims/Bosniaks, exposes the individual’s identity.
As this study illustrates, for former Yugoslavs in Germany who are Gastarbeiter,
refugees, exiles, or migrants, there are additional complexities and nuisances. Foremost, being in
the new country, all three authors had to learn the new language, German, and are confronted
with the obstacles and struggles of not only learning the “difficult” language but also of pushing
themselves to succeed in school and to integrate. Moreover, Stanišić also highlights the mental
and physical strains as well as the consequences of not speaking German, for instance, having to
work in physically demanding jobs. In connection with writing, all three authors chose German
as their literary language. The key difference is the emotional attachment to German or the lack
thereof. On the one hand the new language takes on a “protective” role to be able to write about
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emotions and horrifying scenes of combat and loss in Yugoslavia, as in Bodrožić’s case. On the
other hand, it is the Alltagssprache and serves a purpose for one’s work, reflection, sharing,
informing, and entertaining as for Rabrenović and Stanišić.
An additional barrier in the lives of refugees, exiles, and migrants in Germany exposed
by the texts is the challenge of dealing with the bureaucracy. This applies to exiles and war
refugees like Rabrenović and Stanišić, who were living in Germany on special visas that limited
their movement from the states in which they lived, and who endured the constant fear of having
their visa extension rejected. Chapter 2 emphasizes the various steps some individuals, like the
exiled Rabrenović, have to take to stay in Germany as the wars rage in other parts of Yugoslavia
but not in his (Serbia). Chapter 3 sheds light on the mental stress and anxiety of war refugees,
especially the ones from Bosnia and Herzegovina, who consistently had to extend their Duldung
visas and feared Abschiebung during the war as well after the war ended, even if they had
already established their lives in Germany. Both authors also underline the bureaucratic
intricacies, rules, timelines, and regulations by listing the number of different visas and requests
it takes to receive permanent status thus playfully highlighting bureaucratic language.
During the battles with bureaucracy and visas, the exiles, refugees, and migrants like
Rabrenović and Stanišić also deal with integration in the new country and culture. The same
applies to Bodrožić as a Gastarbeiterkind who is trying to find her voice. All three authors argue
and emphasize that learning the language of the new country, and being proficient in it, is the
key aspect for integration. As portrayed in the three chapters, learning German can mean
freedom, finding a profession, and achieving occupational success. It helps overcome
speechlessness, assists in achieving the Ankunft, and in obtaining a better job (with less effects
on the physical health, for example), a job in one’s own field, or a white-collar position in one’s
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profession. After discussing the experiences with the Yugoslav Wars, trauma, loss, and life and
the process of integration in the new country, the literature analyzed demonstrates a successful
Ankunft in Germany for all three authors.
Even though some research on the literature of ex-Yugoslav migrant and exile authors
exists, my study expands on that research by focusing particularly on the experiences with the
Yugoslav Wars and their aftermath, and more specifically with loss. Thus, my dissertation
includes some of the most recent books by ex-Yugoslav migrants in Germany like Saša
Stanišić’s Herkunft as well as those that have not been analyzed and researched yet and are not
part of the current discussions like Danko Rabrenović’s Der Balkanizer: Ein Jugo in
Deutschland. They serve as additional specific examples of how traumatic war experiences and
loss have been dealt with in literary texts. My goal was to compare different authors and their
works by looking at specifically those with and without direct exposure to and experiences with
the wars and to analyze if and how they were affected by the Yugoslav Wars, trauma, and loss
and also how they dealt with it. Consequently, my study includes a broader spectrum of the
literary and artistic responses to these wars, and the effects they had on so many people from exYugoslavia, even those who had left the country many years before the Yugoslav Wars. This will
provide a fuller understanding and paint a more complete picture of the wide range of war
experiences and reactions. Every story is unique and therefore essential in order to provide a
more analytical and productive commemoration of the country and people that no longer exist.
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